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Preface 

The dawn of the twentieth century witnessed the climax 
of imperialistic competition in Europe among the Great Pow
ers. Entrenched in two opposing camps, they glared at each 
other over mountainous stockpiles of weapons gathered in 
feverish armament races. In the one camp was situated the 
Triple Entente, in the other the Triple Alliance of the Central 
Powers under Germany's leadership. The final and tragic re
sult of this rivalry was World War I, during which Germany 
attempted to realize her imperialistic conception of M itteleuropa 
with the Berlin-Baghdad-Basra railway project to the Near East. 

Thus there would have been established a transcontinental 
highway for German industrial and commercial expansion 
through the Persian · Gulf to the Asian market. The security 
of this highway required that the pressure of Russian imperi
alism on the Middle East be eliminated by the fragmentation 
of the Russian colonial empire into its ethnic components. 
Germany·planned the formation of a belt of buffer states ( asso
ciated with the Central Powers and Turkey) from Finland, 
Beloruthenia (Belorussia), Lithuania, Poland to Ukraine, the 
Caucasus, and even to Turkestan. 

The outbreak and nature of the Russian Revolution in 1917 
offered an opportunity for Imperial Germany to realize this 

· plan. The emergence of the buffer states on ethnically non
Russian territories was becoming a reality. They were partly 
legalized by the Treaty of Brest-Litovsk which was inspired 
by the Central Powers. But the Imperial German Government 
was either unable or unwilling to grasp and utilize the issues 
and motives of the Revolution. Germany" s new order in Eastern 
Europe completely lacked a social message, and her principle 
of national self-determination was confused and inconsistent. 
Consequently, following the Treaty of Brest-Litovsk Germany's 
position in Eastern Europe was based mainly on her military 
strength, since her political and moral contributions were either 



negligible or nonexistent. When German armies left Eastern 
Europe after the defeat in the West, their plans for a new inter
national system in Eastern Europe represented no more than 
a vacuum. 

There was still hope that the victorious Allies would succeed 
where Germany had failed. Wilson's Fourteen Points contained 
a potential promise, not only as an ideological challenge to 
Bolshevist slogans, but also as a basis for political, social, and 
national reconstruction in Eastern Europe, according to the 
Western pattern. Unfortunately, the Allies never treated Wil
son's Fourteen Points very seriously, and the forces which they 
supported in the fight against Bolshevism had not very much 
to offer toward the solution of problems brought to the surface 
by the Revolution within the Tsarist Empire. The victory of 
Lenin, who proved to be more skillful in riding the waves of 
the Revolution, was a severe blow to the hope for democrati
zation of Eastern Europe. · Unfortunately, the effect of the 
Bolshevist seizure of power extended beyond the boundaries 
of Russia proper and later of the Soviet Union. 

Aggressive Soviet Russian imperialism under the banner of 
world revolution inaugurated the era of dictatorships in Europe 
which partly justified their existence by posing as a defense 
against this new international menace: Mussolini's Fascism and 
Hitler's Nazism were also imitated in Hungary, Bulgaria, Al
bania, Greece, Portugal, Spain, Turkey, Persia and China. 

How, we can ask, could this terrible anti-Christian ideology 
of Nazism arise in Germany among the "Volk der Dichter und 
Denker"? There are deep roots for this Weltanschauung in 
Fichte, Hegel and Treitschke, in Nietzsche, Schopenhauer and 
Wagner. The traditions of militarism under Frederick II, the 
"blood and iron" Realpolitik of Bismarck, and the fear of Rus
sia's Pan-Slavism were also important factors. 

But one must also take into consideration the Frenchman 
Gobineau, who proclaimed the Teutons a superior race among 
all men; the Englishman Houston Stewart Chamberlain, a fore
runner of racism in Germany; the geopolitics of the Swede 
Kjellen; and the influences of the anti-Semitic and anti-Catholic 



Russian Dostoevsky, who strongly influenced the Russian-edu
cated Rosenberg. Also to be considered here are Hitler's Vienna 
background; Lueger' s anti-Semitisut; and the contempt and hate 
of von Schoenerer's Pan-Germanism for all Slavs with the tra
ditions of the First Pan-Slav Congress in Prague in 1848, for 
all the Czechs, Poles, Ukrainians, Slovenes, Croats, Slovaks and 
Serbs who endangered German supremacy in Austria-Hungary. 
All these factors also contributed to Hitler's emotional attitudes. 

Another fact which should not be overlooked is that soon 
after World War I the Germans felt they had been deprived 
by the West of the promised right to self-determination during 
the disintegration of the Hapsburg Empire. It should also be 
understood that the treatment of the Republic with its Socialist 
government, especially in econornic matters, was not always 
wise. To complete the background, the League of Nations, as a 
protector of European minorities and as the new authority for 
peace, soon lost any power it might have had. On the rising 
wave of German national resentinent of alleged discrimination, 
Hitler came to power. 

The inability of the Western democracies to grant German 
democracy equality and to organize the cooperation of demo
cratic powers against Russian Cmnmunism and Italian Fascism 
became the springboard for Hitler's demagoguery. Let me say 
frankly, as one who had the opportunity as an accredited min
ister and envoy of his country to observe Germany in the early 
postwar years, that if the Western democracies had granted 
Ebert's Germany the same conces:sions they were forced to give 
Nazi Germany, then, in my opinion, Hitler never would have 
risen to power. 

The Hitler movement, in the decade preceding its full as
cension to power in 1933, had time to elaborate fully its ide
ology encouraged by the new aggressive imperialism of Soviet 
Russia (against the non-Russian peoples within her domain ) , 
of Italy (in Ethiopia), and Japan~ (in Manchukuo). Influenced 
by the previous great designs of World War I, the Nazi ideology 
now claimed a German Lebensraum in Eastern Europe up to 
the Urals. In this plan, the Jews would be liquidated, and the 



Slavic nations numerically reduced, partially resettled to the 
East, and partially converted to an ethnographic mass repre· 
senting a manpower reservoir. The Third Reich had to rise on 
those territories .in' order to realize Hitler's conception of the 
new German nation into whic:h would be integrated _all the 
Teutonic nations: the Dutch, the Flemings, the Danes, Swedes, 
Norwegians, and the Swiss Germans. The realization of the 
Berlin-Baghdad-Basra plan would then be only a min~r detail 
for the Third Reich-which as a. world power, based on a totali
tarian imperialism, would abolish all the traditional values of 
Christian ·European culture and civilization. 

The crux of Hitler's reasoning was · contained in one sim
ple observation. Since the W~estem democracies had for so 
long tolerated the abolition of :all values of Christian European 
culture and civilization by Stalin in the Soviet Union, they 
would also tolerate Germany's attempt to do the same. After 
all, Hitler reasoned further, Stalin was the master of terror and 
genocide with his "resettlements" and concentration camps, 
therefore a German genocide policy of "resettlements," terror 
and concentration camps for Jews and Slavs would be viewed 
with the same tolerant W esten1 eye. 

Hitler's conceptions challenged not only any balance of 
power in Europe but would also have upset it in the whole 
world. Thus, World War II was the consequence, and the 
Western democracies were forced to fight. 

The work of Dr. Ihor Kamenetsky on the German Lebens
raum policy in Eastern Europe -. during World War II is a 
great contribution to . the history of that struggle, in which 
Hitler, through his conceptions:, made an attempt on the very 
life of Germany's Slavic neighbors, in fact on all Slavdom. 
He thus gave Stalin the opportunity to start the Russian 
Communist neo-Pan-Slavism in defense of Slavdom during 
World War II. 

German-Slavic relations were and are of the ubnost im
portance for European politics .. Therefore the Slavic Institute 
of Marquette University intended to include this well-docu
mented study, based on primary sources, in its "Marquette 
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Slavic Studies Series." Lack of funds made this impossible, 
and we cordially welcome its publication by Bookman As-
sociates. 

Slavic Institute 
Marquette University 
February, 1960 

RoMAN SMAL-STOCKI 
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Introduction 

No ideology which aims at the explanation of all histori
ical events of the past and at nr1apping out the course of 
all events of the future can bear the unpredictability which 
springs from the fact that men :are creative, that they can 
bring forward something so nevv nobody ever foresaw it. 
(H. Arendt, The Origins of Totalfitarianism, p. 432.) 

The idea of creating a stablce and perfect society on a 
philosophical basis or according to some immutable laws and 
on the basis of a predetermined plan has a long historical back
ground. Such plans are to be found iln the Spartan State, in Thom
as More's Utopia, Rousseau's Citi;ten-State, and in many less 
known blueprints and models. In 11nost cases they remained pa
per plans because the planners lacked sufficient power to bring 
them to fruition. 

But such historic models differed in many important re
spects from modem totalitarian empires. First, they evolved 
from a mythological, religious, or traditional.origin. Second, they 
were designed for relatively limited geographical areas. Third, 
they were developed in a period :in which the media of mass 
communication, the machinery of mtass destruction, and a system 
of close supervision over a vast number of people were un
known. 

The two totalitarian states, the Soviet Union and Nazi Ger
many, which arose following Wotrld War I possessed many 
qualities which earlier plans of ideal states did not possess. One 
shaking difference was the totalitaiian ideology. @nlike preced- T 
ing models they took most of their ]principles and goals not from 
mythology, religion, or clearly defined tradition, but from "sci
entific laws." Racism, materialism, geopolitics, Darwinism, and 
twisted interpretations of history lbecame models for building 
the new soci~ _L 

Old social criteria, religion, e1thics, the dignity of the in
dividual, were sacrificed, for all oJf them included elements of 
unpredictability which sooner or later would conflict with the 
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I all-embracing totalitarian contro(Unlike earlier models, the to
talitarian states were of a dynamic character, and territorial ex-

...L pansion was essential to their developme~In the case of the 
Soviet Union, the transitional stages from Socialism to Com
munism could be reached only after the extension of the Soviet 
order on a global scale. In the ease of Nazi Germany, the society 
was supposed to progress frmn an "unhealthy urban society," 
contaminated by the racially :foreign admixtures, to a racially 
pure, biologically strong, and predominantly rural society. 1b.e.. 
ultimate objective of the Nazi state could be. achie.v.ed op.ly with 
~h.l0.erriJ;9.rial .. .ex.p_~s]ion. This was· necessary if Ger
many was to become predomiliantly an agricultural state and a 
great power at the same time. 

The methods and achievements of science could be used 
by the Nazis for the purpose of bringing about the transforma
tion. This fact distinguished the Hitlerite movement from all 
earlier theories and attempts to build a model state. Many of 
the same characteristics are to be found in the Soviet plans for 
an ideal state. 

Technological developments made the creation of the mono
lithic totalitarian empires a possibility. Advances made in the 
means of communication and in the mass dissemination of ideas 
overcame geographical limitati!ons which earlier planners and 
rulers had to face in the past. ConfQ.rmity and obedience could 

~ now be enforced more effectilvely[}t became especially true 
when the totalitarian governments gained control over such vi
tal nerves of modern society as the means of information, pro
duction, education, and communication. By isolating a society 
from outside influences, by weeding out nonconformist and in
tractable elements, by developing efficient methods of control 
both the Soviet Union and Nazi Germany attempted to create 
new societies based upon predetermined plans an~ possessing 

-.._ certain qualities, including that of ultimate stability . .' 
Nazi Germany sought stability in a predominantly agricul

tural society, sufficient agricultural Lebensraum, and the racial 
purity of her citizens. 

Eastern Europe was earmarked as the area for the future 
German Lebensraum. During the course of World War II the 
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tions. Certainly, it is true that the individual citizen and voter 
is now called upon to make decisions on highly complex is
sues. Democratic government is currently required to use to the 
fullest the most highly developed teclmology for the solution 
of public problems and for the administration of public pro
grams. 

Totalitarian governments, possessing control of teclmology, 
can and will use it to remain in power and to liquidate the oppo
sition. Modem developments make revolution much more dif
fi~ult and less likely to succeed. 

If democracies can continue to meet the problems of the 
people, and if the citizens can continue to exercise wisdom and 
good judgment, democratic governments will flourish. If de
mocracies fail to measure up, they will become vulnerable to 
the would-be dictator, who, seizing the big government ma
chinery, may get control over the people to a degree unknown 
to any despot in the past. Should this occur, then the fantastic 
novels of Orwell or Huxley may become a reality in the same 
way that the fiction of Jules Verne came true within one cen
tury in the field of teclmological inventions. 

The Nazi blueprints and achievements reveal how closely 
certain totalitarian objectives came to their fuHillment, even 
though the Nazi State never reached its ultimate goal. 

II 
II 
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CHAPTER ONE 

Ideological and Politie~al Background 
of Nazi Lebensraum Policy 

Every people has to be educated up from smaller to 
larger space conceptions, and the process has to be repeated 
again and again to prevent the people from falling back in
to the old small-space conceptions. In every state decay is 
the result of decline in its space conceptions. (F. Ratzel, 
Der Lebensraum, 1901, quoted in I'olish Fortnightly Review, 
London, August 15, 1943. ) 

The right to soil and territory can become a duty if a 
decline seems to loom for a great: nation unless it extends 
its territory. . . . Germany either will be a world power 
or will not be at all. (Adolf Hitler, Mein Kampf, pp. 741-
742.) 

We must realize, that the whole sense of this war rests 
in a natural enlargement of Lebensraum for our people. 
(Governor Hans Frank, August 1, 1942, Nuremberg Trial 
Doc. 2233-PS.) 

The Influence of German Tradition and the Science 
of Geopolit1ics 

It is both difficult and risky to trace a current or recent 
ideology to the dim past of a nation. To compare the German 
theory of Lebensraum with the behavior of savage Germanic 
tribes or with policy of a feudal enopire is much like compar
ing a modern motor car with a priinitive cart. German histori
ans, such as Gerhard Ritter or Theodor Heuss, are right in re
jecting wartime theories explaining the rise and character of 
National Socialism as the inevitable product of Teutonic herit
age and the sweep of a historical process.1 It cannot be forgotten 
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that Nazism was a denial rather than an outcome of the concept 
of humanity as it was created by Lessing or Goethe, and that 
militaristic and aggressive attributes were assigned during dif
ferent stages of Western Civilization to such countries as Spain, 
Sweden, or France, rather than to Germany. It is also sigirificant 
that the Austrians and Swiss Germans, though culturally and 
historically connected with Germany, did not fatalistically fol
low in its modem totalitarian experience. 

The limitation of historic parallels and experience as guides 
to the recent past do not necessarily mean that a historic back
ground is meaningless in evaluating contemporary conditions 
and processes. Socialism and the mass production of the twen
tieth century would certainly be incomprehensible without the 
background of the Industrial Revolution in the nineteenth cen
tury. Similarly, the formulation of the Nazi theory of expansion 

.and methods for building a gigantic Nazi empire in the East 
would be hard to grasp if we ignored the way in which German 
nationalism grew and the circumstances under which German 
national unity was achieved. 

Because of a strong political particularism, German his~ 
torians, writers, and statesmen in the nineteenth century worked 
toward German national unity based on the common racial sol
idarity of all Germans. 2 This conception was useful in overrid
ing the pride and self-possession of numerous German ruling 
houses. But because of this racial tendenc)l:.-German national
ism lacked already at its initial stage the liberal qualities which 
other national movements displayed:j 

The ethnical uniqueness of Geimans was stressed as early 
as the liberal German Convention for Unity which met at Frank
furt am Main in 1848. There, the admission of Austria to the 
German Union was seriously resisted because of the multina
tional composition of the Austrian Monarchy, and a proposal was 
submitted that only the ethnically German portion of Austria be 
allowed to join the Union of German states. This particular 
brand of German nationalism ,made acceptance of Nazi pseudo
scientific racial laws much easier and contributed more toward 
the egocentricity of Germandom than was the case with the 
other nations. French nationalism during the French Revolution 
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could combine French ambitions with the slogan "Brotherhood 
of Nations." The racism of Stewart Chamberlain and the imperi
alism of Cecil Rhodes could be neutralized in Great Britain by 
Gladstonian national broadmindedness. There were no such im
portant moderating forces to influence German nationalism at 
the time that it crystallized and when Germany achieved its na
tional unity. German nationalism saw its dreams fulfilled not by 
a liberal crusader but by a man who held that empires are built 
by «blood and iron" and whose Realpolitik was void of any liber
al considerations in relation to other peoples. 

It was also a strange coincidence that German nationalism 
took shape and materialized at a time when the traditional 
Christian humanitarian ideas were undermined in Germany by 
the attacks of Marx and Nietzsche and by the application to hu
man society of Darwin's principle of the survival of the fittest. A 
rapid decay of the established moral values and growing reliance 
upon power left its distinct mark on German nationalism. By the 
time of Germany's unification we find a strong egocentric Ger
man nationalism which tried to set itself above the traditional 
moral standards of Western society, especially in dealing with 
other nationalities. It found its expression in relation to Poles, 
who formed a considerable minority within . the Second German 
Empire. Unlike the Poles in neighboring Austria, their com
patriots under the rule of the "Iron Chancellor" were subject to 
severe and merciless persecutions because of their nationality. 
The justification for this kind of policy is reflected in the follow
ing passage from Bismarck's speech, delivered to the Pruss ian 
Landtag in 1885: 

A struggle for existence is going on between the Germans 
and Poles. Heaven and earth will unite before the Germans 
and Poles unite. Beat the Poles until all their desire to live'") \ 
is gone. I have a great sympathy for their situation, but if L.....) i 
we are to exist we must destroy them. The wolf is not to .
blame that God made him what he is. 3 

Bismarck's ideas were not the ideas of one man alone. Similar 
conceptions of a higher national morality permeated German 
nationalism. Thus, about ten years later, long after Bismarck's 
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retirement, an important and long established German paper, 
Grenzbote, wrote: 

We argue that if the good of our Fatherland demands the 
conquest, enslavement, elimination or destruction of other 
nations we should not be restrained from doing this by any 
Christian or humanitarian scruples. 4 

And at approximately the same time the G•erman Minister, 
Baron von Rheinbaben, echoed this idea in his speech to the 
German Reichsrat, saying: 

(:

If something is being done which is indispensable to our 
ational necessities, there is no reason to concern ourselves 
ith whether the so-called moral feeling will or will not be 

\_ taken into account outside Germany's frontiers .. 5 

These claims of national superiority and expressions of an 
aggressive spirit were initially spontaneous and unsophisticated; 
they, like any other claims in human history, required a phil
osophical justification to provide the aura of authority. The 
Divine Law and Divine Will fell into disrepute long ago; the 
claims of legitimacy were becoming obsolete in the second half 
of the nineteenth century. Even the Concert of Powers, which 
moderated the behavior of the States, was rapidly disintegrating 
by the end of the nineteenth century. This diisintegration re
sulted in the absence of ·a powerful authority which could in
fluence the international relations among the European states. 
It is no wonder, therefore, that in Germany, where expansionist 
nationalism was very much alive, there would be attempts to ra
tionalize its imperialistic ambitions in a more concrete form. 

One of the attempts to set a new standard for the behavior 
of States was that made by the German professor of political 
geography, Friedrich Ratzel ( 1844-1904). He was the first to 
advance geographic determinism as a factor in the interrelation 
of states. Professor Ratzel became interested in the political 
significance of great spaces during his journey through the 
United States and his studies there during the las:t quarter of the 
nineteenth century. Impressed by the riches and the potentiali
ties which the vast American spaces seemed t:o offer, Ratzel 
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wrote his first book, The United :States of Northern America 
( 1876-1880), in which he exalted the importance of space and 
predicted a great future for the United States when it succeeded 
in fully exploiting the areas it possessed. In his succeeding 

works: Anthropogeography ( 1882-1891), Political Geography 
( 1897) , and in an essay, "Living Space" 1901), Ratzellaid down 
the basic ideas for the German Geopolitical School and for the 
Nazi conception of Lebensraum. Three of Ratzel' s ideas became 
important for the later Nazi ideology: ( 1) The view that space J-T 
represents the most vital requirement of the State; that diminu- ( 
tion of territory means decline and. disintegration of the State 
and that expansion and growth in territory is to be viewed as a i 

prerequisite of state power and prosperity; ( 2 ) that struggle for I 
space is a natural law and that the n1ost fit will gain space at the \ 
expense of their weaker neighbors; ( 3) that only racially pure i 

peoples, s.trongly rooted in the soil {not only in the agricultural 
sense) , are most likely to be victors: in conquering and keeping . \ 
living space. .-/ --

Ratzel's theories were not widespread in his time, and nei
ther the politics of the Second Ger~man Empire nor the causes 
of World War I can be traced to tlhem. But his ideas survived 
his death in 1904 and found some remarkable successors. One 
of his most outstanding successors was Rudolph Kjellen, a Swed
ish professor of political science. In his main work, The State as 
a Living Form, Kjellen exalted the importance of the organic 
growth of space mentioned by Ratzel He went so far as to com
pare a state to a human being of superior character, with organic 
lusts, morals, and above all, growth. According to him, a state 
had a natural tendency to grow as a human being does. It grows 
by acquiring new territo~ in the same way a human being 
grows in size or weight. (!herefore, territorial aggrandizement · -
is, morally, neither good nor bad because it is merely a natural 
phenomenon.:J 

By this particular elaboration of Ratzel' s theory of space 
growth, Kjellen strengthened the future Nazi Lebensraum con
ception that acquisition of new territory cannot be restricted by 
any moral considerations because s:uch expansion is inevitable 
for a healthy state. 
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Another famous successor of Ratzel was the British profes
sor of geography, Sir Halford ~11cKinder. Sir MacKinder's theo
ries of geopolitics are significant in so far as he stressed the im
portance of great continental powers as opposed to sea powers. 
MacKinder revealed the danger for the Western Allies of a 
possible transcontinental combination between Germany and 
Russia. He thought that the power which controls Eastern Eu
rope possesses the potential key for actual domination of the 
world. In his book, Ideals and Reality: A Study in the Politics of 
Reconstruction, published in 1919, Sir MacKinder warned the 
victorious allies of this danger and admonished them to draw 
such political arrangements in Europe which would prevent 
creation of a powerful German-Russian bloc. 

It is uncertain to what degree MacKinder' s geopolitical 
views were taken into consideration during the writing of the 
Treaty of Versailles. The relative unpopularity of MacKinder's 
continental theories in Great Britain may indicate that the influ
ence of his ideas was slight. The belt of independent states 
created between Germany and the Soviet Union more likely 
had its origin in the principle of self-determination and in 
the desire of France to get some allies on the other side of Ger
many. Nevertheless, it is significant to notice that these Eastern 
''buffer states" were the first target of attack of German geo
politician Karl Haushofer. Karl Haushofer's personality is im
p01tant in so far as he put the finishing touches to German geo
politics and institutionalized it. He, unlike his great predeces
sors, had a direct influence on the Nazi movement. Because of 
his extensive authority as a German general and university pro
fessor, and through his widely circulated Journal of Geopolitics, 
founded in 1924, and his Ins:titute of Geopolitics, he was able to 
promote his geopolitical ideas on a greater scale than other less 
influential geopoliticians. Haushofer was not an originator of 
strikingly new ideas in geopolitics. Accepting basically the find
ings of Professor Ratzel and Professor Kjellen, who dealt with 
living space in more general geographical terms, and those of 
Sir Halford MacKinder, who was concerned with specific geo
graphic areas, Haushofer tried to create a synthesis of his own. 
He succeeded only in defining the direction in which Gennan 
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expansion should proceed, and he narrowed Ratzel' s thesis of 
the necessity for a nation to be "embedded in soil" to one which 
stressed agricultural cultivation. 

In deciding upon the area of German spacial exjpansion, 
Haushofer saw great chances for Germany in MacKinde:r's theo
ries of continental blocs. Thus, he not only embraced enthusi
astically the fear expressed by MacKinder of the possilbility of 
a German-Russian continental combination but extended it into 
an idea of a transcontinental bloc in which Germany, Russia, 
and Japan should be united in a very close alliance. He believed 
that such a territorial combination would result in complete 
economic self-sufficiency and strategic impregnability for the 
nations concerned. 

In evaluating the quality of space, Haushofer considered 
the fertility of its soil as well as its strategic importaJrlce. He 
thought that in agricultural cultivation a nation finds the proper 
mode of life as opposed to unhealthy urbanization. This em
phasis of space in terms of soil, which brought Haushofer' s geo
political interpretations closest to the Nazi concept of Lebens
raum, appears at a very early stage of his geopolitical work. In 
the first number of the Journal of Geopolitics we read: · 

Only those state organisms that are firmly embedded in 
their mother-soil will be able to offer resistance to the on
slaught, from their expanding neighbors in their pursuit of 
inborn power lusts. Where the roots are feeble, the conquer
ors will force their victims to give way and migrate else
where along the path of least resistance. 6 

In his introduction to Gattineau's Urbanization, Haushofer 
writes: 

No form of life can be maintained unless it is rooted in its 
soil. Urbanization and the rule of the worker-class of the 
urban masses endangers by the negation of this fact the vital 
laws of life on earth.7 

The similarity of Haushofer's geopolitical ideas and the 
objectives of Nazi foreign policy could be explained by the fact 
that by a strange coincidence the Geopolitical School .and the 
Nazi movement had their origin in the same city, Munich, at ap-
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proximately the same time, after the end of World War I. Much 
more important, it can be traced to the personal contacts be
tween Haushofer and the leading Nazi personalities. It is known 
that Rudolf Hess, Hilter's Deputy within the Nazi Party, was 
one of the closest pupils of Haushofer and the man to whom 
Haushofer dedicated his book, W eltpolitik von H eute (World 
Politics of Today), 1934.8 It was also said that Haushofer visited 
Hitler in jail after the latter's unsuccessful Putsch and that Chap
ter XIV of Hitler's M ein Kampf, dealing with future German 
foreign policy, was written under the strong influence of Haus
hofer. 

A close relation between Haushofer and the Nazi move
ment seemed also to be confirmed by the mutual courtesies ex
changed after the Nazis took over the German government. In 
1933, Haushofer published a pamphlet in which he paid tribute 
to National Socialism, and he received favors in the form of gov
ernment funds for the Institute of Geopolitics and a personal 
favor in terms of the honorary aryanization of his two sons
an extraction of his half-Jewi:sh wife.9 

Yet in spite of the obvious similarities of ideas and the 
close personal contacts, the Nazi Lebensraum concept did not 
coincide completely with Haushofer' s geopolitical principles. 
The Nazi concept of blood amd soil was too strongly saturated 
with Germanic myth and racism to fit completely within the 
frame of Haushofer' s Geopolitics. The met!1ods by which Hitler 
and Haushofer wanted to achieve Lebensraum differed consid
erably. It is true that Haushofer tied his idea of Lebensraum to 
the idea of racial purity. He wrote: "'Master races' must remain 
pure; race mixture has brought about the decay of many a great 
empire."10 

The Geopolitical School held basically the same views about 
the racial quality of the new and spacious German Reich. It is 
obvious if we compare it wi1th the following statements of the 
Nazi leaders: "Common blood should belong to a common 
Reich.''11 And: 

Today we must choose between Crusade politics and 
space politics; between world imperialism and the racial 
will of the state; between Barabarossa and Henry the Lion; 
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between the Stresemann-League of Nations and the racial 
National Socialist Germanic state.12 

When, however, the geopolitical considerations were clearly 
in conflict with racial considerations, Haushofer and his asso
ciates would take the side of the former and reject "racial and 
ideological extremism."13 Such conflict between geopolitical and 
racial considerations emerged on the point of relations with the 
Soviet Union and Great Britain. Haushofer viewed the Soviet 
Union as an ally because it was a great continental power 
which, from his geopolitical standpoint, had the same interests 
as Germany, in opposition to the geopolitically hostile bloc of 
sea powers. Haushofer rejected, from a geopolitical standpoint, 
the idea of military conquest of the Russian space, arguing about 
the terrific risk involved in an attack on the states of 'broad 
spaces" which might use their space as a weapon in their de
fense.14 On the other side, Haushofer specula·ted that if Ger
many promoted Russian expansion in the Far East and supplied 
Russia with the technical know-how and machinery, Russia 
would be grateful enough to grant Germany some part of its 
western provinces, or at least close her eyes to German absorp
tion of the Eastern buffer states, the existence of which Haus
hofer from the very beginning regarded as unnatural. 

On the other hand, the Nazi ideologists would not agree to 
regard Russia as a full-fledged and permanent ally because of 
racial prejudices and the Germanic myth. Nazi foreign policy 
was permeated to a great degree by the conception of so-called 
c•organic allies and organic enemies."15 According to this theory, 
a friendly or hostile attitude of the Third Reich to the other 
states was bound to their relation to the "German Urproblem" 
(German original problem).16 lThe "German Urproblem" in the· ·r 
Nazi vocabulary meant mainly'two things : ( 1) to become free 
from the disintegrating influence of the Jews; (2) to recover the ~
"traditional Germanic Lebensraum" in the East. According to 
these criteria and the predominant racial principles of Nazi ide
ology, there existed no possibility of a permanent alliance with 
the Soviet Union17 because the latter possessed part of the tradi
tional Germanic Lebensraum and because of its racial composi-
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-~ tion (Jewish ruling class and inferior Slavic masses), which made 
1 such a partnership impossible.:3 Also, the buffer states between 

Germany and the former Gothic reahn could avoid a conflict 
with the Third Reich only if they were willing to abandon their 
national independence. They could count on the mercy of the 
German "master race" only in so far as they, from the Nazi racial 
standpoint, were qualified to become Germans or were needed 
by the Germans as slaves.19 

On the same basis Great Britain, whose colonial empire was 
outside of the Nazi Lebensraum area and which, according to 
Nazi racists, was akin to the German race, represented an ccor
ganic ally" in spite of tempoJrary misunderstandings-which ma
terialized in war. 

Transcontinental geopolitical considerations never seemed 
to be of a great interest to Nazi leaders. Limits of the German 
Eastern Lebensraum were provisionally decided along the so
called A-A line20 or along the Ural Mountains.21 What happened 
behind this line concerned Germans only in so far as it prevented 
a new military build-up of Soviet Russia capable of reconquer
ing the German Lebensraum.22 

Regardless of the deviations in scope and methods between 
the Nazi Lebensraum ideology and Haushofer's Geopolitical 
School, one thing is clear: their objectives could hardly be 
achieved without causing a world war. Both conceptions so 
vastly exceeded the peaceful adjustment possibilities (like treaty 
revision, spheres of influence, legal rights, or even irredenta 
claims) that in the long run they left the state concerned with 
only two possibilities: that of complete surrender or war. It is 
obvious that even if Haushofer's objectives of a peaceful Ger
man-Soviet transcontinental combination could have been real
ized, it was bound to happen only by eliminating the Eastern 
buffer states like Poland, Czechoslovakia, Estonia, Latvia, and 
Lithuania. Hitler added to this array of states an attack on the 
Soviet Union, doubting a perJmanent, peaceful arrangement with 
her. It was highly improbable that France and Great Britain 
would allow an outright incorporation of these states into Ger
many without a war. They had to interfere, if not because of their 
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legal commitments, then from the necessity to maintain the bal
ance of power. 

When Hitler came to power in 1933 the hope for peace in 
Europe could be based only on two assumptions: ( 1) that 
either Hitler would change his mind with respect to Lebensraum 
or ( 2) that Germany would remain so weak and the state con
cerned so strong as to make any attempt in this direction hope
less. Hitler's scale of reannament soon proved the second as
sumption illusory. But Hitler's pleas for self-determination, re
vision of the Versailles Treaty, and his attacks against Commun
ism proved to be misleading as to his real intentions till shortly 
before the outbreak of World War II. It was believed that Hitler, 
because of the self-determination tirades in his speeches, would 
limit his territorial claims to German irredenta and that his 
crusade ~gainst the Soviet Union would not exceed securing the 
spheres of influence in Eastern Europe. 23 

Thus, the extent of German annaments, which was pas
sively regarded by the Western Powers, was no clear indication 
of Hitler's intentions. What the states concerned failed to see, 
and what would probably have shaken them from their lethargy, 
was the creation, with the coming of the Nazis to power, of 
agencies which clearly indicated what Hitler meant by Lebens
raum and how serious he was about it. 

The Tools by which Lebensraum Was Forged 

At the time when the world paid attention to the most ob
vious and the most spectacular deeds of Hitler, such as renuncia
tion of the clauses of the Versailles Treaty, remilitarization of 
the ~e provinces, and the march into the Saar, the quiet but 
systematic and elaborate machinery prepared for the future Le
bensraum went almost unnoticed. Yet the most important and 
the most powerful Nazi organization for realizing Hitler's Le
bensraum in Eastern Europe during World War II was the SS 
( Schutzstaffel), which was given an independent status and a 
broad field for activity on July 13, 1934.2 4 

From its beginning, the SS did not limit itseH to the 
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role of a select, protective guard of National Socialism and its 
leaders, but embarked on various programs which were sup
posed to put Nazi ideology imto practice. The concept of Ger
man Lebensraum, with its notions about blood and soil, seemed 
to be most essential to the SS leader Heinrich Himmler. As early 
as September 3, 1935, Himmler indicated the key role which the 
SS was supposed to play in the realization of Hitler's Lebens
raum plans by saying: 

The new creation of the German peasant and non-peas
ant settlements belongs to the Weltanschauung and to the 
political duties of the SS and will be enduringly promoted 
by this Organization. The realization of all necessary meas
ures, connected with this issue, is exclusively a business of 
the Race and Settlement Oflfice. 26 

Besides making the Race and Settlement Office one of the 
most important offices of the SS organization, Himmler created 
or held the key position in olther organizations connected with 
the Lebensraum problem. Among others he became president of 
the Ahnenerbe Society and :Foundation (Ancestral Heritage) 

. \ __ whose functions included: 

. . . investigation of the space, spirit, accomplishments and 
heritage of the Indo-Germanic peoples of the Nordic Race, 
the verification of the results of their research, and their 
transmission to the people.26 

This organization, which in 1942 was incorporated into the 
SS organization, extended its activity to such fields as biological 
and medical experimentation, :research in folklore and ethnology, 
and later on it concerned itself also with the archives and cul
tural treasures in the countries occupied by Germany.27 

Also significant was the organization which Himmler creat
ed in 1935 under the name Lebensborn (Well of Life). This 
private SS organization had as its purpose the education and up
bringing of the illegitimate offspring of the SS men. 2 8 It pro
vided free hospitalization and gave the so-called .. racially valu
able" children either to childless SS families for adoption or pro
vided for their upbringing in the Nazi spirit In especially es-

I' 
I I 
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tablished institutions. The idea behind it was to promote as 
many good racial births as possible, in addition to the births is
suing from the regular marriages, which as yet could not be 
completely controlled. 

To promote such illegitimate births of "good blood" the so
called system of Belegung (mating) was used. Hitler indicates 
in his Table Talks that this practice was applied in Germany in 
Berchtesgaden by stationing the Elite SS troops in this area, and 
he suggested that such experiments could be repeated in the 
Occupied Eastern Area. 29 

The· Lebensborn extended its activity during the war out
side of the Reich boundaries and tried not only to fish out the 
racially "good" offspring left behind by the German soldiers in 
occupied countries but also to bring up as reliable Germans 
children of alien origin who were kidnapped by the Nazi au
thorities because of their "perfect racial" qualities. 80 Thus the 
Lebensbom organization was created and grew into an institution 
where an ideal Nazi specimen could be physically and spiritually 
conditioned at the earliest stage of individual development. 

The SS organization itself provided a rigid program of con
ditioning even though it dealt with more adult people. The ob
jective and means of this SS "education" were described by an 
SS leader as follows: 

We, who must mould these young people into leaders, 
are aiming at a modem state which finds its inspiration in 
the city of the ancient Greeks. It is to these democracies 
led by an aristocracy and resting on the economic founda
tion of a large class of helots that antiquity owes the finest 
masterpieces of its civilization. . . . The choice of the new 
class of leaders will be made by the SS. It will be made, in 
the positive sense, in the Napolas [National-Politische 
Anstalt] at the preparatory stage, then in the Castles of the 
Order which will be the centres of Higher Education of the 
future National-Socialist aristocracy, and finally in a period 
of practical experience which will follow immediately with . 
the stress on active politics. It will also be made by eradicaM 
ing all inferior elements from the racial and biological point \ 
of view, by eliminating such of our political opponents as 
are incapable of conversion or refuse on principle to re-
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cognise our "Weltanschauung," which is the basis of the 
National-Socialist State, and the vital institutions of that 
State.81 

T Lrhe candidates of the Elite SS organization had to abandon 
their church affiliations;82 they were trained in blind obedi
ence88 and inc~lca~ed. with li:!l_~:_t: fo~ l;;'s;34 but above 

J . all they were mdoctrmated WI e 1 e~~-of' t.; ensrauri)They 

/ 

were harangued constantly about the magic Eldorado in Eastern 
Europe, half-deserted and half-inhabited by a primitive and 
animal-like people. The type and scope of such indoctrination 
may be seen from a sample of a text destined for the SS men 
and issued by the SS Main Office: ---1 

Without end, the steppes of Russian area extend-Eastern 
Europe. Abrupt and sudden is the difference of the cultural 
levels of Central Europe and the gigantic districts. 

And yet, on both sides of the frontier there is the same 
soil, but not the same people Only man alone is able to im
press his stamp upon the country. Therefore, on the one 
side the well-ordered fertility, planned harmony of fields, 
and carefully designed villages of Germany, and on the 
other side the zones of an impenetrable jungle, of the step
pes, of never ending primeval forests, where silting rivers 
painfully cut their ways. 

Badly exploited, fertile soil of black earth that could be 
a paradise, a California of Europe, and in reality abandon
ed, dreadfully neglected, branded with the stamp of a crime 
against culture beyond imagination even today, is a perpet
ual accusation against the sub-human and his rule. 

and further: 

The sub-human, this apparently fully equal creation of 
nature, when seen from the biological viewpoint, with hands, 
feet and a sort of brain, with eyes and a mouth, nevertheless 
is quite a different, a dreadful creature, is only an imita
tion of man with man-resembling features, but inferior to 
any animal as regards intellect and soul. In its interior, 
this being is a cruel chaos of wild, unrestricted passions, 
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with a nameless will to destruction, with a most primitive 
lust, and of unmasked depravity. 

For not everything is alike that has a human face.35 

Reading these passages one may be surprised at how crude, 
naive and unrealistic this indoctrination was, especially when 
one considerf.that those ideas were directed to an "elite" of a 
great peoplE\_lt seems strange unless one realizes that a new -f'" 
N azi elite was supposed to have neither critical sense nor its own ·-~ 
ideas. Once an idea or an order came from above, its quality ·. 
could be neither challenged nor investigate<[jThe flavor of this .L 
principle is reflected, in a way, in the following speech of Rimm-
ler to the Officer Corps of a Grenadier Division: 

There are two estates in every people and in every realm 
which because of the State-reason are given especial rights . 
. . . It is the estate of the teachers and the estate of the of
ficers. The State-reason demands that the subordinate in the 
both cases should exercise no criticism, and that they, the 
little pupils and the soldiers, are given no possibility for ex
pression of their opinions, therefore the teachers . . . and 
the officers are becoming so often godlike, or at least let us 

. dlik 36 say, sem1-go e . . . . 

Ideology in the Nazi political system, and especially in the 
case of an elite organization, had to be accepted blindly and 
uniformly. It was the trend which Hitler anticipated at an early 
stage of his movement, and we may see it in the following pas
sage of Heiden, who writes: 

Hitler saw as early as 1929 the "great thing" of the move
ment in the fact that sixty thousand men have outwardly 
become almost a unit, that actually these members are uni
form not only in ideas, but that even the facial expression is 
almost the same. Look at these laughing eyes, this fanatical 
enthusiasm, and you will discover how a hundred thousand 
men in a movement become a single type. . .. 37 

Those who did not fit within this frame of uniformity or 
who had their own interpretation of National Socialism were 
eliminated as soon as Hitler established his power. It happened 
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in the case of the Storm Troops ( SA) leader Roehm and other 
dissident elements during the famous "Blood Purge" in 1934. The 
SA organization, which was strongly permeated with such dis
sident elements, came out from the Purge greatly weakened; it 
never recovered its previous importance. It was actually replaced 

--f in its former role by the SS organizatior(Himmler, as a chief of 
the SS had this excellent-from the Nazi standpoint-trait, that 
he lacked his own ideological conceptions, was to the utmost 
faithful to the principles of Hitler's ideology, and showed great 

. _ L versatility in applying this ideology in practice.3 Similar to the 
SS leaders, the rank and file of the SS organization never de
veloped any fanatical ideological convictions of their own but 
were permeated by ideas from above which, like orders, were 
self-evident and unchallengeable. Freed from the traditional hu
man inhibitions of ethics and morals, they were not supposed to 
make decisions about good and bad and true and false, for ul
timately this was the responsibility of the Fuhrer; their only 
duty was to believe that the orders were right and to carry them 
out. Acting according to these criteria, most of the SS men could 
commit the worst inhumanities feeling neither particular per
sonal hostility to their victims nor suffering any conscience 
twinge for their deeds. 

This spirit of "moral neutralism" behind SS activities is 
best reflected in the speech of the leader of the German Labor 
Front, Dr. Ley, on the occasion that the first Ordensburg (Castle 
of the Order) was opened. He said: 

We have the will to dominate, we feel joy in command
ing not for the pleasure of playing the despot or paying 
homage to sadism or tyranny but because we have tl1e firm, 
rock-like belief that in all spheres only one man is capable of 
being the leader and that only one man is capable of bear
ing the responsibility. 39 

In the same way Hannah Arendt explains the character of 
SS killers. She says: 

The same average German, who, despite years of mad 
Nazi propaganda, could not take it upon himself to kill a 
Jew . . . will set the death-machine in motion without a 
word of protest. By contrast with the early SS and Gestapo 
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formations, Himmler' s organization does not rely on the sup
port of fanatics or sadists who flind a voluptuous pleasure in 
murder: it relies quite simply on "normal" men, of the same 
species as Heinrich Himmler. "0 

This impact of dehumanization, which was set as a stand
ard for conditioning SS men, is 1reflected in the reminiscences 
of an ex-member of the SS division "Leibstandart Adolf Hitler" 
who later joined the Ukrainian Underground and was killed by 
Germans. He wrote in a clandestine paper in 1943 as follows : 

It would be difficult to find in this atmosphere (of SS 
upbringing and life) any trace of human soul. All achieve
ments of the several millenniums old human culture, and 
all embodiments of a human being perish in its surround
ings. Before your eyes arises a horrible, thoughtless, soul
less, gluttonous monster, which from all the achievements 
of human civilization exploited only its mechanical side in 
order to turn it into a dreadful tool of destruction of every
thing which it encountered on its way. I have never noticeq 
any noble feelings among them or any manifestations of in-2_ 
dependent thought. On command their minds respond mech- ~ 
anically. 41 

This disciplined, efficient, rund ready-for-action SS organ 
ization, deprived of all traditional moral values and lacking i 
own reason for existence, was an excellent tool for Hitler's far 
reaching plans. With the help of tlhis highly reliable and militant 
organization, Hitler wanted to remove the "rotten" Chris 
humanitarian vestiges of western European civilization, which 
Spengler condemned to a natural death; further, he wanted to 
remove the "sub-human" elements from Eastern Europe and t 
build a completely new Nazi society on the basis of the ol 
Germanic heritage and a "pure" racial community. 

Realizing the great possibiliti,es which the reliable and 
itant SS organization could offer in fulfilling his ideological 
plans, Hitler assisted its growth and saw to it that gradually the 
most vital organs of the State carne under the control of the SS 
organization. Thus, by 1936 he made Heinrich Himmler, the 
supreme leader of the SS, chief of German police. In its effect 
the action meant that the highly tela borated Nazi police system, 
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the Regular Police or Ordnungspolizei ( ORPO), and the Secu
rity Police or Sicherheitspolizei ( SIPO )-with its two well
known branches: Secret State Police ( Gestapo) and Criminal 
Police ( Kripo) -and the deeply penetrating Party spying mach- · 
inery, Security Service ( SD), combined forces with the steadily 
increasing SS circle. This appointment of Rimmler to the posi
tion of police chief meant more than just a personal union of 
two equally independent systems. As soon as Himmler got the 
intricate German police system under his control, he took care to 
see that all key positions were held by SS men. 42 

A new addition to the power of the SS organization took 
place on October 7, 1939. A few weeks after the German con- . 
quest of Poland, Hitler became obsessed with the idea of putting 
into effect his Eastern Lebensraum plan immediately. With this 
purpose in mind he appointed Rimmler to head the Reichskom
missiariat for the Strengthening of Germandom. The newly 
created Commission had the following main objectives: 

1. Bring back those Gennan citizens and racial Germans 
abroad who are eligible for peimanent return to the Reich. 

2. Eliminate the harmful influence of such alien parts of 
the population as constitute a danger to the Reich and the 
Germany community. 

3. Create new German colonies by resettlement of Ger
man citizens and racial Germans coming back from abroad. 43 

In more specific terms it meant the repatriation to Germany 
of ethnic German groups which were endangered in their exist
ence as Germans abroad and their settlement, if possible, in areas 
newly incorporated into the Reich. It implied also a mass depor
tation from and partial physical annihilation of non-German pop
ulations in areas earmarked for immediate German colonization. 

Rimmler did not conduct the activities of the Commission 
for the Strengthening of Germandom personally, but he was the 
final authority on all its doings. He appointed the SS Brigade 
Leader Greifelt as his deputy and established his SS men in the 
most important positions of the new Commission. 44 

The Commission was much more complex and all-embracing 
than its name suggested. It gave rise to an array of auxiliary 
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agencies involved in the policy of Lebensraum. Though con-
.. cemed with different specialized activities, all of these organi~ 
zations were subordinated to Greifelt and were thus under strong 
SS influence. Thus there was created the Volksdeutsche Mit
telstelle (office for dealing with those of the German race) 
which worked at finding ethnic Germans, verifying their Ger
man heritage, and registering them on a so-called Volksliste. 
Then they took care of them by supplying them with quarters 
and food in transitory camps, by educating and indoctrinating 
them in National Socialist ideas, and by keeping them under 
supervision till they were permanently settled. 4 !'5 

Of great importance was the Deutsche Einwandererzentrale 
( EWZ) (Central Immigration Office), where decisions were 
made concerning aptitude for naturalization and settlement in 
the East or in the Old Reich. 46 Among other organizations that 
must be mentioned were: the German Resettlement Trustee 
Corporation ( DUT), which handled the compensation in money 

- for the property the German evacuees left behind and issued 
temporary credits to the new German colonists; the Main Trust 
Office East ( HTO), which was entrusted with the management 
of the confiscated urban property belonging formerly to the Pol
ish state or to the deported Polish citizens;47 and the Land 
Estate Company ( Grundstiickgesellschaft), which similarly ad
ministered the confiscated Polish lands. 4 8 In the Polish prov
inces, newly incorporated into the Reich, there operated an An
siedlungsstab (settlement staff) with its subdivisions, Kreis
Arbeitsstabe (district staffs), which were actually entrusted with 
the very technical problems of settlement and deportations. 49 

I1_1 1940 the SS organization experienced another boost of 
power by the creation of the SS combat forces on a large scale. 0 

Watching the complicated and extensive machinery used during 

0 Himmler' s SS ( Schutzstaffel), which increased its membership from 
280 in ·1929 to 210,000 ·in 1937, already possessed at the last mentioned 
date three armored regiments (the "Leibstandarte Adolf Hitler," "Deutsch
land," and "Germania") as well as two to three divisions of their own. 
(See Paul Seabury, The Wilhelmstrasse: A Study of German Diplomats 
under the Nazi Regime (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California 
Press, 1954), p. 44. 
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the settlement of a few Polish provinces, Hitler probably real
ized what terrific apparatus anq force would be required to set 
his Lebensraum plan on a full-scale basis and to extend it to the 
rest of Poland, the Czech Protectorate, and above all to the 
most important space in the European part of the Soviet Union
the Ukraine. He probably anticipated that these millions and 
tens of millions would not be willingly shifted behind the Urals, 
and he had some good reason to assume that a mass exodus of 
the German colonists to the East would require something more 
than skillful propaganda and the inducement of an ideal rural 
society.50 It was only a logical step for him to increase his reli
able force both in numbers and in authority. Hitler did so within 
the first year of war, and he stated his reasons for doing so in 
his speech on August 6, 1940, which went as follows: 

The Greater Reich, in its definite form, will not only 
comprise within its frontiers ethnic groups which have 
always, on principle, shown good will towards the Reich. It 
is, therefore, essential to provide, outside the old provinces 
of the Reich, a military State police, which will be in a posi
tion, in all circumstances, to represent and impose the au
thority of the Reich within our frontiers. 

This task can only be carried out by a military State po
lice which only includes in its ranks men of the best Ger
man_ blood and which, without any restriction, embrace~ 
completely the "Weltanschauung" on which the Greater 
German Reich is founded. 

. . . It is further necessary that this State police should 
prove itself on the field of battle, as part of regular units, 
and should sacrifice its blood in the same way as any unit of 
our armed forces. 

Once they have tested and have returned from the front
line, the units of the Waffen-SS will have the necessary au
thority to carry out all their duties as State police. This use 
of the W affen-SS in the interior will be of advantage even to 
the Regular Army. 

In the future it will no longer be tolerated that the Regular 
Army, recruited by compulsory military service, should at 
critical moments be employed against its own fellow-citi
zens.61 
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·- The SS organization extended "its influence in the occupied 
territories of the East by setting up its own police system 
which was almost indep~ent of the authorities of the civilian 
German administration. --~s the occupation proceeded there-( 
was created side by side With the regular German juridical sys
tem a system of SS courts. Such courts already existed in Ger
many, but they had authority only over SS men. In the occupied 
areas of the East the SS courts had at their mercy all non-Ger
man populations. The persons who committed hostile acts 
against the German Reich or who were potentially dangerous 
because of their political views, background, their former posi
tion, or race, could be arrested and condemned by such courts 
to incarceration in a concentration camp or to death, with no 
chance of an appeal and with no interference of other legal 
agencies,his SS jurisdiction sometimes took the shape of adj_ 
hoc martial courts, 54 and sometimes it abandoned all juristic ap
pearances in its pursuit of the Lebensraum policy. Quite typical 
creations in this connection were the SD Einsatzgntppen. They 
were created in the pre-Munich period in anticipation of a plan
ned invasion of Czechoslovakia. They came into action for the 
first time during the Polish campaign of 1939, acting as security 
forces in the hinterland of the front. 55} From this period date 

· the first reports about the excesses committed by such groups, 
especially the mass shooting of Jews. 56 Particular significance 
was acquired by these Einsatzgruppen during the Soviet-German 
war. An· agreement between the German Army and the SD of 
March 26, 1941 provided for sending some SD special task 
groups, advancing close behind the German troops, which were 
supposed to eliminate hostile activities in the hinterland, closely 
cooperating with the Abwehr51 to inform the German Army 
about the political situation there. 58 Besides this formal defini
tion of their task, the Einsatzgruppen had secret orders from 
their own superiors wliich provided for elimination of all "un
desirable elements" which, from the standpoint of the future Ger
man Lebensraum policy, could be dangerous. 5i 

The SS organization had powerful and very elaborate tools 
for realizing Hitler's plans in Eastern Europe. Their predomi
nant position, however, did not prevent some other Reich agen-
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cies from working on the German Lebensraum policy program on 
their own. To such agencies belonged the ReichssteUe fiir Raum
ordnung (Office for Space Planning) . It was transformed from 
the Reich Office for the Regulation of the Land Claims on June 
28, 1935. Its scope of authority was much wider than that of the 
previous agency. It involved not only the plarming and rational 
arranging of space available within the German Reich, but it 
was also to study the concept of space in general in connec
tion with Nazi ideology and to work out the blueprints for set
ting into practice the idea of blood and soil. 

Working in very close cooperation with this agency was the 
monthly Raumordnung und .Raumforschung, edited by Hans 
Boehm, in which the ideas and findings of the Reichsstelle were 
popularized. 60 

During the war, Reichsminister Kerrl was put in charge of 
the Office for Space Planning. At this time it was concerned 
with the following specific problems: ( 1) the biological strength
ening of the people's capacity by a wise distribution of men in 
the available space; ( 2) the hest possible use of the soil and its 
resources; ( 3) the suitable matching of people and landscape;61 

( 4) the strengthening of the strategic defense of German space, 
tha:t is, the proper distribution of industry, the strengthening of 
the hinterland, a healthy traffic and transportation policy, pre
venting desertion from the land, and prevention or diminution 
of the bad effects which might result from giving some land free 
for defense purposes. 62 

The Reichsstelle was supposed to give theoretical advice 
concerning the manner of settlement by Germans in the newly 
incorporated Polish provinces (in 1939). Being subordinated 
directly to Hitler, it had. the right of vetoing any colonization 
-action which did not correspond with. the principles which it 
had set but, as it is indicated by German administrator Du PreL 
it made use of this right only in extreme case~. 63 

Similar to the Reichsstelle for Planning of Space there arose 
with the passage of time N~d institutes and research centers 
for studying the peoples, cultures, political circumstances, and 
history of tile newly acquired German Lebensraum. This re
search and study had two main objectives: ( 1) to investigate 
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the biological strength and weakness of the subjugated Eastern 
peoples and their adaption to work, their social structure, polit-
. ical antagonism, and other peculiarities which when established 
would contribute towards their better domination, enslavement, 
or biological reduction; ( 2) to produce historical and scientific 
facts which would prove the cornplete superiority of the Ger
man master race and its historical rights to the Eastern Lebens
raum.64 

Among such research centers, which based their studies on 
Nazi ideology and a vast collection of confiscated foreign librar
ies, archives, museums, etc., were the following: 

1. I nstitut fiir Deutsche Ostarbeit (The Institute for German 
Activities in the East) . This institute was founded by the Gov
ernor of the General-Gouvemement Hans Frank, and it develop
ed an extensive publishing program, including publishing the 
quarterly Die Burg (Castle), the rnonthly Das Generalgouverne
m ent, and later on a periodical, l)eutsche F orschung im Osten 
( German Research in the East). 

2. The Research Institute of the Reich Security Main Office 
( RSHA). This institute was supposed to possess the greatest 
amount of confiscated cultural objects, including 2,000,000 books. 
These collections were used mainly by two departments of the 
RSHA: one dealing with espionage and the counterintelligence 
office and another concerned witlh the "intellectual supervision 
of political and religious deviations."65 

Among the most significant publications which RSHA edit
ed in this connection was an illustrated book, The Subhuman, 
which was supposed to give a pic;torial account of the unworth
iness of human races within the area destined for German Le
bensraum. 66 

3. Einsatzstab Reichsfiihrer Rosenberg (Rosenberg's Task
Staff) was authorized by Hitler to secure for the German State 
cultural objects throughout occupied Europe and was particu
larly concerned to establish proof of old Germanic influences in 
conquered Eastern Europe. 

The gigantic Nazi ma~egl.~ had little re
lation to the war effort. It had, however, a direct relation to the 
aims of the war, and its character demonstrates the degree to 
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which the Nazi war was an ideological war and how far Hitler's 
concept of Lebensraum exceeded the importance of his· anti
Communist crusade. 

Hitler's rearmament program by itself was not a clear in
dication of his future plans, and the seriousness of his state
ments could be doubted in view of his often changing slogans. -
Yet the actual building of Lebensraum machinery after 1935 re
moved all doubts. Had their creation, their program, ·and their 
purpose been taken at face value, the ·riddle of Hitler's ambitions 
might have been revealed much earlier and at less expense to 
humanity. 



' 
.... 

CHAPTER TWO 

Nazi Colonization Designs and Practices 

Do not consider the Reich as secured so long as it does 
not provide a piece of land for centuries ahead for every 
offspring of our Nation. Do not forget that the most holy 
right on this earth is the right for land which one may cul
tivate himself and that it is the holiest sacrifice to shed 
blood for the land. ( Hilter's Political Testament, Mein 
Kampf, pp. 754-755.) 

Now that this war has created a new Lebensraum, thanks 
to the heroic effort of our W ehrmacht, we know that our 
work during the last ten years accomplished the saving and 
strengthening of the peasant class and will be the basis for 
an agricultural Germanization of the Eastern Space . 

. . . The ultimate objective will be reached only then when 
after years of a constructive peace the space in the East 

. will become not only a granary but also a motherland. It 
will be the place where generations of peasants, surrounded 
by the settled country people, procreating according to the 
holy laws of God, will create reserves of new blood and 
will form by their bodies a defensive, living Eastern Wall. 
(Hartwig von Rheden, "10 Jahre National-Sozialistische 
Agrarpolitik," N ational-Sozialistische M onatshefte, Jan. 
1943, p. 43.) 

Nazi colonization activities in Eastern Europe during World 
War II represented only a fraction of a grand design scheduled 
for the postwar period. The objective to make Eastern Europe 
German in the racial sense could not be carried out because of 
several reasons: ( 1 ) most of the prospective German candidates 
for colonization were inducted into the German armed forces; 
( 2) the German war economy could not afford a far-reaching 
dislocation of manpower and reorganization of enterprises, 
which were bound to occur as a result of such action. There-

49 
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fore, the Nazi colonization efforts were, on the whole, · of. an 
experimental character. They aimed· at solution of the most ur
gent problems of resettlement, and they were designed to test 
some theoretical rules of colonization and to develop new rules 
on the basis of experience. 

Due to the territorial limitations of German Lebensraum at 
the different stages of the war, the size of the conquered ter
ritories, their geographical position in relation to Germany prop
er, and finally, due to the "racial, peculiarities of the popula
tion living in these areas, Gennan colonization designs qufered 
in methods, scope, and timing. These deviations were never so 
important as to change the Otriginal and ultimate German con
cept of Eastern Lebensraum, and the adjustments which were 
made during the period of Nazi occupation were never so im
portant as to challenge its main idea. 

The First Stage of Nazi Colonization, 
19a9-1941 

A.fit:er the conquest of Poland in 1939 the boundaries of the 
German Eastern Lebensraum became temporarily stabilized on 
a Soviet-German frontier-approximately along the so-called 
Curzon Line, which roughly follows the Polish-Ukrainian 
ethnographic boundary. The peaceful cooperation with the So
viet Union and the warfare in the West forced Hitler to shelve 
temporarily the plans for the gigantic German Empire and to 
make the best of the newly acquired provinces of Poland and 
the Czech Protectorate. Czechs were spared for the time being 
from large-scale German colonization because their highly 
efficient economic system and the vital war industries ( Skoda 
Works) would be difficult to replace and because the racial 
status of the Czech populatiOtn was as yet not decided by the 
Nazi authorities.1 Poland, on the other hand, experienced the 
fury of German colonization practices in its Western Provinces 
which, shortly after the Se~ember Campaign ( 1939), were in-

i- corporated into the Reich. This colonization consisted of three 
different phases: ( 1) depor tion of Polish and Jewish popula
tions from the Western Provinces to the remaining Polish prov-

II I II ......,...JL.. 
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inces organized in the General-Gouvemement; ( 2) bringing 
to Germany the German ethnical :groups from abroad; ( 3) in
duction of German citizens from th~e c'Old Reich" to settle in the 
newly incorporated areas~ J_ 

Deportation of Polish and Jewish populations was decreed 
by Hitler and the Reichskommissar for the Strengthening of 
Germandom, Himmler, on October 7, 1939.8 It was supple
mented by a decree of Field Marshall Goring who, as the head 
of the German four-year plan, ordered confiscation of the prop
erty of all Poles deported or liquidated for hostility towards 
Germany. Simultaneously he transferred the confiscated prop
erty to the Reichskommissariat fo1r the Strengthening of Ger
mandom for disposal. 4 . 

The population destined for deportation was classified ac
cording to their occupational and social status and their atti
tude' to~ard the Germans. Altogether there were five different 
classes into which the non-German population of the Incorpo
rated Western Provinces was subdi;{ided: 

Class-A: The Poles who settJ,ed in newly incorporated 
provinces after October 1, 1918, •coming either from Poland 
proper or from the Reich. 

Class-B: Polish intelligentsia-lfirst of all Polish clergy, 
teachers, physicians, dentists, veterinarians, officers, high
ranking officials, big businessmen, owners of large land es
tates, writers, editors, and also all those with higher and sec
ondary education. (Exempt were those intermarried with 
Germans and those friendly to t1b.e Germans. ) 

Class-C: The Poles who worked for the Polish cause. 
Class-D: Neutrally inclined Poles-small handcraftsmen, 

part of the peasantry, low-ranking employees and clerks. 
Class-E: Polish agricultural workers.r5 

Of these classes the first three were earmarked for deporta
tion to the General-Gouvernement. Class D was regarded as 
feasible for Germanization and Class E was supposed to be left 
during the war to assist German f;mners but with the definite 
intention of deporting these "inferioJr, elements beyond the Reich 
boundary as soon as German agricultural workers became avail
able.6 . 
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There were some other criteria used in determining who 
should be deported immediately or at all. Regional particulari
ties or regional economic importance was considered. This lat
ter was the case if its relation to the war industry was direct and 
essential. The so-called "Wasserpolen'' inhabiting the border 
disbict of Upper Silesia were spared from deportation. Due to 
their close "racial" connection with Germans, their bilingual 
abilities, and their skills in coal mining and in the iron pits of 
highly indusbial Upper Sile:sia, this ethnical group of around 
1.2 million was accepted en masse into the Germanic family.7 

Also about 300,000 Masurians and Kashubes were not affected by 
deportation. Masurians were granted German citizenship en 
masse because of their "ethnological closeness" to Germandom. 8 

Kashubes and very small Ukrainian colonies in the Western 
Provinces, mostly emigres of the World War I period, were en
couraged to cultivate their tradition and culture in accordance 
with Himmler's plan "to split up the Eastern people from with
in." The disappearance of these little islands in the German ter
ritories was indicated in orders even though no final solution 
was mentioned. 9 

Sometimes the priority of deportation was determined by 
geographic or strategic criteria. In large cities, like Lodz or 
Poznan, deportations took place streetwise rather than according 
to classification or occupational considerations.10 Poles were de
ported completely from such seashore towns as Gdynia and 
Orlowo and from the frontie:r zone between the newly incorpo
rated Western Provinces and the rest of Poland. 11 The idea was 
to grip the alien population in the colonization area in a vise 
which ultimately would close completely when the area became 
solidly German.12 The fronti~er belt was planned to be 100-150 
miles wide and to be settled by soldier-peasants ( W ehrbauern). 
But as the frontier of the projected Lebensraum moved east
ward during the following years of war the question of where 
such a defense belt should be erected remained open. 

The way in which the deportation of the non-German pop
ulation was carried out by Nazi authorities corresponded com
pletely to their "sub-human theory." The population could not 
count on a human consideration at the point of deportation, nor 
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were they given any prospect for the future. Without proper 
notice, the earmarked families were crowded into trains and 
either dumped in the General-Gouvernement or sent to Ger
many as slave labor. The first transports of deportees in the 
General-Gouvemement were directed to the barrack camps in 
Radom and Kielce, but later on this practice was discontinued 
and the Polish evacuees were simply dumped at small railway 
stations or even on open fields and left to their own devices.13 

Their compensation, shelter, and means of livelihood never both
ered the Germans. 

Deportations were carried out by SS detachments with only 
formal supervision by the German civilian administration. The 
people to be deported received a notice which allowed them be
tween twenty minutes to a few hours preparation.14 They were 
allowed to take only hand luggage weighing from 50 to 100 
pounds. No valuables were allowed, and sometimes even gold 
frames of spectacles and wedding rings were confiscated. Only 
a restricted amount of money was allowed to be taken, 20 zloty 
( $3.80) or in exceptional cases 100 ( $19.00) or 200 ( $38.00) 
zloty. The deportees were also compelled to set their own houses 
in order for the coming German colonists.15 Any resistance or 
sabotage of resettlement orders was punished by death.16 

On the whole, the mass deportation of the non-German pop
ulation from the Western Provinces, which started as early as 
October 12, 1939, did not encounter much resistance from the 
Poles. The reason for this may be found in the fact that the Pol
ish population still suffered under the shock of the recent cat
astrophic defeat. There are other circumstances which must be 
considered. We must realize that the Polish Underground was 
only in its early organizational stage and that a coordinated 
German blow to the Polish upper classes in the settlement area 
served its purpose at least to a degree.1 7 How quick and efficient 
was the German effort to get the Polish element out of the pic
ture in the newly annexed territories may be seen from the fol
lowing report of a Polish Underground courier visiting Poznan 
at the end of 1939: 

I reached Poznan without any difficulties. It was a city 
I had known rather well in pre-war days. Poznan is about 
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200 miles west of Warsaw. It is one of the oldest cities in 
Poland and regarded by rnany as the cradle of the Polish 
nation, especially when, rnany centuries ago, Poland was 
emerging as one of the most powerful monarchies in Eur
ope. The population of the entire province is as purely Po
lish as in any other distrkt in Poland. . . . 

I thought about this as I walked through the streets of 
Poznan. The city with the finest historical tradition in all 
Poland was now, to all appearances, a typical German com
munity. Every sign on stor~es and banks and institutions was 
in German. The street names were in German. German 
newspapers were being hawked on the corners. All I could 
hear spoken was German, often, true enough, German with 
an accent, or German spoken grudgingly and sometimes 
with a deliberate twist and inflection through which the 
Polish character of the speaker could be discerned, but I do 
not remember hearing a si)[}gle word spoken publicly in any 
other language.18 

The fate of the Poles wlho were allowed to stay as such in 
the area was not less miserable than that of their expelled com
patriots. The same source comments on this topic as follows: 

,..-..... 

All the intelligentsia andl every Pole who owned property 
had been expelled from the city. The same operation took 
place in every part of the district that the Germans had in
corporated into the Reich. The only Poles who had been al
lowed to remain were thos:e whom the Germans allowed to 
survive as outcasts.The humiliation of this latter group ex
ceeded all limits. A Pole who had refused to register as a 

( German had to doff his ha1t before anyone whose uniform or 

\ 

insignia indicated that he was a German. If a German pass
ed by, a Pole had to step off the sidewalk. A Pole could not 

, travel by automobile or trolley and was even forbidden to 
· '6Wil a bicycle. He had be.en placed completely outside the 
protection of the law and all his property, movable or im
movable, was at the disposal of the German authorities.19 

Mostly because of economic reasons, there were a considerable 
number of such "outcasts" left behind in the Western Provinces 
after the basic resettlement action was completed by the end 
of 1939. The population of the Western Provinces totalled 
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10,740,000 at the outbreak of World War II. Of these 1,500,000 
were deported to the General-Gouvernement; 200,000 were de
ported as slave laborers to the Reich;20 600,000 were ethnic Ger
mans;21 1,000,000 were earmarked for possible Germaniza
tion;22 1,600,000 were Wasserpolen, Masurians, and Kashubes in 
process of absorption into the German nation; 23 approximately 
1,000,000 were killed or left as war refugees during the Septem
ber Campaign. There were about 5,000,000 "undigestable" Poles 
who remained, forming about 50 percent of the population. 

Eastern Germans Move Westward 

With considerable energy and admirable success, the Nazi 
authorities carried out the second phase of their colonization 
scheme-bringing to Germany the ethnic Germans living abroad. 
The main reason behind this move was to save small scattered 
German communities from denationalization or even physical 
annihilation, and to settle them systematically in the newly in
corporated territories. 24 Such resettlement took place simulta
neously with the deportation of Poles from October 1939 to the 
end of 1940. The areas from which German authorities first tried 
to get ethnic Germans were those which had been annexed by 
the Soviet Union during 1939-1940 or those within her sphere 
of influence (Western Ukraine and Belorussia, Bessarabia, North
em Bukovina, and the Baltic States). There was also repatria
tion from some German satellites like Rumania and Bulgaria, 
where the German colonies were too scattered or where the eco
nomic conditions for them were not good, as for example, Dobru
ja.25 Finally there were cases where the Germans from the ter
ritories under immediate Nazi control were taken from the 
midst of alien populations for settlement in a compact mass in 
the prepared colonization area. Thus, 30,000 ethnic Germans 
from the Lublin District (within the boundaries of General
Gouvernement) were settled in W arthegau (one of the new 
provinces within the annexed Western Territories) . 26 

Altogether 500,000 persons of German origin were moved to 
Germany from the East in the period between the autumn of 
1939 and March of 1941.27 
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\ The repatriation of the ethnic Germans from abroad was 
vobtary and quite successfllll, especially in the case of the ter
ritories under Soviet control. Persons who could prove their 
German heritage besieged German repatriation missions, not be
cause they were particularly friends of Nazism but because it 
seemed to be the only avenue of escape from the Soviet paradise. 
This escape was even more tempting because of the promise of 
property compensation by the Nazi authorities. In view of the 
nationalization legislation which the Soviet authorities intro
duced shortly after the aniJ~xation of new territories, such a 
promise was a direct gain.~~ 

After the repatriation of the Germans from the East was 
negotiated successfully on the diplomatic level between the 
German Reich and the gove1mment concerned, it was the job of 
the Volksdeutsche M ittelstelLe to arrange the details for repatria
tion. When such arrangements were agreed upon, the Volks
deutsche Mittelstelle sent abroad so-called Umsiedlungskom
mandos (Resettlement Teamts) which, together with the repre
sentatives of the state conceJmed, actually brought the repatria
tion machinery into action. They received the candidates for re
patriation, checked their claims, estimated the property they left 
behind, and took care that the amount of movable goods and 
money which a resettler could take accorded to treaty stipula
tion. The Umsiedlungskomrnandos also took care of securing 
transportation for the German resettlers from their country of 
origin to their place of destination. 29 

The care and facilities vvhich the German resettlers enjoyed 
under the auspices of the Nazi government contrasted strikingly 
with those enjoyed by the P'olish resettlers who were moved to 
make room for them. While the Polish resettlers were moved 
only with minutes' or hours' notice, could barely take what they 
could carry with them, and had no chance for property com
pensation, German evacuees got every facility possible to make 
their departure from their old homes as painless as possible. 
They usually were allowed a week or two for settling their per
sonal and economic affairs before leaving for their new father
land. Having the choice of going either by train, truck, or by 
their own cart, t~ey could take a substantial amount of movable 
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property with them. Those who were -transported by train or by 
truck could take, besides their hand luggage, 110 pounds per 
head of family and 55 pounds per individual. Those who trav
elled on their own cart could fill their vehicle to the limit with 
their movable goods and could take with them ·two horses or 
two oxen, one pig, one cow, five sheep or goats, and ten fowl.30 

The limitation on taking away money amounted to $2,850 
per person. Silver in excess of 500 grams and other precious 
metals and stones, as well as interest-bearing bonds, could not 
be taken at al1. 31 The last-mentioned items did not represent 
a substantial part of the movable goods of most of the German 
evacuees, who were of a peasant stock. 

While the endless train-loads, truck- and cart-caravans, and 
even ship-transports with human and animal cargo were :stream
ing westward, there were feverish preparations on the German 
side for their temporary shelter, screening, and settlem.ent. 

Along routes where the transports passed all possible facil
ities for accommodation for the increased number of people, 
such as converted schools, factories, etc., were secured and pre
pared for them.32 The German Red Cross found them worthy of 
humanitarian aid and gave them food and medical care at the 
specially scheduled stops.ss 

The German evacuees were never left too long in the occu
pied territories. They were transferred as soon as poss:ible to 
the more permanent camps in the Old Reich. There a new 
"purgatory" started, conducted with diligence and in aL syste
matic way. The process of investigation going on at this stage 
had important implications for both the German evacuees and 
the Nazi regime. The classification, made on the basis of a care
ful investigation of their racial and political background and 
their occupational skills, determined to a great degree the future 
social status of a resettler within Nazi society. For the Nazi au
thorities these uprooted and wholly dependent evacuee masses 
represented a convenient colonization capital which could be 
moulded according to the whims of the Nazi ideology. 

The organization which carried on the most detailed inves
tigation of German evacuees-the Central Immigration Office 
( E\VZ) -examined most carefully the racial, political, national, 
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and occupational background of the incoming ethnic Germans. 
On the basis of this investigation naturalization was granted or 
refused by the Ministry of Interior, and the person concerned 
was either chosen for settlemtent in the East or rejected and des
tined to make his living in the Old Reich. According to Hitler's 
directives only the representatives of the best German blood 
were to be settled in the East; and the qualities which counted 
were: "Physical fitness, oriigin, ethnic-political attitude, and 
vocational training."34 

I ~a way, the new Lebensraum in the East was to become 
more important for Hitler tham the Reich itself, for here he could 
build a perfect society on ]pure National-Socialistic principles, 

__i... pure in a racial, social, and political sens~ 

The Second Stage of Nazi Colonization 
1041-1944 

Between the spring and autumn of 1941 there was a lull in 
the colonization activities of Himmler. This was partially due to 
the preparations for the Eastern campaign, which required all 
of the transportation facilities and many services of different 
Nazi organizations which usually were involved in colonization 
activity, and partially because the new Drang nach Osten was 
expected to extend considerably the present Lebensraum and 
put the colonization activity on a new and much broader basis. 

As soon as the German troops in their push eastward 
achieved their first territorial successes the Nazi colonization 
expansion started with new impetus. Three weeks after the out
break of the Nazi-Soviet War, Hitler expressed his intention of 
colonizing with Germans th•e former Austrian Galicia and the 
Crimean Peninsula. 35 The Governor-General of Poland, Hans 
Frank, revealed expansive colonization designs to his associates 
in September 1941. He inditcated that the entire General-Gou
vernement would be settled with Germans within the near 
future and would become at Vandalengau, and that the same 
was to apply to the area to the east of it, which would become 
a Gothengau. :w 

In the years 1941-1944 the German colonization scheme in 
the East emerged in its far-r,eaching and more definite form. To 
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all appearances, the system of colonizing belts, and also gradual 
strangulation ( Einkapselung) of Eastern peoples after splitting 
them up both nationally and politically, was to be established 
in the newly conquered areas of the Soviet UniorQecause the / 
newly acquired Lebensraum was too spacious in relation to the 
colonizing resources which Germany possessed during the war, 
there arose the problem of how to lay a basis for the future solid 
colonization of this area with the scant means availabl~A device i. 
had to be invented which would create an efficient and coor
dinated colonization net, at least at its rudimentary form, with 
the greatest economy of the colonizing manpower. From these 
problems and deficiencies there developed the idea that colo
nization of the Eastern territories should start along the most 
vital lines of communication. _ 

The idea took definite shape in the so-called Kegelbahn 
I 

(bowling alley) or pearl-string plan. 37 It was supplemented by 
a scheme according to which the important communication 
knots in the East should be surrounded by solid German settle-_L 
ments.38 

During a conference which took place in Hitler's headquar
ters and in the Ostministerium in Berlin (August 17, 1942)39 

the above colonizing device was finally accepted. The coloniza
tion was to proceed along the two main communication lines 
traversing the Eastern Lebensraum from north to south and from 
west to east. In this connection two new super-highways and 
railways were to be built: one on the Cracow-Lviv-Zhytomyr
Kiev line and another on the Leningrad-Mogilev-Kiev-Zhyto
myr-Odessa line. 40 

Direct communication lines, protected from both sides by 
a belt of German settlements, were planned to connect the fu
ture solid Germanic outpost areas in the East: Crimea, and 
Estonia, with the larger part of Latvia included. 41 

In addition to 500,000 ethnic Germans brought to Germany 
from Eastern and Southeastern Europe between the end of 1939 
and beginning of 1941, there were 100,000 ethnic Germans who 
came to the Old Reich from abroad in the years 1941-1943.42 

Only an insignificant part of the latter group was settled in the 
incorporated Western areas-a number which by no means could 
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drastically change its char~ter during the second stage of Ger-
! .. man colonization activity.LThus, even in the territory closest 

to the Old Reich, there exist~ed no possibility of creating a raci
ally pure colony during the war. Millions of Poles were left be
hind in this settlement area, either because they were skilled 
workers in vital industries o:r agricultural workers. Even at the 
time of the most intensive collonization there were as many Poles 

1 as Germans in the Western Province~ 
The only achievement of German colonization in terms of 

Nazi ideology and Nazi polky was the separation of the incor
porated provinces by a solid belt of German settlements from 
the remaining part of Poland and by the separation of German 
and Polish settlements within this area. The influx of Germans 
from the Old Reich to the newly incorporated provinces was 
not more significant in nwnbers than those of the ethnic Ger
mans. Their importance in colonization was, from the standpoint 
of Nazi ideology, even less significant. Nazi authorities wanted 
to see hundreds of thousands of volunteers from the Old Reich, 
either from peasant stock or from those willing to embrace 
wholeheartedly the ideology of "blood and soil," become pio
neer-peasants in this newly conquered Lebensraum. However, 
only about 400,000 Old Reich Germans were either transferred 
there officially for administrative purposes or were merchants 
and artisans who came mostly for speculative purposes, trying 
to make quick and easy money in deserted Polish enterprises. H 

-· An attempt to induce German peasants to move from some 
overcrowded portions of the Old Reich and resettle in the east
em Lebensraum met such obstinate resistance that it had to be 

\ 

; postponed until after the wa:r. 4 j_" _!he uncertainty of the outcome 
of the war was certainly a strong deterrent in many cases, but a 
general indifference of the German masses to the idea of becom
ing pioneer-peasants in the East may indicate that the Lebens
raum concept, as Hitler conceived it, had not such a magic ap
peal to the German people as was reflected in Nazi official lit-

. erature: ; 
Of greater ideological importance was the fact that the 

vVestem Provinces became an area where the German youth 
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were practically indoctrinated in the idea of Lebensraum. In 
1940 there were volunteers from Deutscher Miidchenbund ( Ger
man Girls League) for work in the East. This number increased 
in 1941 to 9,973, and in 1942 to 10,000.46 In 1942 there were 
also 30,000 of the Hitler-]ugend (Hitler Youth) working dur
ing the summer on the farms in the Western Polish Provinces.47 

@n the whole, the colonizing aetivity in the Western Prov-1 
inces had during the years 1941-1944 a more stabilizing char
acter and was bound not so mu~h to further expansion as to 
cementing previous achievements~ \ 1 

German colonization in the Czech Protectorate came after 
the outbreak of the Soviet-German vvar and was very limited in 
comparison with that carried out in the Soviet Union or in Po
land. German· colonists were allowed to settle there only in ex
ceptional cases and in a limited number.48 Nevertheless, the 
colonization activity during the second stage of colonization was 
somewhat more extensive than before. In 1942 the German Re
settlement Company took over 975 farms for the purpose of re* 
settling German farmers, and it had 43,800 acres at its dis
posal. 49 It is significant also that Hirnmler settled 1,000 Dobruja 
and Sudeten Germans in the Protectorate during 1942. ~0 The 
settlers were usually settled in the properties confiscated from 
Jews and Czechs who, because of !their race or their political 
offenses, had been deported or had escaped abroad.51 Occasion
ally, the Nazi authorities responsible for colonization in the 
Protectorate would buy some suitable objects or enterprises. 52 

In 1942 a special branch of the German Settlement Staff was 
created in Prague, which together with the Bohemian-Moravian 
Land Company, concerned itself wi;th finding colonization pos
sibilities within the Protectorate and with determining where 
settlement projects could take. place inconspicuously and with
out great disruption of the economic: order. 

Agricultural settlements were ·carried out in the Protec
torate in the Koschatek district, 53 though there is no indication 
that it was a large-scale project which would affect a large num
ber of the Czech population. 

In cases where Czech farmers were replaced by German 
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fanners, the economic results were not encouraging. The Ger
man farmers seemed to be less efficient and less productive. ~• 
Thus, colonization on a larger scale in the Protectorate threat
ened not only to decrease agricultural production during the 
war but it might contradict the ideology of German superiority 
over the Slavs. 

The caution which Germans showed in regard to the Pro
tectorate economy during the war by no means meant that they 
had abandoned the idea of making the Protectorate a solid Ger
manic area after the war.65 The settlements which were estab
lished during the war were arranged in such a way that they en
circled the important Czech centers and tended to separate the 
two important Czech ethnic regions, Bohemia and Moravia. 56 

The general pattern of colonization, biological reduction,57 and 
partial Germanization, was intended ultimately for Czechs as 
well as for the other peoples in the Eastern Lebensraum, even 
though German policy did not emphasize resettlement in the 
Protectorate strongly, for the time being, as it did in the other 
occupied areas of the East. 

Another area where German colonization proceeded rather 
cautiously, but on a larger scale than in the Czech Protectorate, 
was Lithuania. 

Lithuania belonged to the bloc of Baltic nations which the 
Nazi authorities planned to absorb into the Gennan nation and 
which they treated therefore with some consideration. Lithuania, 
Latvia, and Estonia had a greater degree of self-government 
than Poland, Ukraine, or Belorussia, and no policy of biological 
reduction or social "moronization" was applied there. On the 
other hand, Lithuania was regarded as being the least adapted 
of the Baltic nations for Germanization because of a high admix
ture of Slavic blood. 5 8 

German colonization in Lithuania had two objectives: to 
strengthen the Germanic element in this little country; and to 
create a German settlement string across Lithuania which would 
link the .. solid Germanic blocs" in the East-Estonia and Latvia 
-directly with East Prussia. 59 

With this purpose in mind, the ethnic Germans of Lith
uania, who were evacuated to Germany in the years 1939-1940, 
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were allowed to return to Lithuania. This permission applied 
only to those resettlers who were classified as 0-cases-Germans 
who were found fit for colonization in the East. 60 

The Nazi Resettlement Staff started the colonization of Lith
uania in 1942 with 26,931 0-cases from Western Lithuania and 
3,069 0-cases from Eastern Lithuania.61 By July 11, 1943 there 
were 4, 700 German families ( 18,000-20,000 persons) settled in 
Lithuania. 62 The settlements were supposed to form a "pearl
string" across Lithuania, and they affected such Lithuanian 
provinces as Kaunas, Mariampol, Wilkovishki, Shaki, Rasieni, 
Tauroggen, and parts of Seini and Olita. 63 

Because the Germans did not want to lose the confidence 
of the Lithuanian people, the great part of whom they had ear
marked as future German citizens, they tried to alleviate the 
plight of evicted Lithuanian peasants as much as possible. There 
were no sudden evictions similar to those practiced in Poland, 
and in many cases the Lithuanian family was allowed to stay 
with the German colonists on the fann for a certain length of 
time. 64 Lithuanian fanners were also promised compensation, 
and in many cases they were given property taken away from 
Jews, Poles, or Belorussians, or other minorities living in Lith
uania who in their tum were either liquidated or deported to 
Poland or Belorussia. 65 This gesture did not reconcile the Lith
uanian peasants completely, and the foreign colonization was 
taken at its face value. Incendiary acts and assaults against the 
Gennan colonists were common occurrences and had not only 
a spontaneous character but were also backed by the Lithuanian 
Underground. 66 

Much harsher were the colonization measures in the Za
mosc area (Lublin District in the General-Gouvernement) . The 
initiative for this particular German resettlement action was given 
by SS General Globocnic who was a representative of the Com
mission for the Strengthening of Germandom. In June 1941 he 
suddenly "discovered" in the Zamosc area about 6,000 "Polo
nized Germans," and it gave him the idea to build a cell of 
German Eastern colonization in the General-Gouvernement. 67 

His idea coincided perfectly with Heinrich Rimmler's project to 
take the Polish nation into an iron grip by establishing a belt of 
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German settlements in the Lublin and Cracow districts.68 Thus 
Globocnic got Rimmler's full support, and in the autumn of 1942 
about 10,000 Poles from the Zamosc area were uprooted by Ger
man colonization activities. The resettlement procedure was 
particularly harsh, even in comparison with the resettlement 
methods used in the Western Polish Provinces. The Polish evac
uees had only 10 minutes to 2 hours' time to pack their luggage 
before leaving. 69 They were not merely deported from the colo
nization area and left free, as was the case during the previous 
resettlements, but underwent a strict classification which sep
arated families even of the closest kin, and sent them to differ
ent places. The SS resettlement squads classified the Polish 
evacuees into four different groups. Class I (Nordic) and Class 
II ( Falic) were brought to the Lodz ethnic German camp for 
Germanization or for a closer racial examination. Class III 
( Mixed Races) was destined to work in Germany when in good 
physical condition and within the age limit from 14-60 years. 
People racially classified in Group III, who did not fulfill re
quirements for work, were shifted to the so-called Rentendorfer 
(rent villages), which usually meant half-ruined and desolated 
Jewish ghettos, and left to their fate. The members of the Class 
IV (Asocial and Racially Inferior) between age 14-60 were to 
be sent directly to the Auschwitz Concentration Camp. It was 
planned to send a certain number of the resettled Poles to the 
Ukrainian territory, but this plan did not work because of part
isan warfare there.70 

The settlement in the Zamosc area and the planned exten
sion of it in the Lublin District were supposed to mark the be
ginning of another belt of German settlements running along 
the Curzon line which would separate the Polish ethnographic 
territory from the Ukrainian, and it would also isolate the re
maining Polish population within the General-Gouvernement 
territory between two solid German walls in the East and in 
the West. A similar belt was planned in the eastern part of the 
Galicia District (the outermost eastern district of the General
Gouvernement). A mass evacuation of the Ukrainian popula
tion from the eastern boundary of the General-Gouvernement 
and a colonization of this area with German settlers would sep-

I I Ill 
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arate the predominantly Ukrainian Galicia District from the 
Reichskommissariat of the Ukraine, and it would isolate the re
maining Ukrainian population there between the eastern belt on 
the Galicia eastern boundary and the Cracow-Lublin belt in 
the West. 

From all the above-mentioned colonization projects; within 
the General-Gouvernement, only this one in the area of Zamosc 
was completely realized. The other colonization projec:ts were 
abandoned bacause partisan activities made their realization 
impossible. 71 

Even the Zamosc settlement, which was successfully estab
lished during 1942, suffered under increasing pressure and in
security. About one-half of the Polish population in the Zamosc 
area managed to escape German deportation by taking; refuge 
in the forests. There, many of them were organized into partisan 
detachments by the Polish Underground, which was at this time 
well organized and had considerable manpower and amllS at its 
disposal.72 Supplemented by the professional Underground 
groups, the Poles carried out numerous raids on the German 
colonies. 

The resistance activities forced Himmler to abandon fur
ther colonization activities in the General-Gouvernement until 
after the end of the war. The remaining German settlernents in 
the Zamosc area continued to be the object of pitched. battles 
between German security forces and the Polish guerrillas, which 
by 1944 made the life of German colonists there unbearable. 
Early in 1944 the governor of the Lublin Districts, Zoerner, 
found the pressure on the German settlement in Kreis; of Za
mosc so strong that he, in a direct letter to Himmler, as:ked the 
latter to consider the possibility of complete liquidation of this 
German colony in view of the dangers. 73 

By this time the German settlement area in the district of 
Zamosc had 25,000 Germans surrounded by a population of 
170,000 Poles and 26,000 Ukrainians. 7 4 

The problem of disbanding this settlement was finally solved 
by the advance of the Red Army, which occupied the. area in 
July 1944. . 

The area of the Soviet Union proper which came under 
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Nazi occupation was too vast to permit extensive settlement by 
_ the eth~· Germans who still remained in the Vo Mi transitory 
l camps. The colonization action in this new huge space was 

limited uring the war mainly to two activities : creating isolated 
landed estates for SS men; and concentrating the ethnic Ger
mans living in these areas around the important strategic and 

j_communication points. 7 5 

~-- r!;e first strongholds of the German future colonization in 
I this ea were created in the form of large SS estates. These 

estates were managed by veteran SS men who because of in
juries were unfit for active military duty. Even by 1942 such es
tates cultivated nearly 1,500,000 acres and employed 700 SS 
men.76 In the Ukraine alone there were 50 such SS estates.77 

This number was to be rapidly supplemented by new volunteers 
who were to be initiated in the ways of farming in the East at 

-L 1,000 specially selected agricultural training farms in Germany.78 

~· In the Ukraine, as in the other Eastern areas of German 
occupation, the representatives of the Commission for the 
Strengthening of Germandom were given complete freedom of 
movement (both in the areas under Germqn military occupa
tion as well as under civilian administration) in their search for 
those of German heritage.79 Their effort was quite successful in 
the Ukraine where they succeeded in registering 319,943 ethnic 
Germans by March 1943.80 

Though the regulation of the previously established V olks
liste applied formally also to the ethnic Germans in the Soviet 
Union proper, it had little practical value. Because there were 
no ethnic Germans in the Soviet Union who either belonged to 
the illegal Nazi Party or to the German cultural organizations 
(unless they were merely the Soviet agencies), there were none . 
who would qualify for the Class I and II of the Volksliste. A 
distinction could barely be made between those who actually 
participated in the Soviet government and those who did not. 
Thus there could be persons eligible for Class III who preserved 
their ethnical peculiarities and abstained from mixing with the 
alien elements and the Class IV (Renegades), those who be
came "unfaithful" to their German heritage. Both categories un
der the specification of the Volksliste would be repatriated to 

. . .. 
II 
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the Old Reich in order to become full-pledged Germans again. 
German administration in the extensive area of the Ukraine was 
too weak to handle such a job efficiently, and besides, it needed 
(in view of its uncompromising policy towards the native popu
lation) and element on which it could rely. Therefore, the main 
policy towards the ethnic Germans within the Soviet Union was 
to consolidate their strength within the area rather than to de
port them immediately to the "Old Reich." There were, there
fore, several legislative acts passed which clarified and strength
ened the position of ethnic Germans in the Reichskommissariat 
of the Ukraine@n September 9, 1942 a law was passed which 
provided for the reception of all ethnic Germans within the 
Reichskommissariat of the Ukraine to the German community. 
This provision did not mean the legal grant of German citizen
ship to the ethnic Germans in the Ukraine, but it put them under 
protection of German law and ~us elevated them over the 
masses of the subjugated Slav~ 

Another law passed on September 9, 1942 provided that the 
Germans of Classes I, II, and III on the Volksliste were entitled 
to compensation for the property which they had lost during the 
Soviet nationalization policy in the Ukraine. 82 They were to 
have their lands restored, or an equivalent of their property, 
and could cultivate or run it privately.88 It was again a privi
leged deviation from the general agrarian order in the Ukraine 

. where the kolkhozlike system was rigidly maintained by the 
German administration. 84 

With this legal strengthening of the Germanic element in 
the Ukraine, there were practical steps taken towards separating 
the ethnic Germans from the alien surroundings and in prepara
tion for larger German settlements in the Ukraine where the 
scattered Germanic element could be consolidated. Such larger 
German settlements were to be created around the strategically 
important cities and vital knots of communication in the 
Ukraine. 85 Some positive plans were made to build completely 
new German cities in the East, with approximately 15,000-
20,000 population, at important railway and highway junctions. 
Such ·.cities were to be surrounded by a 5-10 mile broad belt of 
German villages. 86 As a concrete example of such settlement 
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several cities in the Ukraine were mentioned. In the northwest
em part of Reichskommissar:iat of the Ukraine, the towns of 
Zhytomyr, Vinnycia, and Rovno were selected as primary points 
of German settlement. 87 About 20,000 ethnic Germans were to 
be concentrated around an undesignated junction point in the 
vicinity of Nykolayev. Also,, the towns of Dnepropetrovsk, 
Kryvyi Rih, and Zaporozhe were to be surrounded by German 
settlements. 88 

These preparations were made in accordance with the 
wishes of Hitler, who wanted 1to have whole parts of the Ukraine 
settled solidly with Germans within the next twenty years. 89 

One such part of the East: which was supposed to be settled 
solidly with Germans was the Crimea. Though remaining under 
military administration until the end of the German occupation, 
the Crimea experienced quite extraordinary activity on the part 
of the Commission for the S1trengthening of Gennandom. The 
strategic and consolidating seUlements were worked out in much 
greater detail than in the rest of the Ukraine. This can be seen 
clearly from the official Gerr.otan report on the ·progress of colo
nization in the Crimea. First: of all it specifies the following 
places of settlement: 

1. The municipal district of Eupatoria together with .the 
rural district of Otar-Moinak (railway connection Eupatoria
Sirnferopol). 

2. The area of the town of Simferopol. 
3. The territory along the railway line from Simferopol 

to Dshankoi between Spat :and Kurman, with the rural dis
tricts of Spat, Kambary, Menglertschik, Eki-Basch, Kyabak, 
and Alabash. 90 

The report proceeds and indi·cates that: 

In September 1943 all the mentioned rural districts had 
been made German villages. In the urban districts of Sim
feropol and Eupatoria the ethnic Gennans were, as far as 
possible, concentrated in their own quarters. These exclu
sively German villages and parts of towns were, as ·far a's 
possible, given their own municipal administration. Ger
man burgomasters took care of their community. 
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The military Government of Crimea made avail:able a 
fixed key amount from the total of incoming taxes for the 
German communities which was, however, administered 
centrally by the Bereitskommando 44 in cooperatiol!l with 
burgomasters. 91 '• 

While in the Reichskommissariat of the Ukraine only one 
consoli~ted German colony came into existence, the settlement 
near Zhytomyr,9 2 the German colonization blueprints for the 
Crimea .found realization to a far greater degree. All places of 
settlement which had been planned actually became German 
villages. bi towns like Simferopol and Eupatoria the Germans 
did not succeed in expelling an the foreigners, but they consoli
dated the German minority in separate districts and put them 
under their own municipal authority. i 

The colonizing of the Crimea with ethnic Gennans was I 
combined with a strong Nazi indoctrination to which those new_-__,_._, 
ly won for Germandom were subjectedtEspecial care ·was taken \ 
by the Nazi authorities to win over th?children of the ethnic 
Germans to the German way of life and to the Nazi :ideology. 
For this purpose kindergartens were built, beautifully equipped 
and staffed with German Red Cross nurses, where the youngest 
candidates for Germandom could be conditioned in :a proper 
spirit from childhood. Large educational camps were erected 
where the foreign-born German youth could reach the ccGer
man level" of culture and civilization and where th•ey could 
shake off any foreign influences. By the spring of 1944 three such 
boarding schools were built where German children over ten 
years of age were subject to the process of "re-educatio~ J._ 

In .anticipation of further German colonization in the Cri
mea the zones of settlement were prepared by the special Ger
man agency Volksdeutsche LeitsteUe (Guidance Center for 
ethnic Germans). Its job was to pick out the zones suiltable for 
the settlement of ethnic Germans. The zones which w·ere best 
adapted for colonization and where "all industries and all types 
of agriculture were possible" received the name of "General 
Settlement Zones." They were supposed to absorb the: greatest 
number of German settlers, and detailed plans were made to de
termine how such areas should be settled. The architect, Profes-
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sor Regier, was invited to design, in detail, the pattern of Nazi 
architecture and interior decorations for the new German set
tlements in the Crimea. 94 

/ rit is interesting to note with what tenacity and endurance 
th~azis held to their colonization designs in the East. Even 
in face of continuous retreat from the East after the summer of 
1943, the Nazis made no attempt to liquidate their German 
settlements, unless absolutely necessary. Such colonization areas 
as the Crimea and the incorporated Western Polish Provinces 
were often overrun by Russ:ians before the ~ authorities 

. _ _1_ could evacuate the greater part of their colonists~ 
The only revision of the Nazi colonization design was made 

by Himmler in the summer olf 1944, after the Allied troops suc
cessfully made their invasion in France and the Russian troops 
were approaching the Germ~m Reich boundary. At the same 
time, · when the overwhelming part of German Lebensraum was 
actually lost, Himmler consented to settle in the East not only 
those of Germanic descent but also those alien elements who 
served in the Eastern Legions and fought on the German side. 
They were to be settled separately from the Germans on the ex
terior boundary of the German Empire in the Ural Mountains 
as military colonies fulfilling the function of a securing wall 
against the Soviet Empire, which Himmler thought would still 
exist beyond the Urals. 96 This revision was not supposed to a£
feet the German colonization in the remaining areas of the 
East.97 

C What is significant and worthwhile to note is the fact 
that the Nazi colonization activities were not entrusted to the 
regular German administration and occupation authorities in the 
East but to the special agenci•es under the authority of SS leader 
Heinrich Himmler. During the time when Nazi governors and 
commissars, including the Minister for the East, Alfred Rosen
berg, were theoretically responsible for all measures taken inter
ritories under their authority, they had virtually no control over 
colonization and resettlement activities sponsored by Himmler 
in his role as Commissioner for the Strengthening of Ge~an
dom. In possession of an unliimited authority for preparing the 
East for German settlement and exercising the actual executive 
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~wer in the East-the German police-Himmler could conven
iently ignore the German civilian authorities if their help was not 
essential or if their policy did not coincide with his. The main 
difficulty in cooperation emerged not only from the fact that 
they both had, in a way, supreme control over the same territory 
and the same people, but because they ~ut different stress on 
the objectives of the Nazi Eastern Policy ..J ~ 

German civilian authorities in the East emphasized the 1 ~~ 
policy of the present with German)r' s war effort in mind. 9 8 They 1 

were concerned with political stability, economic exploitation, J 

and securing the cooperation of their foreign subjects for this : _,;: -· 
end by different means, including: ruthless force. Himmler, on ; 
the other hand, was more concerned with the future Nazi objec- ! 
tives in the East. Therefore, he was more inclined to regard for- i 
eign subjects there as a burden ratber than an asset. He was less : 
willing to see their value as an economic factor in the war ef- ~ -
fo~ but rather he viewed the war circumstances as a very con
venient time for their reduction or their removal from the Ger- . 
man settlement area. ~ 

The colonization activities created tension between the 
German Civil Administration in the East and the SS organiza
tion and its subsidiary agencies. !\,fatters of prestige as well as 
the bad effects which such colonization activities apparently had 
on economic planning and public security seemed to be matters 
of the greatest concern to the Ciivil Administration. Governor 
Hans Frank sent Hitler a long me1norandum99 complaining that 
SS detachments carried on resettlement in his territory without 
consultation with him or with his local subordinates. He com
plained that such settlement had a deterrent influence on agri
cultural production, even in the areas which were not directly 
affected by the resettlement action.1oo 

Ostminister Alfred Rosenberg complained in a direct letter 
to Himmler that resettlement action in the Ukraine was started 
without his knowledge, though the:re had been a previous agree
ment with him that colonization activity would be carried out 
with mutual understanding and through joint settlement staffs. 10 1 

There was only one Nazi admiinistrator in the East who was 
not annoyed by Himmler's Lebensraum activities in his ter-

• 
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ritory-Reichskommissar of the Ukraine, Erich' Koch. Rimmler's 
activities not only perfectly coincided with Koch's idea of the 
immediate, most drastic measures in the East but it also gave 
him a chance to make the SS organization his most powerful ally 
and in this way to be practically independent of Rosenberg, who 
was his superior. Therefore, Koch not only cooperated with 
Rimmler wholeheartedly, 102 but he actually took personal credit 
for some of Rimmler's "achievements" in the Ukraine.103 

On the Way to the Garden of Eden 

The German colonization design and action are not com
pletely comprehensible without the Nazi mystique of "blood and 
soil." National-Socialist ideology put a heavy stress on the "nat
ural relation" of man to the soil which, according to their be
liefs, not only determined the biological stamina of an individ
ual but also had an influence on his "Weltanschauung.'' The cul
tivation of soil and living in the country were regarded not only 
as a kind of economic necessity but as a virtue on which the 
future well-being of the nation was based. Therefore, land-colo
nization was of a primary interest to the Nazi authorities, and 
it came into being and progressed under the strict supervision 

-:· of the competent Nazi organizations.' There was very little op
portunity for independent developm€mt of the new German 
village communities in the East; any deviation from t_he set 
pattern of the rural society was brought to an abrupt end. ' 

Though the Nazis often proudly referred to the German 
colonists as the "pioneers of the East," struggling heroically 
against the foreign environment, leading a rugged life in a 
primitive and almost wild country, this did not correspond with 
the truth; nor could the experience be compared with the condi
tions or ways in which the American pioneers moved westward 
and settled the land. The German colonist had no choice about 
where he settled, what farm he received or what he could do 
with it. This was decided by some superhuman agency of Space 
Planning, which prescribed how many people could be settled 
in a certain area in order to strengthen and consolidate the Ger
man element.10 4 There was, further, the Immigration Agency 
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( EWZ) which, on the basis of race, political reliability, and oc
cupational skill, determined irrevocably who may and who may 
not become an "Eastern Pioneer."105 

Even when the right individual was sent to a proper area 
·he did not find an open space where he could build his own 
fann or his own enterprise and feature his own life in the way 
he wanted. First of all, the area in the East was not virgin land 
and primeval forests. It had been cultivated for as long (if not 
longer) than the soil in Germany. Even in more recent times, 
months or years before his arrival, the soil in the colonization 
areas and the expropriated foreign farms and enterprises was 
under the current care and management of different Nazi agen
cies. The NSV (National Socialist Welfare Organization) took 
care that the farm, which a German colonist was to get, be sup
plied with all of the necessary implements.106 The Ostdeutsche 
Landwirtschaftsgesellschaft (East German Agricultural Associa
tion) and Deutsche W ohn- und Siedungsgesellschaft (German 
Housing and Settlement Company), which managed the con
fiscated foreign property in the Incorporated Provinces, improv
ed and readjusted the individual holdings, and supplied them 
with sufficient livestock and equipment to make their farms 
suitable to the requirements of an average German colonist fam
ily.to7 

The Ansiedlungsstab ( Settlement Staff), which was under 
SS management and consisted half of Nazi Party members and 
half of experienced farmers, assigned to the colonist the farm or 
enterprise which was regarded as best for the .- size of his family 
and his background.10 8 

There were no primitive people to be fought by the Ger
man colonist because the potentially dangerous natives were 
whisked away in advance of the coming of the colonists. Those 
who remained were of a complacent type, and they were reduced 
to the status of slaves and servants.109 

The German ((pioneer" in the East entered into a new and 
artificiallY' created society, and there were as yet many gaps and 
many uncertainties about the final shape and character of the 
Nazi colonization scheme. 

For example, the criteria for the amount of land to be dis-
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tributed was not yet precisely determined at the very early 
stage of colonization. Usually, it was assumed that a German 
resettler should get a farm which would correspond in value and 
size to that which he had to leave behind. In view of the abun
dance of the foreign property and the relative scarcity of the 
settlers, many generous provisions were made which granted 
to the settlers Polish farms or consolidate tracts of land in excess 
of what they had abandoned at home. 

1·' Wuch arrangements often created practical as well as ideo
logical problems. Some fanners coming from moderately-sized 
farms in the East had neither the necessary will nor actual 
know-how to run large-sized farms. This kind of problem could 
be seen from the following Nazi press interview with one of the 

. __ resettled fanners': __ ) 

"Well, Kamerad, how are you getting on?" asked the local 
peasant leader. The peasant greeted us and said that things 
were improving but that he had too much land. "Too much 
land," he added and looked helplessly into the distance. 
"What? Sixty acres are too much for you? But you have 
enough horses, and grown-up sons and a wife to help you." 
In the stables the peasant leader, to his surprise, saw only 
two horses and instead of eight cows, only two. When he got 
to the pigsty he found only two sows, and four sucklings. 
"What have you done with the rest of your livestock?" he 
inquired. "Those," the peasant replied sullenly. "Well I got 
rid of them. There back in the East we never had more, 
neither my father, nor my grandfather, but we had enough 
to feed the family."llo 

Another problem was created by the fact that by the draft
ing of the majority of young Germans into the Anny the Ger
man colonists had to rely on the help of Polish manpower. Be
cause of the highly elevated position of the Germans in the in
corporated Western Polish Provinces and the inferior status of 
the remaining Poles, there arose the question of whether the 
German colonists should pedonn the physical work at all, or 
whether they should hold the position of managers with the sub-

r · ordinate Poles doing the necessary work,fThis peculiar inter-
· ... ... . 
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pretation of the Nazi-race principle in the shape of a modem 
squirearchy was promptly rejected by the Nazi Party for the 
obvious reasons: ( 1) Nazi ideologists could not build their new 
social order based on racially pwre communities by making a 
racially foreign element a permanent component of it. ( 2) The 
mystique of blood and soil could only have meaning when a 
German peasant had direct contact with the soil and exercised , 

- . I 
his muscles-not merely through lbrain wo~ -·-

Therefore, the authoritative sowrces were quoted broadly 
by the Nazi press rejecting such an erroneous conception. With 
this intention the National-Sozialistische Landpost of August , 
1940 quoted the founder of the master-race concept, Walter --: .~ 
Darre, saying:(J:he soil will be rnastered by those who till it, ' ·!--., ·: 

and not by those who merely give the orders to till itS --~""""'; . 
The Under-Secretary of State in the Reichsministerium of -··· 

Food wrote in Das Reich, August 4, 1940: . 

Conquests are really valuable only where the conquered 
land can be colonized by German peasants and tilled, with 
limited exceptions, exclusively by Germans. Wherever Ger
mans conquered a land but failed to settle their own peas
antry-as, for example in the Baltic states, where the Ger
man barqns used ~r-German rule did not last and 
the conquerea--ralld. was lost again. Owr past teaches us that 
the plow must follow the sword. 

Alfred Rosenberg was quotedl in Das Neue Bauemtum in 
August, 1940 as follows: 

Any kind of labor done on the German soil is worthy of 
respect. . . . Owr goal can never be a Herrenvolk in the 
English sense. We do not wish a Reich built on clay founda
tions, but a strong and sound Eleich of German blood and 
soil. 

Under the stimulus of this challenge and discussion, there 
arose a necessity to define and outline the futwre agricultural 
society in greater detail and on ~certain fixed principles. Thus 
on November 26, 1940 the Commission for the Strengthening of 
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Gennandom issued a detailed blueprint which was to specify 
how the soil should be distributed among settlers; what organi
zational structure should the future Lebensraum eventually ac
quire; and what objectives there are behind the different indi
vidual measures. 

According to these new regulations the basic economic unit 
in the colonization area should be a 50-100 acre farm, large 
enough to support a family of 10-14 (including grandparents 
and agricultural trainees ). In case the soil should be of such 
poor quality that the indicated amount would be insufficient, 
some greater estates, called Grosshufen or Gutsbetriebe, will be 
created. 111 

Some larger estates would also be formed, as in the case of 
so called Erbhofe ( hereditary farms ) , which often included as 
many as 300 acres. In general, the farms of between 50-300 acres 
should make up two-thirds of all lands and three-fourths of the 
soil employed in cultivation.112 Generally, it was planned that 
for every six or seven average farms there should be one larger 
estate.113 About one-third of all lands and about one-fourth of 
cultivated land was withheld from the general land distribution, 
and the blueprint does not state clearly in which way it should 
be used. But some remarks in the decree and the practical mea
sures taken in the later years of occupation indicate that some 
parts of this remaining land should be forested (especially in 
the case of poor soils ) , a part was to be either rented 114 or 
donated115 to the outstanding leaders of the nation, and the rest 
was to be kept as reserve land for the future farmers. 

This arrangement had as its purpose to draw more people 
into agricultural pursuits, and it also was supposed to provide 
the possibility of a social rise or distinction within the hierarchy 
of Nazi society. An average settler in the East would have to 
start his career from the very bottom. First he would become 
a common farm hand on one of the average-sized farms. Then 
after a few years of training he would marry and move to one of 
the larger farms ( Erbhof-hereditary farm) and work as an agri
cultural laborer there. Only after the successful conclusion of 
his training would a young candidate be granted some land and 
thus be enabled to become a farmer on his own.116 

, • • • ,. • o o o 1 I I I I I I I .JJ II 
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Land was also to be granted to the Nazi elite in the form 
of large estates. Such a grant serveu not only as a reward but it 
also bound the German leaders personally to something which 
the Nazis regarded as of mystical and vital importance-the 
soil. 

To such an elite belonged distinguished great soldiers, 
Knights Cross bearers, 11 7 and dignitaries from the SS organ
ization. The estates were given to them either on the basis 
of a nominal rent or as a direct gift from the Reich. Among 
others, German Panzer-General Guderian and SS-Oberstgrup
penfiihrer and Generaloberst of Police, Kurt Daluege, were 
granted such estates for perpetual use. 118 

(fncreasing difficulties during the war and the crisis result- r 
ing from the Stalingrad defeat brought on total war measures 
which did not allow the Nazi gove~ent to expand its coloni
zation schemes to a greater degree.\ There were, neve11theless, ' .. 
still more daring projects in store in comparision with which the 
actual colonization action in the East was only an insignificant 
and rudimentary beginning. The same blueprint mentions the 
future creation of special villages and village complexes. Such 
an ideal future village was supposed to cover from 2,500-3,500 
acres and to secure a livelihood for 300-400 people. The most 
striking provision in the creation of the new villages required 
their almost complete isolation from city life. The groups of vil
lages were not to be centered around a town, as might nah1rally 
be expected, but around one large village called Hauptdorf 
( Main Village) . Such a H auptdorf was to be the unifying core 
of the surrounding villages. It was supposed to provide facilities 
for sport activities, celebrations of Nazi Party festivities, and cul
tural events in which the inhabitants of the neighboring villages 
could participate. Therefore, the Hauptdorf had to be located at 
such a distance from the other villages that it could be reached 
conveniently by foot. Apart from the facilities offered by the 
H auptdorf for more important community events, every single 
village should have public buildings: a Party-house, an inn with 
an auditorium and stage facilities, a gymnasium, a school, and 
common economic buildings.119 

In order to diminish relations with cities or towns, the Nazi 
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authorities planned to go so far ·as to build special electric 
power stations in the countryside in order to make the villages 
free from reliance on urban centers.120 

The future villages were going to be constructed by special 
Nazi architects in a style whiich would reflect individuality and 
yet harmonize with the surrounding landscape. This yearning 
for a rustic way of life by no 1means indicated a withdrawal from 
civilization in a technological sense. On the contrary, the fann
ers were supposed to get the most modern agricultural equip
ment and machinery to stimulate agricultural production.121 All 
that the villages had to banish were the effeminate influences 
of the big city. 

No industrial activities as such were to be suffered in the 
colonization areas of the East .. It could be judged from the letter 
of the SS Economic and Management Headquarters dated Au
gust 24, 1942 as follows : 

(There in East) we cannot think of Industry in a capi
talistic sense. I believe there would be no possibilities for 
this with our farm economy, which does not admit urban
ization, estrangement of the soil, or an exploitation system. 
Instead, there will probably be created large-scale artisan
enterprises which would n1anufacture the incoming goods 
procured by the settlers' eommunities.122 

The cities were still accepted in the East as necessary evils, 
but some reforms were planned in their size and appearance. 
They were not only to be bULilt in the Germanic style or to be 
completely rearranged (like Lublin-see Rimmler's File, 266 
No. 55/6), but they were to be reduced in size to small towns, 
( 15,000-20,000) which would display no symptoms of decay. 

In this way the healthy, strong, agricultural German East 
was supposed to counterbalance biologically and "culturally" the 
Old Reich and preserve it from the decline which, according to 
Oswald Spengler, threatened effeminate, easygoing \Vestern 
Europe. 

In the evaluation of their actual colonization achievements 
the Nazi authorities refused to be satisfied or compromised by 
half-measures or piecemeal solutions. They had a clear picture 
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of what they had done, and they had a precise plan of what they 
wanted ultimately to do in the future. The colonization of the 
East had to be total, and this endeavor was stated clearly and 
finnly in the official SS organ Das Schwarze Korps (August 20, 
1943): 

The Reich brought hundreds of thousands of German 
peasants home, out of endangered and scattered settlements. 
Our Reich organized and settled them in the East in a 
well-planned fashion. Their number exceeded the size of 
some peoples during the time of the Peoples' Migration. 
Still, their number is only a little drop on a hot stone. 
They are only a seed, not a fulfillment. And when, after 
the homecoming of our soldiers, we finally get new hun
dreds of thousands and millions willing to build their farms 
in the East, it will still be only a beginning. Only through 
them, their wives, their children and their children's chil
dren will we be able to secure our victories on the battle
fields forever. 

( It would be a misconception to see only economic reasons 
in this scheme of a gigantic agricultural colonization) The Nazi 
objective to reach a point where the Nation will be predom
inantly employed in agriculture, while applying at the same time 
the most modem and labor-saving agricultural machinery, was 
obviously contradictory. It is known that in the United States, 
because of agricultural mechanization, the agricultural class 
dropped to below 8 percent of the whole population. Yet this 
drastically reduced manpower employed in agriculture is able 
not only amply to supply a nation of 180 millions with food but 
also to render tremendous food surpluses for export and storage. 

It is clear that Germans with their efficiency and with their 
technical know-how could get similar results with an equally 
reduced amount of farmers. There is, therefore, no rational ex
planation either for building up a predominant peasant class or 
for extending agricul,tural colonization on such a large scale. 

The German colonization scheme in the East is fully under
standable only within the whole pattern of Nazi policy with its · 
strong ideological attachment. 

Very revealing in this connection is the statement of SS-
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Gruppenfiihrer Greifelt who, as the chief of the Main Office of 
the Commission for the Strengthening of Germandom, was re
sponsible for the great majority of actual resettlement and coloni
zation actions. Outlining the German Lebensraum policy in the 
East, he said: 

The planned New Order is something completely new. It 
will express the National-Socialistic philosophy of life. 
Therefore, it will influence all aspects of life..,lt will bring 
not only excellent social and eoonomic tesul~ ___ buL.also 
cultural results, and creation of a new spiritual attitude.123 

- - - ----~-------··--· · · · · ·· --· · -· ·· . ·· ··-··- ·- - . 

His words indicate the peculiar feature of the totalitarian 
"order" where a problem (like self-sufficiency of food) would 
be solved not within the limits of the problem itself but in con
sideration and in agreement with the whole intricate ''philosophy 
of life" which a given totalitarian regime holds. 

There is ample evidence at present indicating that the 
above-mentioned ideas were shared by Hitler. The events of 
World War II seemed only to strengthen Hitler· s determination 
to realize his ideological conception of Mein Kampf in relation 
to the Eastern Lebensraum. That Hitler did not think about the 
conquest of Eastern territories in terms of ordinary war spoils, 
but that he attributed to them a fundamental importance within 
the framework of a new Nazi society, is reflected in the follow
ing remarks: 

I would regard it as a crime to have sacrificed the lives 
of German soldiers simply for conquest and natural riches to 
be exploited in capitalistic style. 

_ftcrording to .the laws-ofllatm"e, the iOil belongs_to_hiw 
who con~ers.jJ. The fact of having children who want to 
live, the act that our people is bursting out of its cramped 
frontiers, these justify all our claims of the Eas.tern spaces. 
Jan. 28, 29, 1942).124 

Our gaiP$ in the west JD:lf add a rne.asme .. of clLan:IJ .. to 
Q!!L~ssions and ~tyta~ti.9n .. .to. our g~nE<x:al 
se£._urity, Jrot our Eastern conquests are infinitely more 
precl9US: £or. thev are lne-foundation. of-our··very 'exiStence. 
(Sept. 6, 19~- · ·- ·-- ------- ------- · --- · ·- .. - ......_ ...... 
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The impact of the Lebemraum idea on Hitler is also in
dicated in hi~ last message to the chief of the German general 
staff, Keitel. On April 29, 1945, when Russian troops already. · 
fought in the streets of Berlin, and shortly before Hitler com
mitted suicide, he insisted that "the aim must still be to win 
territory in the East for the German people."126 



CHAPTER THREE 

The Policy of Germanization 
/ 

,/· 
Germanization can be applied only to the soiL never to 

the people. What was generally understood by this word 
was a forced, outward acceptance of the Germ.an language. 
But it is an almost inconceivable error to beLieve that, let 
us say, a Negro or a Chinese becomes a Teuton because he 
learns German and is willing to speak the Gem1an language 

1 in the future, and perhaps to give his vote t:o a Gennan 
i political party .... The frequently demanded policy of Ger
\ manizing the Polish East unfortunately almost always rested 
\ on the same fallacy. Here, too, they believed the Polish 
! element could be Germanized by a purely lin~!listic process 

of Teutonization. Here, too, the result would have been dis
astrous .... Historically, the thing usefully Germanized has 
been the soil that our forefathers conquered with the sword 
and settled with German peasants. (Hitler, 1\.fein Kampf, 

\ New York, 1939, p. 378.) • 
·, It is not our task to Germanize the East in tllle old sense, 
that is, to teach the people there the German language and 
the German law, but to see to it that only people of purely 
Germanic blood live in the East. ( Heinrich .Himmler, in 
July 1942, l.M.T. Doc. N0-3001.) 

The conquerors in the past tried either to assimilate the 
vanquished nations, to convert them to their religion or their 
way of life, to enslave them, to exploit them economically, or 
to keep them under control for strategic reasons. The objective 
of the totalitarian imperialism of our time is much deeper, more 
all-embracing and predetermined. In its permanent conquests 
it wants to build a new society from the very roots, according 
to specific ntles. In pursuit of its new creation it can use only 
certain elements from the old society. The remaining "undigest
able" parts of the old culture are regarded as superfluous and 

82 
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are treated accordingly. In the Soviet Union the percentage of 
such organically unassimilable elements (hostile classes) was 
relatively small.1 It consisted of such categories as nobility, high
ranking officials, police, judges, rich peasants (kulaks), mer
chants, clergy, industrialists, military officers, and large land
owners. Unless they fled before the Red Terror during the 
Civil War, they were either physically annihilated or enslaved 
and removed to uninhabitable parts of the Soviet Union. In 1936, 
when introducing the new Soviet constitution, Stalin officially 
announced that hostile classes had ceased to exist in the Soviet 
Union. A similar process of classification and elimination of "hos
tile classes" was applied by the Soviet authorities in the newly 
incorporated territories annexed after the outbreak of World 
War II. 

. ~building the new Nazi society, racial criteria were chosen-1 
instead of the criterion of social origin. The common unit con
sidered for this purpose was, in the Nazi case, the nation as a 
whole rather than a clas~ _L 

Racially the German people are a mixture, 60 percent 
Nor.r,iic, including such "inferior" blood as that of the Eastern 

. " Rae~:. )Despite the mixed blood, no Germans were subjected to 
racial discrimination by the Nazis unless they had Jewish blood. 
In the territ~ry of the German Lebensraum, racial criteria were 
applied to national ethnic groups. Peoples living in the occupied 
territories were categorized as follows: 

( 1 ) Racially akin to the Germans-the Estonians. 3 

( 2) Partially Germanic-the Czechs, Latvians, and Lithu-
anians.4 

( 3 ) Racially alien-the Poles, Jews, Ukrainians, Belorus
sians, and Gypsies. 5 

Since the colonies to be established in the Lebensraum were 
to be purely Germanic the peoples indigenous to the territories 
must be treated with that objective in mind. The treatment ap
plied to all members of a particular nation. Only those who were 
individually picked as having Germanic traits were eligible for 
Germanization, and only they could escape the harshness of the 
·German Lebensraum policy. 
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Since the German Reich must be built from the Germanic 
-1 element, with Nordic traits predominatini Hitler could not con

sider the "alien" Eastern peoples as proper components of the 
new society nor as reliable allies. He was not inter,ested in their 

--:::--, 

L conversion to National Socialism.~ f Only Germanic nations such 
as the Norwegians or Dutch were ·regarded as worthwhile objects 
for National Socialist conversion. 7 

The Reich and the Ethnic Germans 

Just as there was irreconcilable contempt for the idea of 
"opportunistic bastardization" of the German Nati<)n, there· was 
also an eagerness to discover, register, and restore to German
dom persons of German ancestry popularly called V olksdeutsche 
(ethnic Germans ) . 

Following the creation of the Commission for the Strength
ening of Germandom and setting in motion the elaborate ma
chinery of Lebensraum, it was necessary to develop a blueprint 
according to which the process of registration and acceptance in
to German nationality would be regulated. Such a blueprint was 
created in the form of a Volksliste ( Record of Racial Descent ) , 
which divided the ethnic Germans into four main classes. Class 
I included those ethnic Germans who before the oultbreak of war 
belonged to the illegal Nazi organization abroad. This class of 
Germans was immediately granted German citizenship and reg
ular membership in the Nazi Party. 8 

Germans who were not Party members but who actively 
participated in German cultural or fraternal organizations . and 
associations abroad were put into Class II. They were eligible 
for immediate and unrestricted German citizenship, but they 
were not allowed, for the time being, to join the National So
cialist Party. They were eligible for membership in the auxiliary 
Nazi organizations like the NSV (National Socialistic \Velfare 
Organization) or DAF (German Labor Front) . The members of 
Classes I and II within the German colonization area were al
lowed to remain in their places of residence and to retain their 
property intact. 9 

Class III included those' ethnic Germans who did not asso-

.. 
II 
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ciate formally with Germandom by participation in any kind of 
German organizations abroad but who cultivated their German
dom within their own family by retaining language, c~stoms, 
and cultural patterns. Mixed families, in which the Cerman 
part predominated, were also registered in the Class 111.10 

Class III ethnic Germans were granted German citizenship 
for ten years only. After their loyalty to Germandom had been 
proved satisfactorily they could secure permanent citizenship. 
Otherwise the citizenship could be annulled. 11 

This category of Germans suffered from another ldnd of 
limitation. They were allowed to join the auxiliary Nazi organi
zations, but they were not eligible to become officials and were 
barred from any honorary positions until such time as they 
secured permanent citizenship. Limitations were platCed on 
their marriage. They could intermarry within their Class and 
were allowed to marry average German citizens, but they could 
not marry persons from Class IV; and marriage to foreigners 
was also out of the question. This limitation on Class III Ger
mans also applied to German citizens of an elevated rank within 
the German bureaucracy, Army, and Nazi Party. The prohibi
tion was not an absolute one in the latter case, and some excep
tions could be made with permission of a Gauleiter12 or a Com
manding General. 13 

The German resettlers from abroad who were classified in 
this category could be settled only within the boundary of the 
Old Reich so they might become acclimatized to the German 
surroundings and thus accelerate the process of their German
ization. The Germans of Class III, in the German colonization 
areas of the East, were supposed to abandon their property 
and their old place of residence and to move to the Old Reich 
for permanent residence. 14 They were to receive compensation 
for their property, which they could not take with the:m, and 
funds so received were to be used to help establish the1mselves 
in the Old Reich.1 6 

Class IV. was reserved for "German Renegades" -the people 
of German heritage who actively associated themselves with 
the life of an "alien people" and participated wholeheart:edly in 
foreign political or cultural life. There was a period of hesita-
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tion on the part of the Nazi authorities about what to do with 
this category of people. Obviously, here was a conflict between 
political and racial criteria in the evaluating of candidates for 
Germandom. In the long run, racial solidarity prevailed, and 
the "German Renegades" received basically the same treatment 
as the members of Class III. The only difference was in the 
form of citizenship. While the members of Class III received 
citizenship for a ten-year period, Class IV members were eligi
ble only for provisionary citizenship, which could be revoked 
at any time.16 

Class IV was earmarked for permanent residence in the 
Old Reich. Their property in the German colonization areas in 
the East legally was subject to confiscation.17 The Nazis actually 
started resettlement action in which members of Classes III 
and IV were resettled from the Eastern areas under German 
control to the Old Reich.18 This action then stopped suddenly, 
and the persons so resettled were in many cases returned to the 
East for the time being, though not to their original places of 
residence. The order to leave the Class III and Class IV Ger
mans temporarily at peace was motivated by the necessity of 
"better Germanizing, them.19 It is possible that either this cat
egory of Germans were so estranged from Germandom that their 
immediate transfer to the Old Reich did not promote -their amal
gamation into German society and created some murual tensions 
or the necessity for strengthening the German element in the 
East was of great importance since the Nazi authorities desper
ately attempted to establish at least a 1: 1 ratio between for
eigners and Germans in the colonization area.20 

In their efforts to retain good German stock, the Nazi au
thorities were willing to exempt from deportation Germans with 
some Jewish blood in their veins. This applied to those ethnic 
Germans in the Incorporated Provinces who were of mixed 
blood of the first degree Jewish descendancy and who were 
married to Germans or who were disposed to be friendly to 
Germandom. Those of second degree Jewish descendancy were 
allowed to remain provided their political reliability was 
proven. 21 There was no specific provision made as to the class 
to which they should be assigned. The problem of the so-called 
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Mischlinge (mongrel) was most difJficult for the Nazi authori
ties to solve.22 On October 27, 1942 it was decided that 70,000 
Germans of mixed blood of the first degree should be sterilized 
or compelled to divorce. 28 Otherwise, it seems, they were left 
in peace. 

At the beginning of the Nazi 1~ebensraum policy, accept
ance of an individual of German origin was based not only on 
his German heritage but on his politieal and national convictions, 
and above all upon his willingness to embrace German nation
ality.2~ In the later stage of Nazi occupation, after 1941, the 
principle of heritage greatly outranked all other considerations. 
Persons of German origin within an incorporated area were no 
longer asked if they felt like Germans or if they were willing to 
learn the German language and pursue the German way of life. 
They were made to face a very difficult decision: either em
brace German nationality and save their property, the unity of 
their family, and their personal seclLlrity or risk a forceful re
moval from the ranks of an "alien" nation, to a concentration 
camp, separation from and Germanization of their children, and 
eventual annihilation. 26 The reason behind this drastic German
ization move was to increase by all means the strength of the 
Germanic element26 and to provide security for the future. The 
Nazis believed that the Germanic el•ement within an alien peo
ple provided the leadership, and this leadership might stir the 
otherwise passive and amorphous Slavic masses to resistance 
against German Lebensraum measures. It was pointed out that 
many leading personalities in the Polish State were of German 
origin and that they were the on1es who fought ferociously 
against their own blood.27 Concrete examples were found in the 
Polish-German Campaign ( 1939) where the commanding offi
cers of the Polish last-ditch defende1rs (in case of Warsaw and 
the Hela Peninsula) bore German names. 

The Nazi authorities made sure that at least the Poles who 
occupied an elevated political, sodal, or economic position, 
either at present or in the past, and who had some German 
blood in their veins would be separated from the alien race in 
one or another way. Heinrich HimmJer took a personal interest 
in the process of Germanizing sueh leading Poles. He was 
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prompt in acting according to his principles when an attempt 
at Germanization failed. This can be seen from his two follow
ing orders: 

.. --- . 

CASE MARIA LAMBUCKI 

Maria Lambucki from Tomascz-Lub is 100% German ac
cording to her descent and yet totally Polish-minded. I 
order her immediate transfer to Concentration Camp Ra
vensbriick. The two sons 8 and 13 years of age, who are 
racially very good are to be brought, by the Chief of SS
Race and Settlement Office and by the help of Security 
Police, to Germany and put separately in two especially 
well-managed boarding schools. 28 

CASE STANISLAUS KOCH 

Stanislaus Koch from land-estate Sitno is 75% of German 
origin. He refuses, however, to admit any connections with 
Germandom. He is therefore to be brought to a Concen
tration Camp with an arms industry; also his wife and 
daughter are to be put separately in two different concen
tration camps. 29 

German heritage could be of great advantage to people 
who by inclination or for opportunistic reasons wanted to be
come Germans. Their decision could elevate them quickly from 
a slavelike status to the status of the privileged master race. 
It could become disastrous to individuals who attempted to 
live according to their principles and who did not want to trade 

. away their national allegiance. · 
It is only a matter of interpretation whether these people 

were better or worse off than those who because of their race 
had no freedom of choice and who could not count on a mini
mum existence within the Nazi Empire-if they could count on 
an existence at all. 

The Search for Germanic Blood 

The second objective of the Germanization policy was to 
secure for the German nation those parts of the Eastern Euro
pean masses which Nazi authorities regarded as racially "val-
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uable." Action in this direction was conducted under different : 
slogans, such as '"bringing the related peoples back into the ·, 
Gennanic family," or "retrieving scattered people of Germanic 
blood," or to "secure for Germandom some individuals or groups 
with Nordic qualities." Measures were taken for the purpose of 
securing within a short time an additional number of 30 million 
Germans who would help to realize the idea of making the 
spacious Lebensraum solidly German. 30 Such slogans were used 
to rationalize an apparent deviation from the strictly ethnic 

.. • 
definition of German nationality. 

The earliest attempt to Germanize whole ethnic groups in 
the East was that attempted in Poland where the Wasserpolen, 
Masurians, and Kashubes were split off from the Polish nation. 
Such mass Germanization was less painful than the individu~ 
Germanization and more superficial. There were no humiliating 
interrogations, investigations, checkups, and other usual pro
cedures. Whole villages and townships were simply declared 
German and the inhabitants had often only to give their names 
to the local Ortsgruppenleiter31 for registration. 

It meant, of course, the suppression of Polish schools, lit
erature, and press, but similar measures were also applied to the 
remaining Polish communities. 32 

Such mass "Germanization" of whole areas did not give to 
an individual the social stigma of a "traitor." Even the Polish 
Underground, which usually persecuted individual turncoats, 
acquiesced in such mass ''Germanization," taking into account 
its forced and superficial character. 33 

Another mass Germanization project was planned in the 
case of the Baltic nations. The original idea went back to Rosen
berg's blueprints on the eve of the German Eastern Campaign. 
He planned the ultimate Germanization of the Baltic States and 
intended to group them together for this purpose under one 
administrative unit-Ostland. 34 

After Rosenberg's general policy for the East was rejected, 
some of his detailed provisions, like the assimilation of Balts, 
were disregarded in Nazi planning. Thus the Racial-Political Of
fice of the Nazi Party planned to push the Estonian nation fur
ther east because the Estonians were regarded as of Finno-U gric 
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stock and thus racially utterly foreign.85 The SS organization 
seemed at times to be completely disinclined to consider a Ger
manization of the Lithuanians because of their strong Slavic 
"admixture."86 

Later on, on the basis of the Political Investigation Staffs 
(part of Ostministerium) racial "findings," the Estonians were 
declared Nordic enough in race to be incorporated into the Ger
man nation en masse.37 A plausible theory was developed seek
ing to prove that the original Finno-U gric population in Estonia 
was actually conquered and permeated by Germans and that 
only for some strange and unexplainable reason the conquerors 
accepted the language of the vanquished nation. 88 

On the basis of further racial evaluation, the Latvians were 
recognized as fit for Germanization too, and Lithuanians were 
found to be only in part adaptable for this purpose. 39 

Excluded were the Baltic minorities: Lettgallen and Le
tukese, both of which were found to be strongly permeated by 
the "Eastern Race" element. 40 

Hitler seemed to be favorably inclined to the idea of mak
ing the Baltic nations an organic part of his Empire and he 
planned to include the Bal~c States within the German Reich 
in the form of regular German provinces ( Gauen) _or in the 
form of a protectorate. 41 

The incorporation plans naturally excluded any prospect of 
independent statehood for the Baits. They were to be won 
over, however, to an idea of a "Great Germanic Nordic Com
munity," which would arise as the result of Hitler's ·"New Or
der" policy. Such a community would unite closely the racially 
best peoples of Europe in one powedul bloc. 42 Such an idea 
was supposed to be more acceptable to the nations concerned 
than a project for outright annexation and Germanization. 

The Germanization process itseH was not of such an im
mediate character in the Baltic area as it was in the Polish 
Incorporated Provinces. On the contrary, the native schools 
(including the universities) were allowed to continue; the 
native press (under Nazi control) continued to publish; the 
local authorities in many cases were left in power; and local 
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· self-government was granted to the level of German Gebiets
kommissar. 43 

A gradual process of Germanization was planned. First, the 
German language, culture, and laws should be introduced in 
public life and in the schools on an equal basis and side by 
.side with the native; then, after some time, the German element 
should slowly but surely take over and achieve the leading 
position. In the meanwhile, the main stress was to be put on 
the Germanization of Baltic youth. This was to be achieved par
ticularly by drafting Baltic young people into the German Army 
and into the Reichs Labor Service ( RAD), where they should 
be subjected to strong indoctrination. 44 

The Nazis believed that by such gradual Germanization 
the national distinction of the Baits would lose its political sig
nificance, without a more painful operation, and that it would 
be reduced after some time to mere regional difference. Though 
suppressing ruthlessly manifestations or reminiscences of the 
national spirit of independence among the Baits, 45 the Germans 
were more lenient regarding their purely cultural and ethnical 
activities. 46 ~ · 

The Czechs were another people within the German Lebens
raum which was described by most Nazi authorities on this sub
ject as related to the German nation, or as a nation strongly per
meated with German elements.47 However, as in the case of 
the Lithuanians, the Czechs were found to be only partially suit
able for Germanization. The exact method for the Germanization 
of Czechs was not definitely settled during the war, but it was 
GOnsidered seriously enough to spare the Czechs from the more 
ruthless methods of physical reduction, or social "moronization," 
applied generally to the alien peoples of the East. 

A concrete step toward the investigation of the racial qual
ities of the Czech people was undertaken during 1942 in the 
form of a nationwide check of Czech school children on their 
racial merits, and some general conclusions were drawn from 
this investigation regarding the whole Czech population. Dur
ing a conference of high SS leaders of the Race and Settlement 
Office in Prague on June 29, 1942, one of them commented that 
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the investigations indicated that the Czechs possess consider
able "inferior" racial elements, either from the Eastern races 
or even from the Mongoloid race. 48 Yet he was still impressed 
by the Czech racial qualities to the degree that he suggested 
that the racially "valuable" part of the Czech people be sepa
rated from the "inferior" part. 49 Behind this proposal there 
lurked two objectives: first, to weaken the Czech nationality 
by splitting it internally and promoting antagonism between 
the privileged and nonprivileged groups; and secondly, to keep 
the inferior elements at hand for ultimate deportation to the 
East. 

From the social standpoint the Nazis indicated that better 
educated Czech classes showed the closest racial relation to the 
German people, while the Czech workers and peasants showed 
more markedly the "Eastern types."50 It was stated, also, that 
the "better" people are most reluctant to become Germans and 
those who show a willingness to become Germans were from 
the "worst" elements. 51 

As in the Baltic area, the Germanization process in the 
Czech Protectorate was of a gradual character. The Nazi author
ities planned to apply to the Czech nation the so-called Kap
aunen system in order to mold them according to an elaborate 
plan. 52 This system aimed at directing the interest of a nation 
exclusively toward economic gains. The Nazi policymakers be
lieved that by stimulating the growth of extreme commercial 
and philistine qualities in the Czech people (die Verspiessung) 
they would be able to destroy their national consciousness and 
political ambitions. 53 They expected that after achieving such 
status and by binding the Czech economic prosperity to the 
Reich they would have little difficulty in bringing about the 
Germanization of the valuable Czech classes at will. 

Practical measures for the preparation for Germanization 
in the Czech Protectorate could be seen in the closing of the 
Czech universities and in the introduction of the German lan
guage parallel to the Czech language in public life. 

There is no account of mass Germanization in the Protec
torate, such as took place in the Polish Incorporated Provinces 
in the case of the Masurians or the Wasserpolen. The prepara-

.. -
' 
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tory measures for Germanization in the Protectorate were on 
an individual basis and apparently voluntary. To the prepara
tory measures belong Hitler's orders regulating the acceptance 
of Czech applicants to the German higher schools (universities, 
schools of technology, etc.). Only those deemed eligible, racially 
and otherwise, to become Germans in the future, were to be 
admitted. 54 Such applications, of course, were forced by cir
cumstances (the closing of Czech universities), but they still 
required private initiative on the part of an applicant. When 
admission was granted it did not involve a denial of Czech 
nationality by the applicant nor did it mean a grant of provi
sional German citizenship, as in the case of actual Germaniza
tion procedure. The idea behind this measure was to prepare 
the individual for Germanization before an actual offer was 
made. 

The individual Germanization cases in the Protectorate were 
of a voluntary nature and required a strict racial examination. 
There is an accoWlt which indicates both the strictness of Nazi 
rules in selection and the superficiality of the racial criteria. A 
Nazi official from the nearby Sudetenland area was supposed 
to participate in one such racial investigation of Czech candi
dates for Germanization. Being unknown to the personnel con
ducting the investigation and bearing a Czech name he was 
forced by mistake, with the other candidates, to undergo an 
investigation and before he was able to explain he was declared 
racially unfit. 55 

The similar strictness of rules for Germanization is re
flected in the case of a marriage between German Captain 
von Schlipenbach and a Czech girl, !lanka Ludkova. Before a 
permit for marriage was granted his future wife was to undergo 
a rigorous racial investigation. After permission for marriage 
was granted and the wedding took place the young wife was 
not allowed to live with her Czech parents, but was given the 
choice of moving to live in some German community in the 
Protectorate or being transferred to the Old Reich. Her husband 
in the Army was informed that because of her close association 
with Czechs she could hardly be allowed to raise their children, 
in case he should be killed during the war.156 
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In spite of repeated emphasis on the close relation of the 
Czech people with the German race, the Germanization process 
was meant to be much more intense than some of the general 
statements indicated. Even though the procedure and the prep
arations for Germanization could be extended for a length of 
time, the result was to be total allegiance to Germandom. 

Individual Germanization in Poland 
and the Ukraine 

More systematic Germanization of aliens started after the 
occupation of Poland and after the creation of the Commission 
for the Strengthening of Germandom and its auxiliary and 
coordinating organizations, such as V olksdeutsche M ittelsteUe 
and EWZ. 

The first provisions for the Germanization of aliens who 
could not prove their German heritage were included in the 
original rudimentary regulations of the Volksliste.51 To the qual
ifications required for the ethnic Germans of Class III was 
added a paragraph which provided for the Germanization of 
those aliens whose nationality was not clear and "who used a 
Slavic language in their household" but who on account of 
their blood and cultural ties gravitated toward Germandom. 58 

In a later order dated September 12, 1940, such regulations 
became more specific. Himmler ruled that such nationalities as 
Ukrainians, Great Russians, Belorussians, Czechs, and Lithuani
ans should be considered for Germanization on the basis of indi
vidual investigation. :>9 If they should be found fit for German
ization they should be put into Class IV of the Volksliste and 
granted provisional citizenship, which might be cancelled at any 
time.60 

These provisions, which applied to the people of definitely 
alien origin, were valid only within the Incorporated Polish 
Provinces, where such nationalities formed insignificant minor
ities and therefore could be easily handled and controlled by 
the Nazi apparatus. 
~e Polish masses, left behind in the Incorporated Polish 

Provinces, were skimmed of their upper classes. They were left 
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behind in anticipation of a temporary German need for man
power and in the expectation that some portion of this Polish 
population would become adaptable for Germanizati~egard- _J 
less of these two different objectives, all Poles were treated in ,_ 
the same way. They were denied en masse all Polish cultural 
and educational facilities and they were barred from German 
social and cultural life as well.61 The only concession granted 
to them was that their children could attend the first four classes 
of a German elementary school. Their jobs were those of the 
lowest rank and they could not pick their own jobs. 

The main criterion for determining which elements were 
fit for Germanization was based on efficiency in work, particu
larly ability in technical skills. 62 Only those individuals who suc
ceeded in rising above the general level of the remaining Poles 
were to be considered racially and politically suitable for Ger
manization. If found satisfactory for this purpose they were to 
be transferred to the Old Reich and settled amidst the German 
population. 63 

The Nazi authorities tried to stratify the Polish population 
which remained in the Western Incorporated Provinces into 
three basic classes: Class A was deemed to be racially good 
and fit for assimilation; Class S was marked as racially average 
and destined to be used as seasonal workers; and Class V was 
evaluated as racially inferior and politically unreliable. 64 

The latter category was to be placed under the care of the 
Security Police. 

The Germanization of Poles in the Western Incorporated 
Provinces was relatively limited. From among over 6,000,000 
Poles remaining there65 only 3 percent were found qualified for 
Germanization up to June 1942.66 This limited percentage may 
be explained partially by the restrictive Nazi qualifications and 
partially by the reluctance of Poles to become Germans. 67 

Another individual selection of Poles for Germanization 
took place during the German colonization period in the Zamosc 
District ( General-Gouvernement). Twenty-seven thousand Poles, 
who were eventually affected by this colonization, were divided 
into four groups. Class I and Class II, termed Nordic and Falic 
races, respectively, were selected for possible Germanization 
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and were transferred to a transition camp in Lodz for further 
investigation. 68 After close c:~amination by EWZ, those found 
eligible for Germanization were transported to the Reich and 
settled usually on the large German farms as agricultural work
ers. 69 Only those farms were selected for this purpose whose 
owners were known as reliable supporters of the Nazi regime. 

According to a report of the EWZ of February 28, 1943, 
of all Poles marked for Germanization during the "Zamosc-area 
colonization" one-third of those selected for racial investigation 
were found to be "desirable" and one-half were classified as 
merely "tolerable" (trag bar) for this purpose. 

The individual applications for German nationality made by 
aliens under the German occupation were accepted. The pri
mary investigation which usually accompanied such registration 
was superficial and German linguistic proficiency or physical 
appearance were the most important criteria. Often registration 
was encouraged by such incentives as special and better rations 
for "Volksdeutsche." The final acceptance on the basis of the 
V olksliste was connected with a grant of German citizenship 
and was much more difficult to get. 

The rigidity of German regulations for Germanization may 
be illustrated again by the strange case of Wladislaus Matuczak. 

Matuczak, a Pole, worked before the outbreak of war in two 
capacities: as a minor Polish customs official and as a leading 
German Intelligence Service Man (V-Man). Shortly before the 
war his perfidy was discovered by the Poles and he was con
demned to death and kept for execution in a Polish jail in Brest
Litowsk. During the German Blitz-Campaign against Poland he 
was liberated by German troops and in due time established 
contact with his former German employers. In view of the gen
eral bad treatment of Poles by the Germans and his particular 
relation towards the Polish nation, he was especially eager to 
secure German citizenship. He asked his German superiors for 
backing in his endeavors and was given the highest recommen
dation on his political reliability and his outstanding achieve
ments for the German cause. He was refused, however, by E'WZ 
for two reasons: first, it was established that racially he was a 
pure Pole, and secondly, he was found not good enough in 
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character. It was revealed that he worked for Cennan Intelli
gence for financial reasons and not because of his idealism for 
Nazi Germany.70 

Of the other Eastern Nationalities, Nazi sources mention 
the Ukrainians as those involved in the process of individual 
Germanization. A specific provision for the Germanization of 
Ukranians goes back to 1940 when an agreement was reached 
between the SS Race and Resettlement Office and the chief of 
DAF, Dr. Ley. The agreement stipulated that the SS should 
supply some Ukrainian individuals capable of becoming Ger
mans to be trained as skilled metalworkers. 71 

Such selection was started first from among the Ukrainian 
prisoners of war72 but apparently came to include the Ukrainian 
civilian workers from the General-Gouvernement as well. 73 

During the occupation of the Ukraine by Nazi forces this selec
tion was limited to the Transit Camp of German Labor Office 
( Arbeitsamt) in Lviv and thus dealt exclusively with the West
ern Ukrainians inhabiting the former. Austrian Galicia, which 
Hitler planned to Germanize completely. 74 

The plan to extend a screening for the Germanic element in 
the whole Ukrainian population was cancelled after the first 
attempts.7~ Such action was found to be impractical during the 
war because of the lack of an extensive German apparatus. Thus, 
large-scale action in this direction was to be postponed till after 
the war and Germanization practices were to be limited to those 
Ukrainians living in the Reich, where the proper agencies for 
screening and supervision were available. 76 

Direct Germanization was limited in the Ukraine during the ·1 
war and applied on a larger scale only to the ethnic Germans-
319,943 of whom were registered in the Ukraine by Aprill943.77 - .: _ 

Germanization of Special Social Groups 
and Other Categories of Aliens 

Nazi authorities were also interested in particular groups 
within the mass of Eastern "sub-humans," whose Germanization 
they regarded as important either from political considerations 
or as a matter of convenience. 
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·\' Cror political and security reasons Himmler was specially 
~- concerned with the Germanization of the foreign upper classes_2 

In one of his circulars he gave directives as to why and how 
the Polish leader-types should be gained for Germanization. He 
pointed out that most of the captured leaders of the Polish U n
derground were of the Nordic-Dinaric race, and he explained 
that the winning of such elements ahead of a careful investiga
tion and selection would help considerably in preventing an 
effective Polish resistance.78 Therefore, he ordered that Ger
manization of such elements should not be refused on the basis 
of ignorance of the German language or their political past. 
When they were found racially good, 79 they and their families 
were supposed to be transported to the Old Reich for German
ization. 

Himmler pointed out that there were no risks involved be
cause such individuals would be under a steady police super
vision and German citizenship would be granted to them only 
on a provisional basis. so 

There is no evidence to show that the circular, and German 
efforts in this direction, had any great effect on defection of 
the Polish upper classes. The few Polish celebrities of film, 
theater, music or sport life who joined the German cause are 
not a convincing argument for it.81 

On the other hand, the numerous orders issued and the 
measures taken against the Polish upper classes indicate that 
the Nazis regarded detention and elimination of them as a much 
safer and a more practical device than their Germanization. 

4" r"The other category, which from the biological standpoint 
w~most valuable and which from psychological considerations 
was most convenient for Germanization, was that of young alien 

...1-children.J in the spring of 1940, Himmler worked out a plan 
(which was fully approved by Hitler) according to which the 
children of the alien peoples of the East should be examined 
for racially valuable elements. 82 

There was to be an annual sifting in schools for children 
from ages 6-10 in order to select those racially most valuable 
for Germanization. The children so picked were to be deported 
to the Old Reich so they could be brought up as Germans. To 
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the parents it was to be explained that the removal of their 
children to the Reich was necessitated by the condition of their 
health. If the parents were willing to follow their children and 
to become loyal German citizens, they were to be given such 
a chance. Otherwise the children were to be completely sep
arated from them. 83 

There is no evidence that such a plan was actually carried 
out on a large scale in any of the Lebensraum areas. Such a 
large-scale action would have required considerable personnel, 
which the Germans could not spare during the war. It would 
also have aroused resistance among the native population; there
fore, the Nazis were careful not to antagonize them too much.84 

That such measures for early adoption were considered can 
be seen from the nationwide screening of Czech school children 
where racial evaluation was carried out under the disguise of 
"X-ray" examinations. 86 

There is evidence also that the children in Polish orphan
ages or children who lost their parents during the war or during 
resettlement of Poles from the Western Incorporated Provinces 
were examined and when found racially good were removed to 
Germany to be brought up as Germans. 86 

Immediate removal of children from their parents occurred 
in the case of illegitimate children of Eastern slave laborers in 
Germany, especially if the father was of German descent. Ra
cially "valuable" children of this kind were brought up in spe
cial SS organization children's homes or boarding schools.87 

Otherwise, the kidnapping of children from the alien peo
ples seems to have been rare and exceptional during the war, 
even though it was considered as correct policy for the future. 

Another more extensive program was that of the German
ization of alien girls and young women. According to this project 
selected girls and women from the East were to be deported to 
Germany for work in German households. It was assumed 
that women thus selected, by living and taking care of a German 
family, would quickly learn the German language, acquire Ger
man customs and manners and eventually fortify their allegiance 
to Gennandom by marrying Germans. 

The first indication of such a plan is to be found in a letter 
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of the Director of the Commission for the Strengthening of Ger
mandom, SS-Brigade-Fiihrer Greifelt, dated July 31, 1940.88 

On July 7, 1941 there was issued a special order which ap
plied to the alien girls, ages 16-20, providing for a racial screen
ing of them in the Incorporated Western Provinces, Genet"al
Gouvernement, and Occupied Eastern Provinces (taken from 
the Soviet Union). All girls thus selected were marked for house
work in the Reich, with a special provision for their eventual 
Germanization. 89 

1 
This project for the Germanization of alien w~men was 

' crowned by a personal order of Hitler dated October 9, 1942, 
providing for deportation of 400,000-500,000 specially selected 
Ukrainian girls and women between 15 and 35 for household 
duties in Germany and eventual Germanization. Hitler· s ideo-

! logical defense of such measures is interesting. He explains that I this step merely intended to retrieve those of German blood 
\ who were lost by Germandom after the ancient Gothic reahn i.p 
\ the Ukraine was conquered by the Huns in the fifth century 
\\ A.D.90 

The racial selection of the Slavic women for plarmed Ger
manization seems to have been more superficial in character. 
It was conducted by the regular German Labor Office agencies, 
and there is nowhere evidence that the EWZ or the Volks
deutsche M ittelstelle participated in their selection. They were 
not granted German citizenship, even on a provisional basis, 
and there is a strong hint in the orders that the real decision 
for their Germanization would be made during their work in 
Germany. · 

The last and the oddest category for Germanization was 
that of Himmler· s concentration camp inmates. At the first view 
such an attempt seems to be completely absurd. It is hard to 
believe that an alien, after going through all the hell of a Nazi 
concentration camp, and after being elevated from the sub
human "lower depths" to the semigodlike status of a German, 
would become a loyal and worthwhile Nazi citizen. But there . 
are parallels which indicate that such totalitarian practice works 
in spite of all logical rules to the contrary. It is known that many 
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tortured and mistreated Soviet dignitaries, who were brought 
out from the Soviet concentration camps shortly before and dur
ing the war, proved to be the loyal supporters of the Red Re
gime. Among those who might be mentioned were the Soviet 
Marshall Rokossovski and the recently deceased top Soviet
Ukrainian humorist, Ostap Wyshnia. 

The explanation of this strange phenomena must be left to 
the more competent judgment of modem psychology. We may 
only state the fact that such cases existed. 

The measures for sifting out . racially valuable ele1nents are 
mentioned in three different instances. First, it applied to the 
Polish inmates in general; secondly, it applied to those Polish 
offenders who had some unauthorized relations with German 
girls or women. If offenders were not punished by death, as was 
often the case, their racial qualities were to be investigated be
fore being sent to a concentration camp. 91 If the racial evalua
tion was good, such a culprit was sent to a concentration camp 
where survival was more likely and was employed there as a 
skilled worker; if the racial findings were negative he was sent 
as a regular inmate to a concentration camp where he would 
probably be worked to death. Thus the race factor rather than 
the magnitude of the offense very often determined the fate of 
such an individual. 92 

Similar procedures were applied to the families--from the 
partisan-infested areas in the Soviet Union-who were to be 
transported for security reasons and for work to the German 
concentration camps. They were to be held separate from the 
other inmates · and divided into two main groups: adolescents, 
and children. From those two groups the racially valuable were 
to be selected. 93 

The selection of a concentration camp inmate for German
ization meant neither his release, nor his actual Gennanization, 
nor the grant of any kind of German citizenship. It meant, how
ever, escape from at least the most obvious annihilat:ory prac
tices in German concentration camps, such as the gas chamber, 
killing by work or being chosen for "scientific" experimenta-

. tion. Those chosen for Germanization were put on a separate Ust, 
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and their death had to be explained and individually reported. 9~ 
No individual death reports were made in the case of ordinary 
eastern aliens who were inmates of concentration camps. 95 

Racial considerations, though often of very superficial char
acter, were the cornerstones of the policy of Germanization. 
The whole Germanization action was designed for the absorp
tion of a very limited percentage of the Eastern European masses 
within the German Lebensraum.96 It was neither an answer 
nor a solution per se to the problem of what to do with all those 
foreign races in the East which could be neither absorbed nor 
allowed to co · wtt in the Germ ." 



CHAPTER FOUR 

The Policy of Enslavement 

It is our destiny to belong to a race of high standing. If 
we National-Socialists are convinced that mankind is di
vided up into races of high and low standing, we are also 
convinced that the conditions underlying the existence of 
each race are various. A race of lower standing needs less 
room, less clothing, less food and less culture than a race 
of higher standing. (Dr. Ley, "Angriff," January 30, 1940.) 

Whether nations live in prosperity or starve to death in-3 
terests me only insofar as we need them as slaves for our 
Kultur, otherwise it is of no interest to me. ( Himmler·s 
speech, October 1943, l.M.T. Doc. N0-5001.) 

The Slavs are to work for us. In so far as we do not 
need them, they may die. (Martin Bormann, August 1942, 
in instructions to Alfred Rosenberg on the policy in Eastern 
Territories, l.M.T. Doc. N0-5001.) 

Although the theory of a "master race" and "sub-human 
races" was well advanced in the Third Reich several years be
fore World War II, it was only the outbreak of the war which 
caused the Nazis to adopt it on a large scale. The discriminatory 
Nazi measures against the Jews before the war could not be 
regarded as such mainly for two reasons: first, the limitations 
and mistreatment of Jews in the Reich were supposed to create 
the mass Jewish exodus to other countries rather than to keep 
an underprivileged and subservient group in Germany; second, 
even from the Nazi ideological standpoint the Jews were not 
ideal material for slaves. Unlike the Slavs, whom the Nazis be
lieved to be passive and obedient, the Jews were described as 
those who try to dominate other nations and who, because of 
their disintegrating qualities, were more akin to "bad geniuses" 

103 
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than to the "sub-humans." The Czech Protectorate, in spite of 
its Slavic character, did not offer a good field for spectacular 
enslavement either. It passed under control of the Reich peace
fully and ·on condition of internal autonomy, which the Germans 
found expedient to observe at the early stage. Further, the 
Czechs, because of their high living standards, economic stability, 
technical efficiency and a "strong admixture of the Gennan 
blood," were not an ideal people with which to start such a policy. 

The first real attempt at enslavement of the "sub-human" 
Eastern races started after the fall of Poland in 1939. The 
crushing Polish defeat, the complete Polish economic disor
ganization and collapse which followed the war, and the 
relatively low living standards in Poland made realization 
of the principles of "sub-humanity" highly desirable to the 
Nazi authoritietWith the Nazi occupation of Poland there 
were developed tJie· first systematic blueprints for degrading the 
Eastern races to .. the status of primitive, decadent, and blindly 
obedient masses.! There were several objectives behind this 
planned degradation. From the psychological standpoint, it was 
highly important that the Nazi creed of a master race and the 
slavelike character of the Eastern races should be factually con
firmed. In view of practical considerations, this plan was impor
tant, too. First, it was viewed as a security precaution. Nazi plan
ners anticipated that the German Lebensraum policy, with its 
gradual pushing of the foreign races to the East, would lead to 
tensions which might result in resistance by the peoples con
cerned. Therefore, their reduction to the slave status would make 
resistance less likely or at least not dangerous. Further, a slave 
society would supply a source of cheap and convenient labor 
which would be useful in building the model Eastern Empire 
for the Third Reich. The gigantic highways, railroads, and an 
array of model villages and towns which the Nazis planned would 
require a large labor force, and that need gave to "sub-humans" 
a temporary significance. 

The Nazi device for enslavement could be divided roughly 
into three parts: spiritual, economic, and physical enslavement. 
It is worthwhile to consider these separately. 
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Spiritual EnsLavement 

It was clear to the Nazi leaders that in order to secure an 
effective control over the Eastern European masses it would be 
necessary to condition them in such a way as to make their obedi
ence most natural~ or king on a premise that the more educated 
a person is the more conscious he becomes about his rights and 
the more eager he is to defend the:m, the Nazis decided to make 
the Eastern races of Europe as ignorant as possibl~ _.. 

The first specific blueprint, ~rhich was apprrea initially to 
Poles but later extended to other peoples in the East, contained 
restrictive stipulations relating to their education. 

In the first restrictive order of this kind, dated November 
25, 1939, the Polish children were limited in their education to 
the first four classes of elementary school. In the newly Incor
porated Western Provinces, all Polish schools were indiscrim
inately closed1 and Polish children were allowed to attend the 
first four classes of German elementary school. 2 In the rest of 
Poland ( General-Gouvernement), Polish four-year elementary 
schools were allowed to remain open but were to be subject to 
some strict regulations. Such subjects as history, geography, and 
history of literature were not to he included in the curriculum. 
Similarly, physical training was regarded as superfluous for Po
lish children.8 It was feared that th•e first group of subjects would 
stimulate Polish historical traditions and national self-conscious
ness and might serve to stimulate a rebellious spirit against for
eign domination and against slavery. Physical training was to be 
prohibited because the Nazis thought that sport makes a nation 
wehrkriiftig (conditioned for defense) and this, from the Nazi 
standpoint, was obviously a dangerous asset to the enslaved 
masses. 

Stress was to be put on training in the mechanical, agricul
tural, and artisan fields, and this education was to be rounded 
off by basic training in arithmetic:, reading, and writing. • 

Special attention was given to the choice of teachers. No 
"chauvinistic" Polish teachers were to be employed in the 
schools, and particular precaution was sounded against the hir-
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ing of Polish female teachers, who were supposed to be even 
more chauvinistic than men. 5 In the long run, it was planned 
that positions in Polish schools should be filled with retired 
Polish policemen, whose loyalty to the German regime could be 
proven by their service record. 6 

Other matters concerning Polish education were included 
in a secret Nazi memorandum by an "expert" on the General
Gouvernement, dated January 1940. He again stressed the in
compatibility of Polish education with the aims of Nazi policy: 
"A popular education will not weaken etlmically the Poles; quite 
the contrary, it will give them a better weapon in their struggle 
against us."7 

He stated that it was definitely not in the German interest 
to give the Poles schools of quality and that the gates of sec
ondary and higher schools should be closed to them. Only those 
Polish children who possessed qualities for Germanization should 
be admitted to such schools and then only on an exceptional 
basis.8 

These two initial blueprints touching on educational prob
lems in Poland were elaborated in the spring of 1940 by Himm
ler in his memorandum on general Nazi policy towards the alien 
races in Eastern Europe. 9 In his blueprint, which Hitler ap
proved in May 1940 and which was sent to all top Nazi admin
istrators in Eastern Europe, Himmler explains Nazi education 
policy in the following words : 

t 

The sole goal of this school should be: simple arithmetic 
up to 500 at the most; writing of one's name; a doctrine that 
it is a divine law to obey the Germans and to be honest, 
industrious and good. I don't think that reading should be 
required. 

A part from this school there are to be no schools at all 
in the East. 10 

.\_.,-

How strongly this idea of spiritual sterilization was ap
proved by Hitler is apparent from his own statements and 
orders. During his residence in the Ukraine in the summer of 
1942, Hitler often discussed the problem of education in the 
East in connection with his far-reaching colonization projects 
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there. Among others, he advanced the idea that the future iso
lated reservationlike Slavic settlements should be given only 
the crudest kind of education necessary for communication be
tween them and their German masters. For this, Hitler thought, 
the recognition of the traffic signs and understanding of the 
German language sufficiently to take orders via loudspeakers 
would satisfy the educational requirements of these people.11 { 

\ ... Whatever deviation there was in the different plans of edu- ··· 
cation for the "eastern sub-humans," and regardless of how lit
erally the words of Himmler and Hitler were meant, all agreed 
on one point: that only the most p~itive education should be. 
all~ed to the alien races in the E~!0 _ 

.. This method, pursued with the aim of enslavement and \ 
domination, seems at the first sight to be completely opposite 
to the Soviet method of control and its relation to education. ·. 
It is known that the Soviets not only do not limit the educational ' 
facilities of the occupied countries but actually extend and . · · 
strengthen them. It may lead then to an assumption that the '}: 
Soviets use the positive policy of indoctrination through the 
channels of education and the Nazis use a negative policy of sup
pression of education, for one and the same purpose-enslave
mentJWhen we investigate closer, however, the differences in . . 
method appear less contradictory. We note that the Soviet laws 
and practices limit education of the members of the "hostile 
classes" or the national groups which for this or another reason 
are regarded as unfit to be absorbed into the Soviet Russian 
society.12 On the other hand, there are many accounts which indi
cate that the Nazis were quite eager to promote indoctrination 
of Eastern nationals who, on account of their heritage or racial 
peculiarities, were found fit to become Germans.1s 

In reality the Nazi-prescribed educational program for "sub
humans" had no time to take root in any part of the Eastern 
Lebensraum. Only the negative part of it, the school suppression, 
was more or less enforced. The most successful was the policy 
of school suppression in Poland. The Nazis succeeded in a com
plete elimination of the Polish schools in the Western Polish 
Provinces, and they saw to it that only elementary schools and 
lower vocational schools were allowed within the Polish part of 
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the General-Gouvemement.14 The District Galicia (predomi
nantly a Ukrainian province), which was attached to the Gen
eral-Gouvernement in August 1941, enjoyed in this connection a 
preferential standing. Ten Ukrainian secondary schools (gym
nasiums and teachers' seminars) were opened by Germans in 
the autumn of 1941 in this province, and a year later the med
ical courses were opened at the University of Lviv.16 

This preferential treatment granted to the small segment 
of Western Ukrainians in the field of education had different 
reasons behind it. First of aU, it was politically expedient to 
promote antagonism between ]Poles and Ukrainians in the Gen
eral-Gouvernement by giving an advantage to one group and 
withholding it from another. On the other hand, the few schools 
which were opened seemingly as an exception to the general 
rule were not quite contrary to the objectives of Hitler's Lebens
raum. It was understood that those numerically insufficient 
schools16 would educate only the "ablest" children-an elite.17 

It was also known that Himn1ler issued special orders for the 
General-Gouvernement to seclUre such an ""elite" for Gennan
dom if possible. The secondary schools could serve for this selec
tive purpose. Most of their graduates would be subject to strict 
Nazi scrutiny when they sou~~ht admission to German univer
sities-there were no universities in the General-Gouvernement. 
At this stage the Nazi authorities could definitely decide who 
should get a higher education, and the criteria for such per
mission was one's fitness for Germanization. 18 That such excep
tional ··concessions" to the Ukrainians were motivated by the 
desire to .. strengthen Gennandom" rather than with the inten
tion of cultivating Ukrainian culture or nationalism may be 
indicated by the selecting experiment in the case of SS Division 
"Galicia." For this Division onlly those Ukrainians were selected 
who passed certain rigid physic~} standards set by the SS regula
tions. The Division was advertised among the Western Ukrain
ian population as an Ukrainian Legion; but among the leading 
Nazi circles it was regarded as a skimming off of those Germanic 
elements with which Galicia was permeated during ahnost 150 
years of Austrian domination.1 19 

The traditional pro-Gernnan sympathy of the Galician 
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Ukrainians was a strong point in favor of such an experiment, 
and the limited number of Ukrainians in the General-Gouveme
ment20 was a guarantee that not much was at stake should 
the experiment fail. ----: 

(In the Reichskommissariat of the Ukraine the ban on 
\.--

schools above the level of the fourth grade was an official 
Nazi policy. The action for limitation of education in this area 
came late, due to the fact that the civil German administration 
took over the authority there from the Army only gradually and 
did not possess an adequate German administrative staff to 
supervise and enforce its policy immediately. The German 
Anny, which was supposed to crush the Soviet Union in a few 
months, was not entrusted with the implementation of all the 
refinements of Nazi Lebensraum policy. The Military Adminis
tration, which preceded that of Erich Koch, did not interfere 
with the educational endeavors of the Ukrainian population.21 

Thus, when Koch and his staff took over the Reichskommissariat 
of the Ukraine from the German Military Government, it found 
a number of Ukrainian secondary schools and several schools 
at the university level operating on a full scale. Koch's adminis
tration was faced with the necessity not only of prohibiting the 
opening of other schools but of suppressing or undermining the 
schools already in existence. It took time to suppress such 
schools, partly because Koch seemed eager to avoid bad politi
cal repercussions which such a policy would cause and partly 
because of the direct intervention of Koch's formal boss, A. 
Rosenberg, who wanted to save some higher schools capable 
of producing technical experts for the German East-adminis
trators which Germany could not spare from the Reich.22 
Koch's action to limit the education of the Ukrainian .. sub
humans" was on the whole successful, and in his controversy 
with Rosenberg on ~ ~s point he gained strong support from 
the Fuhrer himself.23 ·. . 

A number of higher schools survived in one form or another 
during the period of German occupation. Among these institu
tions were the University of Dnepropetrovsk, medical institutes 
in Kiev, Kherson, Stalino, Vinnitsa; the agricultural school in 
Kiev; and the University of Kharkiv.24 These institutions were 
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barely tolerated by the Nazis: and were obliged to operate un
der restrictions. The U Diversity of Dnepropetrovsk, in the sum
mer of 1942, was placed under the control of a German curator, 
who very early removed the Ukrainian President of the Univer
sity and substituted a German puppet. Under German control 
the university was transform•ed into an economic institution. :?s 

The Higher Agricultural School in Kiev lost all of its lower 
classes in the school year 19-i2-1943. The Nazi order assigned 
the physically stronger students to slave work in Germany and 
the weaker ones to collective farms in the Ukraine.26 

The University of Kharkliv, under German military admin
istration, was allowed to conduct its research activities, but this 
permission was extended only to its faculty. No student enroll
ment was allowed. 27 

The secondary schools w1ere allowed to survive only where 
it was possible to gain the fa"V'Or of local German officials, some
times by bribes, 28 or where sULch schools managed to exist under 
the disguise of "vocational schools."29 The latter were opened 
in order to fill the gaps caused by the annihilation of Jews in 
the Ukraine who had formerly constituted the overwhelming 
bulk of artisans there. 30 

The four-year elemen~y schools were formally allowed 
to exist, but even in their case there were many technical dif
ficulties resulting from Nazi restrictions which limited their ac
tivities. The refusal of Nazi au1thorities to supply schools with fuel 
and paper, an undue delay in printing the new textbooks which 
were supposed to replace the Soviet texts, and very often seizure 
of the school buildings for other purposes, made even elemen-

t · tary education very inefficie][lt and problematic(}yith only a 
basic curriculum in the elementary school system and with the 
gradual closing of the last schools of higher education, the 
Ukraine was not very far from the level prescribed by the 
"master race."~ 

Belorussia experienced basically the same treabnent in the 
field of education as the Reichskommissariat of the Ukraine. 
During the first year of occupation_ only the four-year elemen
tary schools were allowed to exist. 31 · Other schools were not 
only closed but their equipm1ent and libraries were either de-
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stroyed or shipped to Germany.32 When in the autumn of 1942 
a delegation composed of representatives of Belorussian National 
Relief ( BNS), teachers, and parents, approached the German 
General Kommissariat for Belorussia with a request to open 
the secondary schools, they were told bluntly that the Belorus
sians would become, in Hitler's New Order, a nation of farmers 
and cattle raisers and that education above the elementary 
school level would be superfluous. 33 

The attitude of the Germans towards Belorussian aspira
tions changed with the weakened grip of Germans in Belorussia. 
The large-scale Red Partisan activity in Belorussia, ~rhich ex
tended beyond the limit of German control, forced the Germans 
to seek an alliance with the Belorussian population. Some con
cessions were granted in the field of self-government. On June 
21, 1942, the Germans created in Belorussia a native advisory 
council called "Men of Confidence."34 BNS was put in charge 
of organizing the Belorussian defense against the Red Parti
sans. sts To strengthen such cooperation the Germans we:re forced 
to yield to some Belorussian demands and to grant some con
cessions in the field of education. In the winter of 1942 Germans 
allowed the reopening of the secondary schools and the middle 
professional schools in district cities. In one of the main cities 
of Belorussia, Mahilev, a medical institute was estahlished.36 

Such concessions were, indeed, not a great sacrifice on be
half of German Eastern Lebensraum. Belorussia, because of its 
poor soil and extensive forests and swamps, was ill-adapted for 
German colonization. It was often referred to in top Nazi talks 
as an area where the racially alien peoples of the East should 
be dumped; or it was regarded as a future exercise ground of 
the German army and an ideal place for German ballistic ex
perimen~.37 

f ~he Germans regarded the Belorussian masses as lacking 
national consciousness, so passive and lacking completely any 
competent leadership, that they felt sure a few secondary schools 
during the war would not change the situation drastieallY;J . j 

In the Czech Protectorate and in the Baltic States, where 
the racial rating was higher, the educational limitations were 
less apparent. But even in these "privileged" Lebensraum coun-
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tries the racial rating and their attitude toward Germandom 
determined the degree of education which they were allowed 
to pursue. Czechoslovakia, which started its existence as a Ger
man Protectorate in March 1939 with full educational facilities , 
suffered a continuous limitation as the years of Gennan occu
pation advanced. 

The first blow to Czech education came in the autumn of 
1939, when the Nazis, taking as an excuse the demonstration 
of the Czech students on the Czech N_ational Day of Independ
ence, closed all Czech higher schools._:1 The Czech students 
were given the choice of seeking entrance to Gennan universi
ties in the Reich or of abandoning hope of further studies. 40 

Secondary education in the Protectorate was not discontin
ued but it was drastically reduced. During 1939 the number of 
those attending the Czech secondary schools was cut to 50 per
cent; in 1940 this number fell to 40 percent; and in 1941 to 35 
percent.41 

'.., In the Baltic States where the Nazis planned to absorb 
some peoples (as the Estonians or Latvians ) almost completely 
and where the fear of Bolshevism exceeded the fear of Nazism, 
Gennan educational policy was more generou-sJ The schools of 
all levels in the once independent Baltic republics were allowed 
to continue. There is an indication that these educational facili
ties were left open, not with the intention of stimulating inde
pendent research into the culture of the Baltic nations but with 
the purpose of using these educational facilities as a means for 
Germanization. This aim is reflected in a political report of the 
Gennan Security Police ( SD) from Lithuania on September 
26, 1941: 

When we consider the necessity of closing the Lithuan
ian universities we should give a thought to the way in 
which our aims should be achieved; it seems that our pur
pose will be reached better if such liquidation would hap
pen in a more inconspicuous way by ~aattfti Cel"Hlamza
~ o£ ~· Above all we share the opinion that the direct 
~sing of the universities will have at the present time a 
very unfavorable effect in our relations to the Lithuanian 
population; on the other hand there would be hardly an 
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opposition when the lectures wj[ll be held in the German 
language, first in the two or three departments and later 
on in all of them. This process will be followed by permeat
ing of these universities with the German professors. 42 

This report coincided with German plans to create in Bal
ticum only one German university (in Tartu) at the expense of 
all the existing Baltic universities which should be closed. 43 

Into the general pattern of German educational and cul
tural policy in the Baltic states falls the revealing incident re
ported by Professor Oras in which the Germans prohibited the 
translation of Goethe's works into the Estonian language.44 

The reason for the prohibition was not to deny to the Estonians 
German culture but rather to deny the Estonian language an 
eq.~~~ - status with German. The 1E:stonian language could be 
tolerated for the time being as a v•ernacular dialect of a remote 
German province, but it was not t:o be given prominence as a 
language of literature. Ultimately, the language would have to 
fade away, as must the Estonian national self-consciousness, 
according to the Nazi scheme. _ 

\The Baltic nationals could be elevated spiritually to the \ 
heights reserved for a "master race''' but only as the members of 
the Germanic community, not as Estonians, Latvians, or Lithu-, 
anian~ -L-

Again, it must be emphasized that .. privilege" in the field 
of education did not apply to thes•e Baltic minorities whom the 
Nazis regarded as racially inferior. Belorussians, Poles, Letgalls, 
or Letukese living in the Baltic states got their strictly separate 
school system which did not include more than the four-year 
elementary school. 

The spiritual enslavement of the foreign races in the East 
was not limited to restrictions on formal education. It included 
limitations on all cultural activities:. Nazi authorities wanted to 
uproot not only activities of the Eastern nationals which con
tributed to their national self-consciiousness, but they sought also 
to prevent them from building up their moral and esthetic val
ues. The first blueprint dealing with the treabnent of the Poles 
specified that Polish cultural or entertainment activities should 
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be deprived of any true form of art and all elevating motives. 
Classical music, operas, dramas, should not be accessible to the 
Polish public. 

The German Propaganda Office in the General-Gouverne
ment was supposed to organize or sponsor Polish burlesque 
shows and publish cheap literature, strongly erotic in nature. •:~ 
The purpose of this policy was to keep the masses on a low level 
and to divert their interest from political aspirations. These 
projects for degeneration and moral debasement were actually 
realized in the larger Polish cities of the General-Gouvernement 
by the efforts of the German Ministry of Propaganda. German 
success in this effort was significant enough to become a target 
of the Polish Underground. The latter used to dispatch some 
special "punishing squads" which overran some of the ill-famed 
Variety Theaters and took disciplinary measures against the 
Polish collaborators in the programs. 46 

In the Reichskommissariat of the Ukraine the German ad
ministration was too loosely organized and lasted too short a 
time to succeed in similar ((positive projects" of German Lebens
raum policy; but it was efficient enough to carry out the neg
ative part of it. Ukrainian drama theaters and operas, which 
were re-established under the initially lenient German Army Ad
ministration, were suppressed and the opera programs were re
served for the German public only.47 

Exceptions were made when musical or cabaret shows were 
on the stage. In these cases the native population was admitted 
to the theater.40 The Nazi authorities dealt harshly with pro
fessional choirs which were very popular in the Ukraine. Their 
members were not issued ration cards for food and they were 
not exempt from forced labor. In some cases such discrimina
tion went even further. They were lured to Germany for an 
"artistic tour" and then put into slave labor camps.49 

The Czech Protectorate and the Baltic States were allowed 
theatrical activities which were less restricted, although the 
national element was strictly omitted by the German censor 
who selected the plays. Thus Smetana's opera Libuse was not 
allowed to be performed in the Czech Protectorate because it 
includes a prophecy that the Czech nation will never perish. so 

.. .. . . 
II II II 1 -
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There was a numerical decrease of Czech theaters under the 
German occupation in favor of German theaters, which again 
indicates a strong desire of the Nazis to Germanize this area. 
Belorussia alone seemed to enjoy a greater degree of autonomy 
in its cultural development, following the German concessions 
which were caused by the German desire to gain the support 
of the Belorussian population for the fight against the formid
able Red Partisan movement. But because Belorussia was, in 
the German Lebensraum policy, of secondary importance, Ger
many could display a greater degree of understanding and tol
erance to Belorussian aspirations and even to play the game of 
recognizing some political rights of the Belorussians. These con
cessions were given to promote the enlisbnent of Belorussians 
for different combat detachments on the German side. 51 

In the case of the native press, the Nazi authorities took 
care that the newspapers which appeared should be restricted 
not only in their content but also in their national character. 
The newspapers appearing under the German occupation were 
to be strictly regional in character and void of any national or ... 
cultural flavor in content.5LMost of the independent Ukrainia~ · 
papers were suppressed under the Koch administration, and 
their editors were either jailed or executed. 53 This seems to have 
been the case in Poland and the Czech Protectorate, where the 
Nazi-controlled native press was in most cases limited to pub
lishing German military communiques and German official an
nouncements. Not only any sign of political aspiration but also 
the nonpolitical cultural activities of the newspapers were sub
dued, either by direct charges of extreme chauvinism or by cut
ting the paper supply to such a minimum that only the essential 
news and official announcements could appear in them. 54 On 
the whole, the native press within the area of German Lebens
raum was more strictly ~trolled by the Nazi authorities than 
any other cultural activi.tr:_~ An exception could be seen again __ ~_.;a 
in the territories which were under permanent German Military : 
Administration. In a specific case, the Kharkov paper Nova 
Ukraina (The New Ukraine) was prohibited in the ReicllS-
kommissariat of the Ukraine. 56 _ 

c:Q_ther measures for cultural enslavement were those involv- C 
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ing destruction or removal of the cultural material in the East, 
such as national monuments, inuseums, libraries., and cultural 

. objects which had no relation to Teutonic cultur~~ They had to 
disappear because they contradicted the Nazi assertions that 
only Germanic peoples were able to create somtething worth
while and durable and that the inferior and passive Slavic masses 
were utterly incapable of any creative effort. They had to be 
removed, also, because they represented a potential danger 
against the policy of enslavement. They could be reminders to 
the Eastern "sub-humans" of their cultural achievements in the 
past and could inspire them to rebel against their slave status 
or their national subjugation. 

The native population, which was to be left temporarily 
within the German colonization area, was supposed to be sep
arated from the German colonists, and destined to live in de
clining villages and towns. Their war-damaged cities were to 
be left unrepaired and should bear no indications which might 
suggest something better and loftier than the basic needs of 
a slave.57 

Pieces of art had no value for the Nazis unles:s they were of 
"Teutonic" origin. Therefore an order to the troops issued by 
Nazi Field Marshall Reichenau at the beginning of the Eastern 
Campaign stated clearly: 

The disappearance of the symbols of the former Bol
shevist rule, also in form of buildings, are included in our 
fight of annihilation. Therefore, neither historical nor fine 
arts objects deserve any consideration here in. the East. 58 

The Nazis were also eager to remove or destroy the remain
ing cultural treasures during their administration. About two 
months after the German conquest of Kiev an ancient Ukrainian 
religious and national shrine-the Monastery of Petcherska Lavra 
-was blown up, destroyed according to the Gernflan reports by 
the "Red Partisans." The former Mayor of Kiev under Gennan 
occupation, Professor Forostivskyj, reported in his memoirs that 
he had found "a Red Partisan leaflet" announcing the destruc
tion of Petcherska Lavra two weeks before the explosion and 
had brought this leaflet to the attention of German authorities; 
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yet there was no effort on their side to prevent this impending 
danger.59 In two weeks, as announced in the leaflet, the monas
tery_. was turned into a heap of ruins. 

~ Though the Soviets were responsible for much destJ::I~tion 
in Kiev by leaving some time-bombs and mines behind, . this 
isolated case is too strange to be associated with the Red Parti
san activity. First, why would the Red Partisans blow up a 
monastery where no Germans were stationed and which had 
neither military nor economic importance? Why would the "Red 
Partisans" announce two weeks in advance a plan of action on 
a specific target, thus creating a possibility of German interven
tion? Btllt even if they had been so unwise as to set a trap for 
themselves, the lack of German action must still remain a mys
tery. 

On other occasions Germans were not afraid to demolish 
openly certain ancient towns or certain sections of towns in dif
ferent parts of the Ukraine. A Ukrainian Underground publica
tion issued in Vimritsa in 1943 describes Gennan activities in 
the following passage: 

When somebody visits the town Kamenets-Podilskyi at 

.- t;V ~ .. 
\ 

the present time, he will be moved deep in his soul: the so
called Old City is completely dead. You can hardly see any 
people on the streets. The pavements are covered by grass. 
Strolling through the town you will only find one single ' · ... 
enterprise which is active. This is a German company for : 
house wrecking. The purpose of this German activity is 
to destroy the cultural and historical monuments in which 
the ancient city of Kamenets is particularly rich. 

Street by street the town is systematically being leveled 
to the ground with typical German precision, and the 
famous historical buildings disappear. Similar demolition 
of the Ukrainian castles and ancient chtirches take place 
also in smaller towns of Podolia province. 60 

1imilarly ruthless was the Nazi policy toward museums and 
libraries in the Ukraine~ :\Though most of them were brought 
into order after the Soviet retreat by the local municipal author
ities, if was a general Nazi rule to keep them closed. They were 
closely investigated by Nazi experts and some of the more val-

• 
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uable museum pieces and books were shipped to Germany in 
order "to save them from Bolshevist destruction .. "61 

Among others, the whole municipal librrury of Kiev was 
transported to Germany and the Librrury of the University of 
Kharkov was partially plundered. In other instances a lot of in
discriminate destruction resulted wherever the Germans took 
the museums, schools, and librrury buildings as their quarters. 
On one such occasion the Ukrainian Academy of Sciences in 
Kiev was barbarously destroyed. 62 Its librrury "'as used as fuel 
and many valuable items and equipment were simply thrown 
through the windows by the Nazi "supermen" residents. A simi
lar fate was suffered by the famous Cossack 1museum of Ya
vomyt:sky in Dnepropetrovsk, which was requjlsitioned by the 
German City-Commissar. 68 

It would be a mistake to assume that only the greatest cen
ters of culture were targets of Nazi "missionary" fury. On the 
contrary, in most cases the humble secondary sc:hools and small 
town museums and libraries became objects of plWlder or de
struction. 64 

In Poland the fury of Nazi warfare against foreign culture 
affected first the Western Polish Provinces incorporated into 
the Reich. In all-out Germanization efforts the Nazi authorities 
started a systematic program of elimination against the slightest 
vestiges of Polish culture. 

The Germans are removing from the archives all the doc
uments in order to destroy them and they purloin from pub
lic and private collections priceless manuscripts, libraries 
and works of art, which they systematically transfer to the 
Reich. National monuments are being exploded with dyna
mite . . . they exploded . . . the statues of Poland's national 
heroes such as Kosciuszko in Poznan, and King Boleslaw 
the Great in Gniezno. 

The public ceremony of destroying the Kosciuszko mon
ument in Lodz arranged on the day of Polish independence 
on November 11th was intended as a proof lthat this land 
should never be Polish again. 6 5 

The warfare against Polish culture was carried out to a 
somewhat limited extent in the rest of Poland. No Polish 
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museums or libraries were allowed to be opened, and the fa
mous, ancient Polish church altar from Marijacki Church in 
Cracow was carried away to Germany as "German Art." 

( _ lD the Czech Protectorate the German cultural policy was , ._ 
somewhat milder but no less obvious in its endeavor_sJit was __ L_ 

aimed first of all at the cultural exponents of Czech national 
independence. The statues of President Masaryk66 in Prague 
and Bmo were either demolished or badly damaged.67 The 
Prague memorial to Ernest Denis, the French historian who 
stood for the Czech national cause, was removed. 68 

In many cases Czech national monuments were surrounded 
by high fences so as to cover them from the eyes of passers-by 
and to prevent their being decorated by flowers on national 
memorial days. 69 

Similarly, the documents and mementoes from the military 
exploits of the Czech legionnaires during World War I, which 
were contained in the Czech revolution memorial on the Vitkov 
Hill near Prague, were removed by the Gestapo.70 

(!~ere are no reports of drastic German cultural warfare ---., 
in the Baltic states.71 This may be partially due to the fact that 
most of the architecture in this area was of Teutonic character, 
and most national monuments commemorated fights for freedom 
from the Russians rather than a struggle against German:S X tu}:, .. 

like those in the Czech Protectorate). On the other hand the 
cautious German policy on the territory of those nations whom 
they regarded as "racially related" may account for the fact that 
the Baltic cultural treasures found more consideration by the 
Gennans. 

(pn· the whole, the spiritual enslavement, which the Nazis -,
applied in the East, was of a negative nature. It meant de
struction of certain values, reduction to primitivism, moral de
basement, and the transformation of certain nations either into 
tribes or into provincials. The positive policy of enslavement 
through indoctrination was relatively weak, fragmentary, and 

be!at@ -L 
e negative character of the German enslavement policy-;-

was due mainly to two reasons: ( 1) Nazi ideology offered al
most nothing toward the indoctrination of the racially foreign 
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peoples. ( 2) "Sub-humans" were not considered a permanent 
economic factor within the German Lebensraum. Their labor 
was required only for the initial transitory period of Germanic 
colonizatioii:-7The explanations concerning their future were 
vague, and--the orders regulating their pattern of behavior were 
harsh, merciless, and void of any idea of progress. Physical 
control and all its ramifications were considered to be sufficient 
for keeping them in line as long as they were needed, and in
doctrination seemed to be superfluous and not worth serious 
efforts.72 

Therefore, in spite of Himmler' s outline of the methods of 
indoctrination for the Eastern "sub-humans" as early as 1940,73 

the specific projects in this direction did not materialize till 
1942. They were gaining iB signiAcaaee :wd--in pace as German 
prospects-1Q; a quick victory in the East declined and as the 
first colonization projects indicated that the making of the East 
into a solid Germanic country would take not years but dec
ades.74 

Mter 1942 some Nazi attempts of positive indoctrination 
in "submission" and training for the menial jobs of the ccsub
humans" can be noted. There is evidence that in connection 
with the planned transfer of population from the northern re
gions of the Ukraine (infested by the partisans) to German con
centration camps, a special project was provided for the cllil
dren of these deportees. It was planned that they would be held 
in separate concentration camps; Himmler sketched their re
education as follows: 

The children must be brought up to be obedient, indus
trious, with a sense of unconditional subordination and re
spect towards their German master. They must learn to 
count to 100, learn to recognize traffic signs and be trained 
for their work as agricultural laborers, locksmiths, stone
masons, carpenters, etc. Girls are to be taught to be agricul
tural laborers, weavers, spinners, knitters and such like. 75 

Another project realized by Reichskommissar Koch in the 
Ukraine in 1942 was the so-called "Work Service Organization" 
for Ukrainian youth. The education in this particular organiza-

I I 
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tion was supposed to follow the method of a "wooden hammer." 
Its slogan was to be "daywork for victory" and its purpose "to 
increase the working efficiency of the Ukrainian people."76 

This work project, to which the German Army and the 
native population referred as a "slave force," bore many similar
ities to German concentration camps. The members of this 
··working organization" lived in strictly guarded camps, were 
referred to by numbers rather than by names, could not secure 
home leaves or make contact with the outside population, and 
were subject to a severe labor discipline. 77 

Every Sunday morning they had instead of a Church mass 
an indoctrination program which consisted of community sing
ing which should glorify the benefits of German "liberation"; 
as a climax to the program the Nazi group-leader would give 
a speech via a translator in which he would stress the theme 
that ccthe Ukraine must be grateful to the Germans for every
thing."7s 

More advanced but also more fantastic was the project of 
Himmler to use religion as a means of indoctrination and to pro
mote submission and pacifism. Himmler decided that a policy 
of support of the Greek Orthodox Church was false because it 
fostered native nationalism and that support of the Catholic 
Church would be equally wrong. 79 Therefore he turned his at
tention to a German sect called Bibelforscher (the Explorers of 
the Bible), members of which were held in German concen
tration camps for their strong pacifistic convictions and their 
refusal to serve in the German armed forces . With their strong 
anti-Semitism and anti-Catholicism on one side and their 
preachings of nonviolence, industry, and reward in the world 
beyond, Himmler thought of them as the ideal missionaries for 
the indoctrination of the Eastern '"sub-humans." In his letter to 
Kaltenbrunner in the summer of 1944, Himmler80 indicated that 
he planned to release the Bibelforscher sectarians from the con
centration camps and to train them for this "missionary" work. 
This "touching project" of Himmler which shows his concern 
for the welfare of the ccsub-humans" in the world beyond de
veloped rather late. In the summer of 1944, the Germans had 
already lost the essential part of the Eastern Empire, and the 
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front line approached the Reich boundary near Eastern Prussia. 
Yet the proposal indicates the utmost limit of Nazi methods in 
positive enslavement. It indicates also that in ·spite of the catas
trophic reverses on all fronts, the top Nazi leaders were still 
entranced by the visionary plans of a huge Eastern Empire. 

Economic Enslavement 

The Nazi economic policy in their Lebensraum area dif
fered according to the way in which their control was estab
lished there, their political-racial objectives, the previous eco
nomic structure of the occupied country, and the necessities of 
the war. 

In the Czech Protectorate, which came under the Nazi oc
cupation before the outbreak of war, the economic system re
mained basically unchanged. The treaty behveen the Czech 
and Nazi governments, which preceded occupation, secured for 
the Czechs certain autonomy which extended also to the eco
nomic field. 81 The Czech autonomous govemrnent maintained 
its own Ministries of Economics, Labor, Foresbry, Finance, and 
Agriculture which, though being subordinated to Germans and 
often duplicated by German agencies, were still able to exercise 
some moderating influence. 

The German control of Czech industry and commerce was 
exercised by the Reich Ministry for Armamen1t and Munitions 
(which also controlled the production of consumer's goods) by 
way of the armament inspectorates. Another agency of control 
was the Reich Ministry of State which controllled, through its 
delegates, such vital industries in the Protectorate as coal, 
pe~oleum, motor vehicles, and machinery products. 82 

' With the outbreak of war, the transport, post, and tele
graph systems were placed under German contr~ 

Czech enterprises which remained ':lnder native manage
ment were entangled with the general Germalll economic sys
tem where the vital key positions were controlled by Germans. 
In this way the Czech glass and shoe industries were controlled 
by the German supercartel system, and the r1emaining Czech 
enterprises were forced to form compulsory cmporative organi-
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zations which were headed by Germans domiciled in the Czech 
Protectorate. 84 

The internal domination of the individual Czech enterprises 
was often achieved by compelling the transfer of shares to Ger
man companies and by similar devices. 85 

Independent Czech foreign trade was gradually eliminated. 
In the autumn of 1940, Czech representations abroad were liq
uidated and became departments within the foreign agencies 
of the German Chamber of Trade.86 

Internal retail trade, artisan enterprises, and agriculture 
suffered no unusual limitations and contributed to the relative 
prosperity of the Czech Protectorate during the years of war 
and occupation. 87 

On the whole, the immediate German economic objectives 
coincided basically with the ideological Nazi Program in this 
part of the Lebensraum. The Czechs belonged to those nations 
whose social structure was not to be radically changed by the 
Nazis. Through the "Kapaunen system" they had to be disin
tegrated as a nation. The Nazis hoped to gain during this 
process certain racially valuable parts for Germandom. Eco
nomic stimulation, · under strict Nazi control, was a desired 
way to this goal. 

In the case of Poland the degree and objectives of the eco
nomic enslavement were different, and they came under differ
ent circumstances. Poland came under German control after a 
short but devastating war. Its government fled into exile, and no 
other Polish government was formed by the Germans. The Polish 
economy was not only disorganized by the events of war, but it 
had neither capacity nor efficiency equal to that of the Czechs. 
Therefore, it was less important for the German war effort and 
could be reorganized at will. 

The Polish people were not to be absorbed into the German 
nation to the degree planned for the Czechs. The Polish social 
structure was to be drastically changed, and its level was not 
to be raised above that of small farmers, technicians or artisans. 
The German objectives, regarding the Polish people, gave con
siderable freedom to the German administrators in handling the 
economic affairs of Poland. In the Western Polish Provinces, 
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where all Polish and Jewish enterprises were expropriated and 
the owners either deported to the General-Gouvernement or 
liquidated, the plans were more completely carried out. 

In the rest of Poland, Germans lacked enough of their own 
officials to take the economy under a more detailed control; 
but there were efforts made to bring the Polish economy as 
close as possible to the status prescribed by the Lebensraum 
policy. 

During the first phase of the Occupation of Poland ( 1939-
1940) the Polish economy was barely supposed to provide the 
subsistence level for the population. In this connection Hermann 
Goring88 issued a decree for the dismantling and transfer to 
Germany of all Polish enterprises which were not regarded as 
indispensable for the needs of the Polish population.89 

The Reich made no claims on the agricultural production 
of the General-Gouvernement, but this "generous" attitude did 
not alleviate the food shortage in this area, which was catas
trophic. 90 Being cut off from the Western Polish Provinces and 
the Western Ukraine, which became a part of the Soviet Union, 
the General-Gouvernement was not nearly self-sufficient in food. 
Before the war, the District of Cracow alone had to import an
nually nearly 155,000 tons of grain, mostly from the Western 
Polish Provinces. 91 Without food imports and with an additional 
1,500,000 million deportees from the Polish Western Provinces, 
the food situation in this part of Poland was desperate. 92 Yet this 
situation was foreseen by the Nazi experts and was in agreement 
with the Lebensraum policy for the biological weakening of the 
Polish people and for the reduction of its birth rate.93 

During the economic year 1940-1941, the Nazi economic 
policy in the General-Gouvernement was somewhat altered. 
German authorities took a keener interest in the increase of 
agricultural production by supplying fertilizers, machinery, and 
breeding cattle. They also carried on some reconstruction work, 
especially in transportation. 94 This work was undertaken not 
with the welfare of the Polish people in mind but in prep
aration for "Action Barbarossa." In the General-Gouvernement 
the main German forces gathered in preparation for the '~Action 
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Barbarossa," and their food supply as well as the transportation 
across the General-Gouvemement had to be cared for.05 

In the third stage of German economic policy in this area 
( 1942-43), the original plan for the pastoralization of Poland 
was completely abandoned because of the necessities of war. 
A considerable part of the German war industry had to bee moved 
to the General-Gouvernement as a result of the Alliedl air at
tacks.96 

The degree of control which the Germans exercised in the 
General-Gouvernement was much greater than in the Czech 
Protectorate. There was no autonomous Polish govenunent par
allel to that of Czechoslovakia, and there were no trea1:y stipu
lations which to some degree could moderate German actions. 
Self-government in Poland did not reach higher than the level 
of a city mayor or village elder, and its influence in economic 
matters was not important. Germans automatically took over 
property owned by the Polish govenunent. They also passed 
a law under which they could seize any landed estate: or any 
private enterprise they chose. This German decree s:pecified 
four different types of property which could be expro,priated: 

1. State enterprises. 
2. Deserted enterprises. 
3. Enterprises of those hostile to the Germans. 
4. Inefficient or indebted enterprises. 97 

The same criteria for expropriation applied also to the 
landed estates. 9 8 The enterprises expropriated on any of the 
above premises did not go directly under government Jmanage
ment but were placed under a private management ( Tre·uhand) . 
A person who was entrusted with the management of such an 
expropriated enterprise (usually Germans, though in sorne cases 
also Ukrainians) was supposed to increase the efficiency of the 
enterprise, free it from debt, and account for his activity and 
financial operations to a specific agency (Haupt-Treuhandels
stelle Ost [the Main Trust Office East]) within the German 
administration in the General-Gouvernement. The former owner 
could be compensated from the current income of the enter-
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prise, but it was left to the discretion of the trustee, and no 
compulsion was imposed in this case_. 9"9] 

The expropriated land-estates were put under the manage
ment of the state agency called ~~egenschaftshauptverwaltung? 
( LHV). This agency managed two-thirds of all estates in the 
General-Gouvernement, whose area exceeded 120 acres.100 

The most significant feature of the expropriation of private 
property was that it was not to be returned to the old owners 
after the war was over, but that it was to be reserved for German 
ex-soldiers who were supposed to settle in the East. The purpose 
of the trustee system was to take care that these properties or 
enterprises would be protected for future German colonists.101 

By the spring of 1943 there were 4,000 different Treuhand 
enterprises in the General-Gouvernment.1 02 They by no means 
included all the private enterprises in this area, though there 
was a way open to transfer "legally" under the trustee system 
any private enterprise which the Germans saw fit to take. 

The only native enterprises in the General-Gouvemement 
\vhich retained control of their property and continued their 
activity in more or less traditional fashion were the cooperative 
associations. They were mainly involved in the acquisition and 
distribution of agricultural products. They also possessed some 
industrial enterprises (especially in the food industry), and they 
maintained a chain of food stores in villages and towns. 

In the Western Polish Provinces, where the Polish coopera
tive movement was most developed, it was suppressed. In the 
General-Gouvernement there was a certain period of hesitation 
and speculation on the part of German authorities whether to 
leave the cooperative enterprises intact under German control 
or to replace them with a purely German institution. Only the 
lack of a reliable German business element willing to come to 
the General-Gouvernement and take the whole intricate coop
erative system in its hands forced the German authorities to 
decide on the first alternative.1oa 

The Polish and the Ukrainian cooperative associations were 
allowed to operate under provisions of the Polish prewar law, to• 
but they were put under the supervision of German commissars, 
Staatlicher Genossenschaftsrat (State Council on Cooperatives) . 
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The last-mentioned agency extended its supervision down to the 
county subdivision of the cooperatives.105 

To take precautions against the gaining of too strong an 
influence by these native enterprises, the General-Gouveme
ment authorities insisted on a considerable investmen1t of the 
cooperatives' income in buildings, grain stores, etc.106 

There are many indications that the concessions granted to 
the native economy were made because of the tempolrary ad
vantages of such arrangements. It was not a step in the per
manent German economic policy. 

The cooperatives were not recognized in German law but 
were allowed to continue under Polish law. This fact was in
dicative of the temporary character of the arrangement More
over, the German authorities showed no interest in protecting 
the legal rights of the cooperatives or in plans for their future 
development.107 Of the 161 industrial enterprises in Poland 
owned by the Ukrainian cooperatives prior to World War II 
only 24 were restored to the cooperatives during the German 
occupation.108 The remainder were placed under Gennan con
trol because they could be conveniently managed by available 
German personnel and because there was no advantage to be 
gained by leaving them under the cooperatives. 

On the other hand, the cooperatives, as intermediaries be
tween peasants delivering food supplies and the Gem1an ~co
nomic agencies responsible for securing the food, were sup
ported wholeheartedly. Here the cooperative organizations per
formed a task which Germans could hardly handle efficiently, 
due to the lack of sufficient personnel and ignorance of the local 
circumstances. In this particular field the Germans went so far 
as to let the cooperatives use former Jewish property, such as 
buildings, storage facilities, and any objects which were re
quired in performing their task of securing food supplies. The 
status of the property acquired in such a way was never clari
fied. The Germans did not require the cooperatives to ]pay rent 
for it and failed to recognize formally any legal right f(Jir acqui
sition of the property. 

On the whole, all relations of German authorities ,.vith the 
native Polish economic organizations were of an ad hoc basis. 
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The local organizations remained in such a position as not to 
interfere with the objectives of future German policy and so as 
to be replaced without any complications when the time was 
ripe for it. The enterprises remaining under more direct German 
control were generally earmarked as the property of the future 
German colonists. 

[The degree of economic enslavement in the huge territory 
occupied in the Soviet Union was even more drastic and free of 
any restrictions. It was due again to a series of different factors. 
First of all, the wide open fertile space in the Soviet Union, 
especially the Ukraine, was to be a nucleus of German Lebens
raum and the main source of food and raw materials for the 
German Empire. Second, the Germans operated on an assump
tion that the population had been ''conditioned" to extreme hard
ships and submission by the Soviet regime and that their passive 
character was adapted to take any hardships meekly. Third, the 
nationalized economy in the Soviet Union allowed the Nazi 
authorities to step conveniently into the shoes of the Soviet gov
ernment and to claim all the property for the German statD 
Further, the economic exploitation of the Soviet Union was 
planned months ahead of the real occupation. In the spring of 
1941, Goring was entrusted by Hitler with the task of securing 
the economic goods in this vast area, and before the invasion 
took place, a rough blueprint for economic exploitation was 
worked out under the code name of "Oldenburg."109 Some spe-

--,' cific agencies for exploitation were created.11fl;oring's economic 
objective was put on the basis of a pure colonial exploitation in 
the East and it contradicted Rosenberg's concept of the "peo
ple's imperialism" which violently opposed the traditional col
onial imperialism of the "rotten" Western powers. The latter's 
plan necessitated extension of the Volkstum ( natio~f).) to the 

. ~ . East, not merely German capital or military bases.111 There is 
some indication that Rosenberg tried to modify Goring's eco
nomic policy in the East before the beginning of the Eastern 

- ; Campaign but without success.11~uring the decisive confer
ence about the German Eastern policy which took place on 
July 16, 1941, Hitler seemed to implement the policy of exploi
tation as well as the policy of colonization, which in their ulti-
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mate ends were clearly contradictory.113 Hitler, therefore, did '\-.( 
not restrain Coring's determination to follow his policy of eco
nomic exploitation, and during a conference on NovemLber 8, 
1941, the latter repeated his views and reaffirmed them by the 'L 
will of the Fuhrer. 114 On the other hand Himmler's E:insatz
gruppen felt free to implement practically Rosenberg's idea of 
''people's imperialism" by clearing out the Eastern Lebensraum 
for future German colonization. The conflicting tendencies of . \.··.)' 
these two simultaneously pursued policies are reflected in the / ·· 
following report of the Coring economic agency in the Ukraine, 
W i-R~mt (Military, Economic and Armament Office) which 
state<L) j_ 

If we shoot the Jews, liquidate the war prisoners, starve 
the major part of the big cities' population, and in the 
coming year reduce also a part of the peasants through 
famine there will arise a question: Who is going to produce 
the economic goods?u:; 

In view of Hitler's extensive projects for colonization of 
the European part of the Soviet Union in general and for the 
Ukraine particularly, it was clear that the economic ex_ploitation 
of the Eastern peoples would have to be sacrificef_ Hjlmmler l 
actually started the preparatory measures for clearing the 
Lebensraum. His methods of artificial famine and mass execu
tions directly contradicted a pure colonial policy by the physical 
annihilation of the objects of exploitatio!!1 Yet for the time being,J... 
the colonial policy did not completely lose its significance. The 
prolongation of war arid the shortage of manpower made the 
exploitation of labor in the East too important a factor. It also 
urged the Nazi authorities to keep the economic activities of 
the natives in an iron grip. 

The original economic control in the occupied areas of the 
Soviet Union was exercised by the so-called Wirtschaftsstab OST 
( Economic Staff East). It was composed of military personnel 
who formally headed it and of representatives of the FoUJr-Year
Plan who advised and actually determined the economic policy. 
The Departments of Industry and Agriculture of the Four-Year 
Plan maintained their agents even in the local branches of the 
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German Military Government and in this way attempted to 
control the economy in the East even to the sntallest details. 116 

The agents of the Industrial Department were interested 
in securing for Germany the industrial resow:ces of the con
quered area. They installed the German Treuhander (trustees ) 
in such enterprises in the East which could be reactivated within 
the general economic policy. 

On the other hand, the Agricultural Department installed 
in the newly conquered areas so-called "Agricultural Leaders" 
( Landwirtschaftliche Fiihrer). Such "Agricultural Leaders" rep
resented the lowest level of supervision over native agriculture. 
Usually the Nazi "Agricultural Leader'' supervised 3-4 collective 
farms in the East. When the German Military Administration 
gave way to the German Civil Administration the Military top 
of the Economic Staff East was removed, and the remaining 
part of it, including the representatives of the Four-Year Plan, 
were absorbed into the Economic Department of the relevant 
Reichskommissariat.111 Germans also exercised control over the 
industrial enterprises which were reactivated and which re
mained under control of different German companies which 
acted as "trustees." The extent of German industrial and com
mercial domination in the East could be seen by the number 
and activity of German monopoly companies, some of which 
were created for the economic exploitation of the Soviet Union 
before the beginning of the Eastern Campaig;n: 

1. Continental 01, organized in March 1941-a monop
oly company for exploitation of the Soviet oil resources. 

2. Chemie Ost-had the monopoly lin chemical re
sources. 

3. Osfaser G.m.b.H. was set to exploit the textile 
products. 

4. Ostland Berg and Htittengesellscha.ft ( BHC )-or
ganized in August 1941, specialized in the exploitation of the 
Soviet coal and iron industry and mining operations. Spe
cifically, it was involved in the exploitation of manganese 
ore mines at Nikopol, the iron works in Krivoi Rog, and 
ore mines in the Donets Basin. 
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5. The Mining and Steel Company East ( BSO) -a 
branch of the above-mentioned company employed in the 
same field. 

6. The Osterfassungsgesellschaft, for securing hides 
and furs. 

7. Die Deutsche Rauchwaren-G.m.b.H., Leipzig (Ger
man Tobacco Co.). 

8. Central Trading Company East ( Zentrale Handels
gesellschaft Ost ftir Landwirtschaftlichen Absatz und Be
darf)-specialized in the acquisition and distribution of agri
cultural goods. 118 

The Nazi opposition to the native economic organizations 
in the Reichskommissariat of the Ul<raine indicates that the Ger
mans tried to prevent the Ukrainians from having any influence 
on the economic affairs of their country. Most enlightening in 
this connection is the fate of the Ukrainian Cooperative Associa
tion ( V ukospilka) . It was the only cooperative organization 
(with its roots still in the prerevolutionary period) which pre
served a semblance of autonomy within the Soviet economy.119 

Due to its distinct organizational structure and its popularity 
among the population, 120 it was revived spontaneously under the 
mild German Military Administration only three weeks after 
the Germans captured Kiev.12 1 Physically it showed an amazing 
extension, claiming within one ye~u 522 rayon food societies 
and 7, 788 cooperative village organizations in the Reichskom
missariat of the Ukraine, Crimea, and in the Ukrainian territory 
under the German Military Administration. 122 Yet in January 
1942 the V ukospilka was placed under control of a special Ger
man commissar and in the autumn of 1942 there was a positive 
effort of the Reichskommissar Koch to replace this Ukrainian 
cooperative system with a German ·economic organization. Only 
the danger of loosening the efficient economic net, 123 and the 
intervention of Rosenberg who feared the political repercus
sions, prevented temporarily a complete liquidation of this or
ganization. A new arrangement was achieved, however, which 
provided that the Vukospilka seH-government could exist on the 
village and rayon level only. The structure on the province and 
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country level was to be p;;t in the hands of a German agency. 
Finally, the whole concern with its German and Ukrainian 
component had to be subordinated to the Central Trading Com
P~Y East (ZH0). 12

"' 

f This reorganization was accompanied by mass arrests of 
the leading members of V ukospilka, including the head of 
Vukospilka, Perevertun, who: with his whole family was ex
ecuted for his "hostile activity against Germans."125 

The reason for the liquidation of the native commercial 
activities as well as postponement of the restoration of private 
trade in the Ukraine is apparent from the following authorita

.. __ tive statement of the \Virschaftsdienst ( Zeitschrift fiir Deutsche 
Wirtschaftspolitik), October 2, 1942: 

The final restoration of private trade in the Ukraine
there are now only 4,000 merchants with 40,000-50,000 
native officials employed-will follow only when the Ger
man merchant, who now fights in the East, comes home. 
These same motives predominate here as in the new East
em provinces of the Reich which serve as a settlement 
ground for the German peasant. 

The same reason seemed to be a predetermining factor for 
preservation of collective farms, 90 percent of which were left 
intact by Germans in the Ukraine.126 

The "New Agrarian Reform" from February 15, 1942, spon
sored by Rosenberg, meant in practice only a change of name 
from Kolkhoz to Gemeinwirtschaft (community enterprise) and 
the doubling of garden allotments,127 but it preserved on the 
whole the collective cultivation of the soil. A new reform an
nounced by Rosenberg on June 3, 1943, which was to restore 
private ownership of soil under the name of a Landbaugenos
senschaft (agricultural association), and which could be re
garded as one of his means of "psychological warfare" in the 
adverse Eastern situation, remained on paper because of the 
resistance of Koch and Bormann and because of the accelerated 
retreat of the German annies.128 

Into the general pattern of German economic policy in the 
Ukraine falls also the regulation of the artisan workshops. By a 
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decree of Koch, from March 7, 1942 they could work only with
in the framework of an Artisan Association ( artels) which had 
to be subordinated to the German artisans.129 Because at this 
period of war there were hardly any German artisans willing to 
settle in the Ukraine, the whole provision remained on paper. 
Yet its tendency is nevertheless revealing, and there is no doubt 
that the plan would have been realized after the war. 

The Baltic States, though being technically an integral part 
of the Soviet Union during the time of invasion, experienced 
a preferential treatment in the economic sense also, because of 
Hitler's intention to win them for Germandom. Although Ger
mans formally claimed all the nationalized property even in the 
Baltic area as their inherited domain, for practical purposes 
they restored most of the nationalized land and small enterprises 
to their private owners. The provision was left, however, that 
the German state still remains the legal proprietor of the re
stored property and that a fixed rent should be paid to it by 
the former owner. 1ao 

Direct German influence on the Baltic economy was estab
lished by the transfer of deserted lands and enterprises, and 
also properties expropriated from Jews, Communists, and ele
ments hostile to Germany to a German trustee organization 
called Landbewirtschaftungsgesellschaft Ostland.131 

Unlike in the Ukraine, there followed an early restoration of 
private artisan enterprises and trade on October 17, 1941, still 
with the attachment of the financial strings in cases where these 
enterprises were nationalized previously .132 Similar restoration 
of the industrial enterprises was decreed by the Reischskommis
sariat Ostland on November 29, 1941.133 In both cases the con
dition for reopening or forming a new enterprise was bound by 
two provisions: (a) that there is a public need for such enter
prise; and (b) that the owner is personally and professionally 
qualified for its management.134 These stipulations were used, 
however, in such a way as to deny in most cases the restoration 
of the enterprises to the former owners.135 Even those economic 
activities which were allowed to the Baits were strongly linked 
with German trade and industry with the obvious intention of 
preventing the re-establishment of an independent national 
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economy in the former Baltic states. There is an indication 
that at least in Latvia ·the true purpose of the Germans was 
recognized and the German promise for a greater degree of 
self-government was accepted with scepticism and reserve. The 
usually well-informed and objective situational report of SD 
(German Security Service) from April 24, 1942 states as follows: 

The Latvian economic circles spread the rumor that the 
new Self-Government will have nothing to govern because 
the entire Latvian economy, especially in industry and trade, 
is integrated with the big German companies which will 
remain outside of the control of the Latvian Self-Govern
ment.136 

In June 1942 the Ostministerium pushed through a general 
restoration of private property law in the former Baltic states.137 

This restoration process in the Baltic States did not radically 
conflict with the role which the Baltic States had to play within 
German Lebensraum. The nationalized status of Baltic economy 
and the initially unclarified racial status of the Baits made the 
reservation of all property by the German state desirable, at 
least from the Nazi standpoint. When Germanization of the 
majority of the Baits was definitely decided, there could be no 
weighty opposition to treating the Baltic economy at least in 
the same way as the Czech, with the bulk of its enterprises in 
private hands. 

Similar to the economic policy in the Czech Protectorate, 
it was the integration of the Baltic economy with that of the 
German which essentially mattered, not the change of the social 
structure of the Baltic peoples, and in this respect the German 
economic policy differed in the Baltic States from the policy 
in Poland or the Ukraine. 

Physical Enslavement 

The idea of physical enslavement within the German Le
bensraum applied first of all to the Eastern peoples which, 
according to the Nazi experts, could not be absorbed racially 
within the German Racial Empire. The ideas for such physical 

.... ... . .. .. ... . .. 
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enslavement are included in the first three blueprints dealing 
with the treatment of the alien population in Poland and the 
alien Eastern peoples generally, which appeared between No
vember 1939 and May 1940.138 

In the light of these three blueprints there could be dis
tinguished the three main objectives of the slave labor policy 
during the initial stage of occupation: 

( 1) The Germans intended to keep a certain amount of 
Poles (about 50 percent of the Polish population in the Incor
porated Polish Provinces) in subordinate and dependent posi
tions in order to maintain an efficient economy in these areas 
and with the aim of helping the steady flow of new German 
colonists establish themselves. Denied freedom of movement, 
deprived of the right to the slightest cultural activities, and 
segregated like outcasts away from the German dwellings which 
they could enter only during work, they were reduced to the 
status of modem helots, and their condition could be compared 
only to the plight of the Polish Jews suffering similar restric
tions (with the exception of cultural activities which were not 
denied the Jews) in the secluded ghettos in the General-Gou
vernement. 

Even in this form the presence of the Polish "sub-humans" 
amid the German society was regarded as a temporary measure. 
They were to be replaced by Germans after the war, and pushed 
further east to the "sub-human reservations of labor."139 

( 2) The second objective of the Nazi slave labor program 
was to keep the Polish youth in isolation so as to interfere with 
the Polish reproductive process. It was to be achieved by the 
deportation of a certain number of Polish youth as slave labor 
to Germany, by maintaining indefinitely the Polish PW' s and 
by creating long-term labor batallions of Polish youth. In this 
way the practice of slave labor would contribute to the German 
Lebensraum policy by decreasing the birth rate, thus resulting 
in biologically weakening the alien people within the German 
living space.140 

( 3) The third objective was to have a cheap and obedient 
labor force which could fulfill the hardest and least gratifying 
physical work in construction projects in the Eastern Empire. 
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They were to live in special reservations, under plimitive eco
nomic and cultural conditions.141 The General-Gouvernement 
was the first area eannarked as such a prospective reservation 
for "sub-humans," but when the German Lebensraum expanded 
after the invasion of the Soviet Union and the General-Gouverne
ment itself was earmarked as the German settlernent area, it 
was Belorussia which was considered as a dumping area for 
racially unacceptable peoples.142 

T [?uring the Soviet Campaign, which lasted longer than 
expected, and with the entrance of the United States into the 
war-which also excluded hope for an early end of the war
the German economy had to switch from the Blitzkrieg economy 
to an economy of depth. This posed the problem of using the 
Eastern nationals in Germany to an extent which was never be
fore anticipated. Bringing millions of foreign workers to Ger
many143 was an unusual, harsh, yet in view of total war, under-

.L s.9Jldahl8 m~What, however, exceeded ecolllomic neces-
• sity or military consideration was the way in which most of the 

Eastern nationals from the Lebensraum area were treated. 
While the hardships of the foreign workers from Western 

Europe and the Balkans could to some degree be explained by 
the circumstances of war, the treatment of Poles, Russians, 
Ukrainians, and Belorussians could only be explained by the 
Nazi ideology and its attitude toward "racially infelrior" peoples 

... .,. from the German Lebensraundhe theory that Germans had to 
fear that they might spread Communist propaganda could serve 
neither as a justification nor as an explanation of Nazi motives; 
There is no evidence that Ukrainian or Polish workers were 
more inclined or qualified to preach communism in Germany 
than French or Czech workers; yet the latter were not subject 
to that hard treatment and limitation of individual freedom which 
was applied to Polish and so-called "Ea~tem Workers" ("Ostar
beiter"). Also, one's national sentiments and traditions did not 
matter in the quality of treatment; again the national enemies 
of Germans, the Frenchmen, experienced far beth:~r treatment 
than th~_ Ukrainians who were known to be traditionally pro
German~ .. j 
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Goring and Bormann insisted on treating the EaLStern and 
the Polish workers no differently from the Soviet PWs. This 
attitude revealed that the civilian workers from the East were 
thought to be as dangerous as Red Army PW' s. Secondly, it 
implied that the decimating policy applied to the Soviet's PW's 
would in principle also be used on them.144 The humiliating 
order to feed both Soviet PW's and Eastern and Polish workers 
on horse- and cat-meat was issued to attach ·to them a common 
tag of inferiority. The above-mentioned measure should also 
remind the German people that the Eastern and PoJlish work
ers were to be regarded as sub-humans and enemies, regardless 
of all other considerations and circumstances. 

Cfaking into consideration the increasing difficulty with-, 
which labor from the East could be obtained and the constant 
demands of German industry and agriculture for an additional 
supply of labor, it is also difficult to understand on a rational 
basis the Nazi treatment of Eastern workers-the deliberate 
killing by famine and exhaustion of thousands of badly needed 
foreign workers::lThe uneconomic considerations in the treat- l... 
ment of the Eastern workers are reflected best in a report of 
the German witness Dr. Wilhelm, who had been employed by 
the Krupp Industry since October 1942, which says: "The diet 
prescribed for the eastern workers was altogether insufficient. 
They were given 1,000 calories a day less than the minimum 
prescribed for any German. . . .Hs 

It seems strange that •the Germans, who were known to be 
practically inclined, exact, and interested in effici•ent work, 
would deliberately create circumstances where effi.cient and 
systematic work was impossible because of the high death rate 
and rapid physical exhaustion of the workers. 

The contribution of the eastern workers and ]Poles was 
reduced by the Nazis by killing any incentive in the idea of 
work146 and by abolition for these nationalities of the insurance 
arrangement which usually accompanies the emploJinent con
tract of an average German worker.147 

Such useless waste of the physical and moral capacities of 
the eastern workers is still justified by the higher goals of 
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Nazi ideology, which again is basically bound on the "German 
East" and German Lebensraum program. This can be seen from 
the following speech of HimJ!ller from October 4, 1943 when 
he said: 

Whether 10,000 Russian females fall down from exhaus
tion when digging an anti-tank ditch, interests me only in
sofar as the anti-tank ditch for Germany is finished. We 
shall never be rough and heartless where it is not necessary, 
that is clear. . .. But it is a crime against our own blood 
to worry about them and give them ideals, thus causing 

\ our sons and grandsons to have a more difficult time with 
'-them.148 

1111 II II • 



CHAPTER FIVE 

The Policy of Extermination 

If the Jews do not want to work they must be shot. . . . 
They must be treated like tubercle bacilli with which a 
healthy body may be infected. No, this is not cruel if one 
remembers that innocent creatures of nature such as hares 
or deer have to be killed to prevent harm being caused by 
them .. .. Nations which failed to rid themselves of the 
Jews have perished .... (Hitler's dialogue in his discussion 
with Horthy, I.M.T. Vol. X, p. 135, Doc. D-736.) 

The Fuhrer had to emphasize once more that for the 
Poles there can be just one ruler-the German. There can
not be two Lords side by side; therefore all representatives 
of the Polish intelligentsia are to be liquidated. It sounds 
hard but it is the law of life. . . . (Martin Bormann's In
structions, I.M.T. Doc. 172-USSR.) 

Heathcliff, in Wuthering Heights, would kill everybody 
on earth in order to gain Cathie, but he would never think 
of saying that murder is reasonable or theoretically defensi
ble. He would commit it; there his theory comes to halt. . . . 
But as soon as a man, through lack of character, takes refuge 
in a doctrine, as soon as he makes a crime reasonable, it mul
tiplies like Reason herself and assumes all the figures of the 
syllogism. It was unique like a cry; now it is universal like 
science. Yesterday, it was put on trial; today it is law. 
(Albert Camus, The Rebel, p. 11.) 

The Reason for Killing 

Though N~(ideology did not specifically i~clude a posi
tive program of genocide, it had tendencies which when fol
lowed consistently made such a program inevitable. This ide
ology resulted in the destruction of moral inhibitions and a 
perversion of the general concept of humanity. There was a 

139 
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denial of humanity to the Jews and to the Slavs in Eastern 
Europe.1 Further, there was a belief in the survival of the fittest 
as applied to the nations and the races of the world. The sur
vival of the strongest could be guaranteed only by destroying 
the weak in this or another way. 2 

The third determining factor was the conception of the 
Lebensraum. The new living space in Eastern Europe had to 
be Germanic in its racial composition. The new Gennanic model 
society established in the East had to be "racially best." It was 
not to be just a dominating Germanic elite ruling a foreign 
population. It was to become a solid and stratified German soci
ety built in the East within which there would be no perma-

-r nent room for a "racially inferior" native population(j:he eco
nomic significance of the native pop\llation was not so great 

__ .:_ as to justify their existence over the long term::lTheir extremely 
primitive standard of life, which had to be enfor~ced for ideo
logical reasons, would hardly make them an important economic 
asset in terms of trade; and even their value as a labor force 
was of a limited and temporary character.3 The new Nazi society 
was not to indulge in the luxury of slave-holding but was sup
posed to gain its robust, healthy physical stamina by its own 
physical exertion. 4 

As the German settlements increased, the native popula
tion was supposed to diminish proportionately wiithin the Le
bensraum. 

The unwanted population could then either be gathered 
on some reservation within the Lebensraum and remain as a 
source of ready and cheap labor for German stat.e projects, or 
could be deported to areas outside the German jLebensraum. 5 

But neither solution seemed satisfactory to the Nazis. The sheer 
numbers of the Slavs and their high birth rate were annoying 
to the Nazi authorities for two reasons: first, the facts contra
dicted the idea of Nazi superiority and indicated that the "in
ferior Slavic peoples" are ''biologically stronger" in procreation; 
secondly, their rapid increase could lead to a condition where 
they would greatly outnumber their German "masters," and thus 
they might be in a position either to undermine or c4allenge 
German rule. 
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The implementation of Nazi plans required special precau
tions so as to guarantee clearance oi foreign elements from their 
Lebensraum. Removal could be accomplished by humane means, 
but the "sub-humans" were denied human qualities,_ and they 
were rated by the Nazis even below the level of anitnals.6 

When one endeavors to be rid of rats, fleas, flies, or other 
c•coexistors," which are of no use and which cause some damage 
or discomfort by their presence, the action taken against them 
is usually one of extermination. A method for forcing them to 
flee would not be used because there is always a possibility that 
they will return. There are no ethical or moral restrictions which 
prevent one from taking the most drastic actions against them. 
We might resort to the use of poison gas or some other device 
for extermination; we might carefully remove all remmants of 
food and use other "Malthusian means" to prevent their pro
creation. We would never rest until completely rid of the pests. 

When certain peoples or races are denied human dignity, 
when they are placed on the level of animals-or even worse, 
when they are labelled "harmful elements" or "deadly bacilli"
why should they be treated differently from any other noxious 

. "biological specimen"? Why spare them if they interfere with 
the fixed pattern of life of the "supermen"? It is only natural that, 
starting from the premise of the survival of the fittest, void of 
conventional moral values, and applying "scientific" methods 
and laws to human society, we will not fail to put genocide 
on the same level as insecticide. The "sub-humans" and the 
Jews were regarded as much more dangerous and complicated 
objects to deal with than mosquitoes or rats, and therefore 
the methods for their elimination had to be more elaborate. 

Birth Control and Diseases in the Fight 
Against the Sub-human 

In implementing the program of eliminating inferior races, 
one of the_ first steps was to arrest the natural increase of unde
sirable peoples. Nazi leaders believed that healthy biological 
behavior, sanitary conditions, sufficient food, etc., we1re essen-

. tial in building national strength. 7 By denying such conditions 
. ' . 
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to the inferior peoples the Nazis endeavored to prevent their 
increase in numbers. As early as November 25, 1939, the Com
mission for the Strengthening of Germandom issued a circular 
outlining such a program: 

Our medical care should be limited only to preventing 
the spread of diseases over to the Reich territory. The de
gree to which medical care is taken of the population by 
Polish physicians or Jewish medics is not our business; we 
are also not interested in the further growth of this pro
fession.8 

and further: 

All measures which tend to limit births are to be toler
ated or to be supported. Abortion in the remaining area 
(of Poland) must be declared free from punishment. The 
means for abortion and contraceptive means may be offered 
publicly without any police restrictions. Homosexuality is 
always to be declared legal. The institutions and persons 
involved professionally in abortion practices are not to be 
interfered with by police. Racial-hygienic measures are not 
to be promoted. 9 

This particular policy of elimination was actually imple
mented by German police in the Eastern Occupied areas, which 
for all practical purposes were subordinated to Himmler and 
therefore linked directly with the policy of the Commission for 
the Strengthening of Germandom. Its policy did not always 
coincide completely with the policy of the German Civil Ad
ministration in the Eastern areas which, besides the promotion 
of Nazi ideological policy, was in certain instances keenly aware 
of the need for the preservation of economic productivity and 
tranquillity among the foreign population during the war.10 

Sometimes, because of the extreme secrecy in which the 
more drastic blueprints of Lebensraum were veiled, their con
tent was fully known only to the high-ranking SS leaders, but 
not necessarily to all high-ranking German civil administrators. 
Nor did the German civil administrators think it feasible to 
f~lfill all the drastic ideological measures during the war. 
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raum policy are to be explained by overlapping and lack of 
coordination between the maze of different Nazi authorities in 
the East rather than in a principal revision of ag~eed methodi) 
This is revealed in the specific orders from Hitler to Rosen
berg, which are of the same kind as the circula1r of the Com
mission for the Strengthening of Gmmandom, issued after the 
outbreak of war. Bormann, who transmitted these orders of Hit
ler to Rosenberg, sums up the main ideas of biological reduc
tion in the three following points: 

l. If girls and women in the Eastern Territory have 
abortions performed on themselves that is all right with us; 
under no circumstances should German legall authorities 
oppose this. 

In the Fuhrer's opinion one should even adlmit a lively 
trade in contraceptives in the occupied Eastenn Territories 
as we have no interest whatsoever in the non-German pop
ulation increasing. 

2. There is a great danger that the non-German popu
lation in the Occupied Eastern Territories will increase more 
than hitherto, as living conditions as a whole ~rill naturally 
become much better . and more assured for the non-German 
population. Just for this reason we must take the necessary 
precautionary steps against an increase of the non-German 
population. 

3. Therefore, German health organizations slhould on no 
account exert themselves on behalf of the non-German pop
ulation in the Occupied Eastern Territories. For instance, 
the innoculation of the non-German population. and similar 
precautionary health measures are definitely out of the 
question.16 

The measures for reducing the birth rate were not applied 
to the Latvians and Estonians, who were to be absorbed into 
the German nation. To them was extended the German law for 
the legal protection of motherhood.17 

With the steadily growing influence of the SS organization 
and its leader Heinrich Himmler, who enjoyed the complete 
confidence and backing of Hitler and the NSDAP, the extreme 
and immediate policy of the Lebensraum seemed to prevail. 
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The SS men acquired authority over the birth control program 
vvhich was applied not only to the occupied Eastern Territories 
but also to the vast slave labor camps in Germany.18 

The pursuit of the objectives and the rigidity of the policy 
are best revealed in one order issued by an SS officer as late 
as January 18, 1945. At this time, four months before German 
capitulation, when the German front suffered its greatest catas
trophies and when the Russian mammoth offensive irresistibly 
rolled toward Berlin and the Nazis were struggling for bare sur
vival, the SS bffice for Race was still deeply involved in the 
problem of how to handle the pregnancy cases of foreign females 
who served as volunteers in the German army. The issue of 
Lebensraum and race seemed still to be very important and 
it was decided that the females from the East and the Balkans 
should have abortions under the pretext that it was required 
for the sake of their service efficiency. The volunteers from the 
"Nordic" countries and the Baits should be subject to all pro
visions of the German motherhood law.19 

Through the encouragement of birth control and by permit) 
ting the spr~ad of diseases among the native civilian population 
to go unchecked, the Nazis created a unique pattern by means 
of which the totalitarian regime intended to create a racia 
Lebensraum. · 

Starvation of the Large Cities and 
the Countryside 

In creating the conditions of an artificial famine, the Nazis 
found another effective means for reducing the unwanted pop
ulation in the occupied Eastern Territories. In following this 
method of reduction, the Nazis showed little originality, being 
preceded in such practices by the Soviet regime which indulged 
in staging an artificial famine during the years of collectivization 
for the purpose of eliminating hostile classes or opposition. - ·-· (_!he most impressive conditions of famine were created by-·-: 
the Nazis in the Ukraine during the first months of German 
occupation. This famine was brought about by the interception 
of food deliveries to the large cities of the Ukraine or to those 
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regions of the country which, because of war damages or natural 
disasters or traditional insufficiency in food, were dependent 

..L on imports of foods for surviv~ 
The famine measures for the Ukraine were apparently de

cided during a conference of eastern administrators with Hitler 
in East Prussia on November 11, 1941.21 The policy adopted 
was reflected in the official report of the German Economic 
Armament Staff of December 2, 1941: 

The skimming of the agricultural surpluses from the 
Ukraine for distribution in the Reich is possible only when 
Ukrainian inland traffic is reduced to a minimum. This 
objective is to be achieved by the following means: 

1. By the elimination of the superfluous eaters (Jews, 
and the population of the Ukrainian cities such as Kiev, 
which get no food rations at all). 

2. Through the drastic reduction of rations in the other 
Ukrainian cities. 

3. By the reduction of consumption of the peasant popu
lation. It is natural that the population of the towns try to 
escape starvation, to which it is condemned, by the exchange 
of different utensils for food, which they try to get from 
the fanners. 22 

The people were denied the use of the railroads. The German 
authorities erected road blocks and prevented the bringing of 
foodstuffs to the cities by highway. The Security Police not only 
stopped private efforts at securing food, even through the in
evitable black market operations, but they also conducted an 
organized drive against all efforts of the local Ukrainian gov
enunents to provide relief for the population. 23 

Although the Nazis later organized a system for supplying 
food for the larger cities, the supply was always insufficient to 
meet the minimum needs of the populace. 

· According to the former Mayor of Kiev, Professor Leontij 
Forostivskyj, under Nazi occupation the food rations in that 
city at the end of 1943 amounted only to 30 percent of the min
imum. 24 Food prices on the black market in Kiev were beyond 
the means of the average inhabitant. With 477 karbovantsi25 
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per month, which was the average salary for those who were 
fortunate enough to find employment, it was hardly possible 
to buy very much on the black market where the food prices 
vvere listed by the end of 1942 as follows: 26 

1 kg. ( 2.2 lbs.) 
Butter 
Bacon 
Beef 
Rye flour 
Barley 
Potatoes 

Karbovantsi 
600 
600 
130 
.81 
68 
13 

The official food rations for normal consumers in Kiev in 
April 1942 were fixed at 400 gr. of bread per person for one 
week. Those who worked received one additional loaf of bread 
for one week or fourteen days at their working place. In addi
tion, the rations included small amounts of flour, barley, groats, 
and from time to time, meat. 27 

It is a small wonder that in the circumstances there occurred 
cases of carmibalism in the very heart of the Ukraine. The high 
mortality within the city resulted in a population loss of 17.6 
per thousand.28 

Similar circumstances seemed to prevail in other Ukrainian 
cities and industrial centers. The German situational report for 
April 1942 described the food situation in Kharkov as catas
trophic, and stated that the workers in Gorlovka, the industrial 
city in the Donets Basin, received only 100 gr. of bread daily.29 

Another situational report for March 1942 reported from Stalino 
( an industrial city located in the Donets Basin) that one potato 
there cost one ruble and a turnip from 3 to 5 rubles. It is stated 
that the monthly wage of the workers was from 400 to 600 
rubles.30 

The artificiality of the famine is apparent from the SD 
Situational Report of February 1942, which revealed that there 
were some surplus foods in the General-Bezirk (district) of Kiev 
-grain, leguminous foods, and cattle-"but they could not be 
brought to Kiev neither immediately nor in the near future 
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because of transportation difficulties, fuel shortages, and the 
condition of the road."31 The traffic problems apparently did 
not exist for the transportation of Ukrainian foods and other 
products to the German82 cities. The volume of these exports 
indicated the inadequacy and flimsiness of the technical excuses 
given by the Germans. In a letter to Hitler, Eriich Koch gave 
the following summary of exports from the Ukraine up to the 
end of June 1943:sa 

Procured or Deliveries to the Army 
Product Produced and t1o the Reich 

Cereals 6,300,000 tons 3,f300,000 tons 
Legumes 350,000 

, , 
100,000 

, , 

Butter 57,000 ' ' 50,000 •• 

Potatoes 1,380,000 ' ' !500,000 , . 
Honey and Jam 26,000 

. , 
25,000 

, . 
Sugar 245 ()()() ' . 155,000 

, . 
' 

Cotton 5,000 , ' 5,000 •• 

Wool 7,000 ' ' 7 ()()() ' ' 
' 

Hemp and Flax 5,500 ' . 5,500 
, 

Drugs (medical herbs ) 1,500 
, . 

1,500 
. , 

Pigs 500,000 lbs. 420,000 lbs . 
Sheep 410,000 • • ~~.000 

, , 

Eggs 680,000,000 
. , 

570,000,000 
, . 

··r l.The ruthless German policy of exploitation is clearly re
vealed by Koch's statistics. It was the policy of the Nazis to 
starve not only the inhabitants of large cities bu1t also the resi
dents of the countryside, which was not self-sufficient in food 
and which from the economic standpoint could JflOt be consid-

' ... ered as a great assef .. .Such regions included the swampy, sandy 
lands and the virgin forest province of Polissia. The inhabitants 
of this province depended to a great degree for their livelihood 
upon seasonal work. They were accustomed to work as agricul
tural laborers during the summer in the neighboring wealthy 
provinces of Volhynia and Podolia. The grain supply which they 
earned during this time was an important food ite1rn for the long 
winter. 
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This source of income was largely cut off for them in the 
summer of 1941 by the German invasion which started around 
the harvest time. As the winter approached, the only alternative 
for the inhabitants of Polissia was to try to exchange their 
meager resources in cattle, sheep, wool, and homemade textiles 
for some grain in the neighboring southern provinces. It is 
not surprising therefore that in the fall of 1941 long lines of 
carriages, loaded with the exchange goods and people, moved 
slowly on the few sandy roads of Polissia southward in a des
perate effort to acquire some grain for the winter. 

When the Germans discovered 1this particular migration of 
p eople and learned its true purpose they stopped the movement 
abruptly and turned the unfortunate inhabitants of Polissia back 
to their native forests to face the inevitable famine. 34 

Similar movements and almost 1the identical German reac
tion took place in Eastern Galicia, which had become a new 
District of the General-Gouvernement in August 1941. The re
gions threatened by famine were the Carpathian Mountains 
region and the Sub-Carpathian region in the vicinity of the 
Upper Dnister River. The Carpathian Mountains region was 
never self-sufficient in food, and the people depended on sea
sonal work in the timber industry, tourist trade, carpets and 
souvenir production, and on the innports of grain. The Sub
Carpathian region,.although usually self-sufficient in food, was 
affected in the summer of 1941 by he:avy floods which destroyed 
a considerable part of the harvest. Since the Germans failed 
to provide these regions with grain and other necessary food, 
mass movements of populations to j:ind food in the neighbor
ing provinces began. This migration met with reckless German 
food confiscation on trains, in railway stations and highroads 
where all the food was taken away on charges of black-market 
operations and speculation. Within the General-Gouvernement 
the Germans allowed some sort of self-help for the native popu
lation. The Ukrainian Central Aid Committee organized "the 
people's kitchen" and kindergartens in the famine-affected re
gions, and in this way tried to rescue at least a part of the 
starving population. 35 The extent o!f the famine disaster was 
too great to be mastered by this type of sporadic action on the 
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part of a committee limited in resources and competence. The 
Nazi authorities could record some success in their biological 
warfare in Galicia as well as in the Polissia area. 

Liquidation by Famine and Labor 
behind Barbed Wire 

The effects of Nazi starvation methods as applied to the 
large cities and in certain Eastern regions could be to a great 
degree moderated by the ingenuity of the population and be
cause of the physical inability of the meager German police 
force available to enforce the policy. But the Soviet prisoners 
of war, the inmates of the German concentration and labor 
camps, and the Jewish inhabitants of the ghettos had much less 
chance to avoid the effects of these indirect methods of ex
termination . 

.... - The thousands of Soviet prisoners of war behind barbed 
wire seem to have been the first target for the application of 
the policy. In the case of the Soviet prisoners the Nazis had the 
chance to eliminate the most reproductive element of the .. sub
humans" and to get rid of the category of people who because 
of their miHtary training and because of their age could offer the 
most effective resistance to future German colonization of the 
East. Probably the Great Russians were regarded initially as the 
main targets of the annihilation policy because they were looked 
upon as the natural enemies of German plans for the East. Non
Russian nationals among the Red prisoners of war were treated 
with some consideration, and many of them were released from 
the German camps. This policy was applied at the beginning of 
the Eastern Campaign to the Ukrainians, tjb.e Baits, and the Finns, 

-jon whose friendship Rosenberg countec:IlJle believed that the 
German Lebensraum penetration of the East should be gradual, 
and he was willing to create an independent Ukraine for the 
time being in order to protect and facilitate the absorption into 
the Reich of countries bordering more closely on the German 
frontier. Included were Poland, Lithuania, Latvia, and Es
tonia. 36 As the Ukrainians and Finns were to become German 
allies and the Baits were to be absorbed into the German 
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nation, there was no valid reason for their elimination. In this 
light, the initial liberal Army policy of freeing such nationalities 
from German stalags can be understood. When Hitler's decision 
on July 16, 1941 changed Rosenberg's plans for the East and 
the Ukraine had to become a German Lebensraum immedi
ately,37 and when the Ukrainians were classified as a people 
unfit to be absorbed en masse into the German nation, their 
biological reduction became imminent. In the autumn of 1941 
a circular signed by Martin Bormann decreed that the Ukrain-
ians should not thereafter be released from the German prisoner
of-war cam~ The nationals of the Baltic States, whose ab- ___.\_ 
sorption into the German nation was still being seriously con-
side~d, would be accorded preferential treatment. 39 , 

[!'he fate of the Soviet prisoners of war was largely deter-~ 
mined by Hitler's inclination to consider the Eastern Campaign 
not as a conventional war but as a war of annihilation. Hitler's 
orders which regulated the conduct of German troops in the 
East gave them wide latitude in the treatment of the Soviet 
prisoners of war.40 An order for the liquidation of political com
missars and unreliable elements, coupled with almost unlimited 
discretion in taking "security measures," made the massacres 
and executions of the Sov~· citizens not only a matter of con
venience, but a duty as well. The moral and the legal restrictions...L. 
in the treatment of the oviet prisoners of wax were further T 
rescinded because of the fact that the Soviet Union was not · 
a signatory of the Geneva Convention, safeguarding the rights 
of prisoners of wax. The prisoners also suffered because of the 
continuing disinterest of the Red Regime in the fate of th«J__ 
Soviet prisoners of wax.41 

Because of an effort of the German Military Command to 
preserve discipline within the German Army, no arbitrary ac
tions were allowed to the German soldiers. There are only a few 
accounts of mass executions on a large scale of Soviet prisoners 
of wax, although their rough treabnent was recommended and 
enforced. 

There is also evidence which shows that, relying on the 
Code of Honor of the German Army, German military leadership 
avoided the Nazi orders to execute the political commissars or 
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the Jews. But this resistance to the direct annihilation meas
ures against defenseless persons seemed to be dictated by the 
rigid German Army rules and traditions rather than by human
itarian considerations. As soon as arrangements could be made 
to preserve Army rules and traditions, the German Military 
Command was willing to cooperate in support of the German 
Lebensraum policy. The political commissars, the "unreliable 
elements," and the Jews were spared by the German Army 
but they were handed over to the Security Police <especial 
squads" for execution or for transfer to concentration camps 

-f for extermination by overwork. 'f2 The Soviet prisoners of war, 
in general, were not massacred-t:>ut they were forced to live 
under such conditions that there was only a slight chance for 
survival. There the diseases, exposure to severe weather, and 
above all, insufficient food, decimated the main bulk of the 
prisoners without the direct interference of the German Anny. 43 

In this way a perfect compromise was found between the Army's 
1 point of "honor" and the Party's program of Lebensrau@ ·- Referring to this program, Coring remarked to the Italian 

Foreign Minister, Count Ciano, on one occasion: 

In the camp for Russian prisoners they have begun to 
eat each other. This year between twenty and thirty mil
lion persons will die of hunger in Russia. Perhaps it is well 
that it should be so, for certain nations must be decimated. 44 

And the decimation of the Soviet prisoners started under 
the most abhorrent conditions. Their condition is described by 
the German Armament Agency in the Ukraine as follows: 

The PWs are in a majority of cases completely apa
thetic. It is noticed again and again that they collapse dur
ing the work or during the march, and are carried by their 
friends.45 

In his memoirs a former German infantryman describes a 
team of the Soviet PW's assigned to work in a supply distri
bution center under his guard in the following words: 

Our prisoners swayed like drunken men. Many even 
didn't have overcoats. Their uniforms were in tatters hang-
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ing loosely over their bones. . . . The Russkies were com
pletely debilitated. They could hardly keep on their feet, 
let alone perform the physical effort required of them. A 
team of four could scarcely lift a crate, a job that was 
child's play to Franzel and me. But they certainly did their 
utmost. Every one of them was out to curry favors. They 
vied with one another, they egged each other on. Then 
they'd peer over to see if we had noticed their zeal. That 
way, they hoped to earn better treatment, and perhaps a 
hunk of bread .... 

These were human beings in whom there was no longer 
a trace of anything human; these Wtere men who really had 
turned into animals. We found it nauseating, utterly re
pulsive.46 

The deliberate design for the starvation of the prisoners 
is reflected in a report of Ostiminister Alfred Rosenberg to 
the Supreme Command of the Gennan Anny: 

According to the available evidenee the population within 
the Soviet Union was quite willing to help out the prisoners 
of war with food. 

In most cases the commanders of the camps forbade the) 
civilian population to supply prisoners with food and pre-) 
ferred to expose them to starvation. ~ 

Also during the marches to the crumps the civilian popuffi
tion was not allowed to hand any food to prisoners. 

In many cases when prisoners could not continue march
ing either because of starvation or because of exhaustion, 
they were shot and their corpses were left behind in the 
sight of the dismayed population. 4'7 

It is possible to argue that the hardships and mistreatments 
in the Gennan Anny stalags is nothing new under the sun. 
Similar accounts of inhuman treatment: of prisoners of war could 
be found in the course of the American Civil War, during World 
War I in the stalags of the different nationalities, and during 
and after World War II in the case of French treatment of 
Gennan prisoners. True as this may be, however, an important 
difference in the extent of mistreatmentt, in the rate of mortality, 
and in the definite purpose behind Gennan treatment of pris
oners. 
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-( [ The special policy applied to the Soviet prisoners of war 
contrasts sharply in comparison to the Nazi treatment of pris
oners of war of other nationalities. Neither French, nor Serb, --=---- -----nor~ prisoners were subject to the living conditions 
and the work programs in German stalags, which bordered on 

..a wllelc.,me -.annihilati_gn.j 
L The mortality rate of the Soviet prisoners in German 

stalags is revealed in the various German statistics. A report 
of the German Office for Armament in the Ukraine indicates 
that the daily death rate among Soviet prisoners by the end of 
1941 reached 3,000. •8 

The quarterly reports from the German Sitockades for the 
Soviet PW s state that in the last months of 1941 and in the 
early months of 1942 the total number of prisoners which per
rished from cold, disease, or starvation averaged 12 percent and 
in some particularly bad cases rose to 20 per,cent of the pris
oners taken. 49 

The number of the Soviet PWs taken by the Germans in 
1941 totalled 3,806,000. 50 There were only 911,000 of them in 
October 1944 when custody over the prisoners: was transferred 
from the Army to the SS leader Himmler.51 Even if we take into 
consideration the numerical changes due to different causes 
than death-such as release of a certain number of Soviet pris
oners at the beginning of the Eastern Campaign, and the enlist
ment of some of them in Eastern Legions ( nurnbers which were 
certainly balanced by the new intake of the Soviet prisoners 

. during years 1942-1944) the losses caused by the deadly milieu 
2,;K, of the German stalags must still be counted in several millions. 
1 The extent of this annihilation represents: a record never 

before reached in military history. The ironic touch of this 
mass killing is that in most cases it was accomplished by "peace

: _~ ful a~~ns." 

The policy of famine and working to death was applied 
even with a greater efficiency to the specially selected groups 
of Eastern nationals who were brought for this purpose to Nazi 
concentration camps. Such special categories were selected first 
of all from among the Soviet prisoners of war who, because of 
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political unreliability, racial background, or disciplinary viola
tions, were transferred by the Germany Army to the German 
Security Police. A special secret order, issued on November 
15, 1941, provided for the transfer of selected Soviet prisoners to 
Gennan concentration camps for extermination, but the com
manders of such camps had authority to postpone executions 
so long as there was a possibility of using the remnants of the 
prisoners' physical strength for work in the stone quarries. 52 

The fate of this special brand of concentration camp in
mates is described by a former German prisoners in Concen
tration Camp Sachsenhausen as follows: 

On September 1, 1941, immediately after the beginning 
of the war against Russia, 18,000 prisoners arrived at our 
camp. . . . Since none of these prisoners of war had re
ceived food since their capture they arrived at our camp 
already baH starved. Q~ckly a new killing device was con
structed. It was a room in which the prisoners were shot in 
tl1e back of the neck by Gestapo personnel hidden behind 
a screen. Through this method and starvation the SS was 
actually able to do away with 18,000 prisoners of war over 
a period of seven days. It is understood half of them died 
of starvation while the balance were shot. 

During the time that the 18,000 prisoners were being done 
away with another shipment of 8,000 arrived. Since no fa
cilities were available for these men, not to mention food 
or other provisions, they were simply caged in the ope~ 
the machine gun towers were erected, and the prisoners 
were held in this enclosure without food or water till they 
starved. 5 3 

A similar account of the disposal of the Soviet prisoners 
in the Geiman concentration camps is given by a former German 
statistician in the Concentration Camp Mauthausen. He states 
that because of "special treatment" of this category of inmates 
on!J five out of 2,000 Soviet prisoners of war were left alive 
by the time of liberation.54 

A similar method of "special treatment" was applied to 
the Western Jews who arrived in German concentration camps 
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before the installation of gas chambers and whom the Nazis 
preferred to annihilate by other means than mass execution. 

The same source desc1ribes the method of annihilation of 
the Dutch Jews in Camp ~,fauthausen in the following words: 

In Fall 1941 and early Sununer 1942 we received trans
ports each about 1,000 Dutch Jews who worked in the 
quarries. Obviously these people were destined to die, 
from the very beginning. 'They received even less food than 
the remaining camp inmates and were murdered by beat
ings, under-nourishment, by being driven to the electric 
cable, and by being thrown over the cliffs and by other 
means so that at the end of 1942 not one of these people 
remained alive. We knew from very beginning in our 
office that these people had been destined to die as we 
had been told by Obersturmfiihrer Schutz not to issue any 
index cards for these J e\\'S and not to enter them into the 
register. GIS 

When the tempo of the Lebensraum policy in the East was 
increased and took a still n!lore definite shape, the mass trans
port of civilian Eastern nationals to the German concentration 
camps increased. Those so transported were a particular selec
tion from the burdensome L.ebensraum peoples who were classi
fied as "undisciplined" or "politically undesirable elements."M 

With the arrival of the mass-transports to the concentration 
camps, the case of individual guilt of persons involved became 
irrelevant. 57 They all were s:ubsumed into a category of "prison
ers under protective custody" from the East and dealt with 
accordingly.58 

On September 18, 1942 the Reichsminister of Justice, True
rack, issued an order by which he condemned so-called asocial 
elements from the East to outright annihilation. This order 
reveals the decision conce:ming "a special treatment" of the 
"asocial elements," which should include in principle all Jews, 
Gypsies, Russians, Ukrainiams, charged or condemned by the 
German criminal courts. Tlne Poles condemned by a criminal 
court for a term of over three years and who were unfit for 
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Gennanization were subject to a '"special treatment." All of 
them were to be transferred from plisons to Rimmler's custody 
for annihilation through work. 59 

In explaining the reasons behind these orders the docu
ment reads as follows: 

There is an agreement that be~cause our State decided 
the settlement of the Eastern Problem and because of the 
goals which we are going to pursue there, the Jews, Poles, 
Gypsies, Russians, and the Ukrainians will no longer be 
tried by the regular courts in the future but should be dealt 
with by the Reichsfiihrer-SS. 6o 

As a criminal act could include any action which would 
endanger either Gennan interests as such or those of a German 
national's security, the term "asocial'' had considerable latitude. 

Himmler' s regulations concerning the status of such Eastern 
nationalities indicate clearly that he was not interested in their 
continued existence. This may be seen from the following regu
lations: 

1. The Eastern nationals who vvill arrive from Eastern 
Occupied territories in collective transports should not 
be formally treated as the others to whom the Reich di
rectives apply. 

2. It is to be noted especially that the usual individual 
reports on them are not required. 

3. The registration of these prisoners follows only for the 
internal use of the given concentration camp. 

4. The reports about transfer, death, or other changes on 
behalf of these prisoners are not requested.61 

These orders are very close to those regulating treatment 
of Jews brought to concentration ~camps to be exterminated. 
As their death was expected en m:asse, any permanent regis 
trations or individual account was regarded as superfluo ........_. ___ 

Yet the extermination of the Eastern nationals did not in
clude mass execution in gas chambers. They were to be killed 
by work, which during the year 194~ was becoming an impor
tant commodity. 
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In the inbicate system of concentration camps developed 
by the Nazis, the main concentration camps radiated around 
them like satellites some smaller concentration camps built for 
special purposes. Some of them served as transitional camps 
to confine those destined for the gas chamb•er; others were 
designed for the killing of the prisoners by starvation and over
work. One of the most obnoxious "special camps" was the 
concentration camp "Dora" which specialized in the killing of 
its inmates by working them to death in the stone quarries. The 
character of this camp is reflected in a description by Dr. 
Kahr, a German camp physician, who for disciplinary reasons 
was transferred to "Dora" camp in 1943. He recollects: 

I was sent to Dachau concentration camp as camp phy
sician in the middle of 1943. From there I was transferred 
for disciplinary reasons to "Dora" concentration camp at 
Chrisbnas 1943. I was horrified by the condittions in camp 
"Dora." The prisoners here lived under the worst conditions 
of all existing camps. The work of the miners who worked 
at the mine construction underground was exceedingly hard, 
and the food was inadequate. There were no living quarters 
whatsoever for the prisoners. T~IPY A9t only ~ork 
in _,!be galleries insid~e mountain, but t~ey also, ~ad to 
sleep and eat there.62 --

\ 

"Dora" was then a camp where the people destined for a 
short span of life were sent from the other German concen
tration camps with the definite purpose of annihilation. 

There is a statistical table of the transfers transported from 
Camp "Buchenwald" to "Dora." The most int~eresting feature 
of this table is the fact that the people transferred are classified 
not according to the gravity of their crimes hut according to 
nationality and race. Jews, Gypsies, and the l~ebensraum na
tionalities represent 90 percent of these transfe1rs. 63 
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Date Number Type of Prisoners 

1943 
Sept. 22 300 Mostly Russians 

' ' ~ ~ 210 149 Russians and others 
Oct. 14 650 373 Frenchmen; 144 Russians 

and others 
~ , 

17 849 Mostly Russians , , 
19 311 Mostly Russians and Poles 

' ' , , 
300 Mostly Russians and Poles 

' ' ~, 

506 Mostly Yugoslavs 
, ' 23 1,539 Mostly Poles 
' ' 30 1,025 Mostly Yugoslavs and Rus-

sians 
Nov. 20 375 Mostly French and Poles 
•• 21 417 Mostly French and Russians 

Dec. 12 200 Russians and Poles 
1944 

Jan. 25 400 Germans and Russians 
Mar. 3 421 Mostly Czechs , , 

11 413 Mostly Poles 
Apr. 2 202 Czechs 
, ' 7 883 Gypsies 

May 28 350 Mostly Poles and Russians 
June 24 2,000 Mostly Poles and Russians 
July 29 200 Russians and Poles 
Aug. 3 510 Gypsies 

•• ' , 400 Russians and Poles 
, ' 16 1,350 Jews of various nations 

Sept. 27 1,085 Jews of various nations 
Oct. 1 1,500 Poles and Russians 

[ihe influx of the Eastern nationals to the German concen- -,
tration camps continued during the period of German retreat 
from the East, which proves again the unusual tenacity and 
determination to carry out the Nazi Lebenwwm policy...)Ger~_!_ 
man statistics indicate that hundrea5 of Ukrainians were de
ported to Germany on the eve of German retreat, officially as 
workers for German industry. Actually, as persons under Ger
man "protective custody," they were brought to German con-
centration camps. 64 · · 

.• 
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The following table shows the extent of these deportations 
from the Ukraine within a s~~n of seven mont:hs: 65 

Date Origin Number 
1943 

Aug. 26 Dnepropetrovsk 998 , , 
29 •• 781 

Sept. 9 . , 1,362 
Oct. 5 Nikolayev 604 , , 10 Kirovograd 529 , , 31 Kiev 233 
Nov. 1 Kirovograd 318 , , 

28 Nikolayev 192 
Mar. 24 

, , 
377 

Total 5,394 

Concerned with the ultimate elimination of these poten
tially dangerous or burdensome groups, the Nazis thought to 
get rid of them in a useful and inconspicuous way. 

In their "working projects" within the concentration camps 
the Germans could utilize the labor of the victiins to their very 
end. Further, they could avoid the bad political repercussions 
resulting from a direct annihilation of people who apparently 
had not committed any violation of law. 66 Hixnmler went to 
great pains to make the deportation of some selected groups 
of Eastern nationals appear as recruibnent for regular work 
in Germany. His specific orders provide that even the corres
pondence of this kind of prisoners should be channeled in such 
a way as to give an assurance to friends and relatives that they 
were working in a regular labor camp. 67 

The Scope and Methods of Executions 

The outright annihilation by executions was originally lixn
ited by the Nazis to specially selected groups, the existence of 
which was incompatible with the policy of German eastern 
Lebensraum. The first target of direct annihilatory action was 
the Polish intelligentsia. This group had to perish for security 
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as well as for ideological reasons. "The conspiring Polish na
tion" could not be allowed to develop potential leadlers of 
resistance, nor could it be allowed to challenge or conttradict 
the Nazi concept of the "master race" by its very presence. 

This objective was not only stated by Reichsleiter ~:lartin 

Bormann in his instructions, 6 8 but it really started to materialize 
under Himmler's supervision. The first occasion for exe~~I_lS 
came during the m~~~tt:J~m~nt of Poles from the . ~ve_~!§D 
Polisfil'roVInces in the General-Gouvernement. Himmler stated 
bluntly -·that-during this large Lebensraum action the SS was 
tough enuuglrto shoot thousands of the leading Poles.69 Polish 

. sources . estinuite that approximately 25,000 of the Polish intell1-
gentsia~ · nol:>iliij; -ana-·those of other classes who showed some 
leadership "C}ualities, were shot during the resettlement.70 

_ .A .. dileet m~aswe fur- the destruction of one of the ~centers 
of Poljsh !~telligeptsia was taken by the SS against the ancient 
Polish University of Cracow. Polish professors, assistants, and 

Instructors--were invited by Nazi authorities to att«m.d a lecture 
· at the - uruversity. on-the topic: "The Attitude of the National
Socialist -Movement Toward Science and Learning." When the 
University auditorium was filled it was suddenly surrounded 
by the SS troopers, and all persons present, one hundred sixty
seven,· ·were · taken to Cracow Prison. The reason given for this 
measu..r~: -~a~ _"th.~- traditional anti-German spirit o£ th•e Uni
versity."71 

. All_ of .. the professors were .. s.ent to the Sac~~enhausen
Oranienbur_g_~J?-Ce~~~tion camp. Only a few of them survived 
this experience. 72 

Another object of .the annihilation actions was those 1regions 
or vicinities which were accidentally involved in the activity 
of the Polish resistance movement or in acts of violence against 
the Germans. The principle of retaliation in such cases is stated 
best.-~~ . the following hints of Himmler to the German police: 

If you stamp out every little fire tbat shows itself you 
will never have a big conflagration. Thus if you tackle the 
matter and shoot the first 20, others will not wish to fol1ow 
them. I will always protect those commanders who act 
fiercely and decisively. 73 
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Thus a principle of collective responsibility was widely 
applied in German executions resulting from any sign of re
sistance or violence. These collective retaliatory measures are 
reflected in a report of the German Army Headquarters East, 
stationed in Poland, on an accident which took place in a little 
surburban district near Cracow: 

On December 29, 1939 two master-sergeants from Con
struction-Batallion 538 were killed in an attempt to arrest 
two professional criminals. They were accompanied by 
only one Polish policeman and failed to take sufficient 
forces, for their support. Being notified of the murder the 
Administration sent over the 6th Batallion of the Police. 
They first hung the owner of the tavern where the killing 
occurred and then they shot 114 Poles from the locality of 
Anin, who were in no way connected with the crime.14 

This pattern of a ruthless and indiscriminate annihilation 
of the potential or probable culprits were precautionary Ineas
ures, and continued with undiminished zeal during the years 
of the Nazi occupation in Poland.75 In 1943 when the German 
mass retaliations only stimulated but could not suppress Polish 
resistance; when the situation on the German fronts was very 
critical; when German industries sought Poland as a haven 
of protection and peace-Governor Frank found the tranquillity 
and cooperation of the Polish people, for the time being, of 
immeasurable value. In one of his reports, dated May 25, 1943, 
he complained bitterly to Hitler about Himmler' s police meth
ods in his province, which obviously contradicted his temporary 
objectives of security and stability in Poland. Among other 
things he mentioned the fixed Nazi pattern of executions which 
was safe in 1939 but hazardous in 1943: 

Today, unfortunately, Polish public opinion compares the 
Katyn affair to the mass-annihilation in the German con
centration camps and shootings of men, women, as well 
as children and old people during our collective respon
sibility retaliations in the areas infested by bands. It goes 
even without mentioning that in most cases these actions 
were not directed against those who are guilty . ... 76 
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To carry out the executions and combat resistance in the 
East, there were created SD Einsatzgruppen (Special Task 
Forces of the Security Police), led by and composed of SS men. 
They made their first public appearance during the Polish 
Campaign and were the first to indulge in massacres of the 
Jews behind the German lines.7 7 

At the early stage of the occupation of Poland there came 
an extension of these Einsatzgruppen in order to combat Polish 
unrest and to promote Nazi ideological objectives. Governor 
Frank records in his diary that the building up of these forces 
was followed by the combining of the members of the ordinary 
German police with the SS men into so-called ] agdkommandos 
(hunt commandos). They were equipped with modem arms 
and motorized. 78 

Heinrich Rimmler refers to building up such forces in 
Poland in his speech of September 7, 1940. He points out the 
necessity for ideologically convinced and determined detach
ments which1 even after the end of the military operations, 
would continue an unrelenting struggle against Polandom. 79 

The Einsatzgruppen gained even more importance during 
the German preparation for the Eastern Campaign. Hitler was 
very keen about the security measures in the new Eastern terri
tories which he planned to conquer. He wanted to take pre
cautions against the recurrence of Communism. Therefore, he 
ordered the creation of some special security units which 
would be used to eradicate the Communist influence. For this 
purpose some new Einsatzgruppen were organized on a much 
larger scale. Their training started as early as the spring of 
1941 in the Frontier Police School barracks at Pretzsch, Sax
ony. There they were indoctrinated in their future tasks by 
such high-ranking SS men as Brigadier General Streckenbach, 
who was a Chief of Personnel of RSHA, 80 and Heydrich him
self, who was the chief of RSHA.~1 

With the opening of an assault against the Soviet Union, 
the Einsatzgruppen were sent to follow closely behind the 
advancing German troops and to take not only security meas
ures in the newly conquered territory but to prepare it for 
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the German Lebensraum. Thus besides the hunting of the rem
nants of the Red bureaucracy which failed to escape, or fight
ing the Communist partisans and diversionists, the Einsatz
gruppen extended their machinery of destruction to the people 
who were in German custody or to those whose political back
ground was of no importance. In the first case they dealt with 
the Soviet prisoners, from which they separated the political 
commissars, Jews, politically unreliable elements, as well as 
the members of the Soviet intelligentsia, especially such pro
fessions as artists, journalists, editors, and writers.82 People of 
this kind were either executed on the spot or moved to the 
concentration camps for extermination by overwork. 83 On the 
other hand, the Einsatzgrup1'Jen started the mass executions of 
the Jewish populations on former Soviet territory on a purely 
racial basis. 84 When any selections were made during this pro
cess of annihilation, it occurred on the basis of their utility and 
skills needed by Germans rather than on their political con
victions or their political past. 85 Even this limited selection did 
not mean a compromise with the Nazi plan of "Final Solution 
of the Jewish Problem." It merely meant that individuals so 
selected would have the prilvilege to die last. 86 

(
- ---- As the German occupation of the Eastern areas continued 
and the Lebensraum policy took still more definite shape, the 

\ 

scope of the victims on the llist of the Einsatzgruppen widened 
considerably. A report of the SD from Kiev, dated October 12, 
1941, indicates the categories which were subject to execution 

! by the Special Task Forces: 

L---- ----· 
Former political officiaJls, those involved in pillage or 

sabotage, active Communists and the bearers of political 
ideas, Jews who got out from PW Camps by fraudulent 
means, agents and informers of NKVD, persons who par
ticipated in deportations of the ethnic Germans, unde-
sirable elements, asocial e:lements, partisans, political com
missars, bearers and prornoters of plagues and diseases, 
members of the Russian bands, fighters for freedom, those 
who supplied Russian bands with food, rebels and agi
tators, destitute young people, and the Jews in general. 87 
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In practice it meant not only "the elimination of Commu
nists and their twin brothers the Jews" as explained during 
the Einsatzgroppen indoctrination,. but all the elements which 
were useless or dan~rous in the program of building German 
eastern Lebensraum.\Jhe Ukrainian nationalists, although show-T 
ing strong anti-Communist and anti-Russian tendencies were 
nevertheless dangerous to the Genman idea of Lebensraum be- * 
cause they claimed the right of the Ukraine to be independent 
at the time when the Germans wanted to make it the center of 
German colonization. Therefore, they were shot too3 The .1_ 
members of the intelligentsia wer•e apprehended and executed 
under different pretexts as potential leaders;89 patients with 
contagious diseases were executed because they could endanger 
German administration or German troops and because it did 
not pay to treat medically the native population, which had 
to be reduced anyway. All patients suffering from syphilis were 
killed by SD Special Task Squads in one of the hospitals in 
Mariupol (Ukraine). 90 There are instances where local munici
palities applied for German med.ilcal help to combat diseases 
and received SD execution squads.91 There were some other 
people who were killed because of their socially destitute back
ground or because they appeared to Germans to be so racially 
inferior as to be useless for the Nazi "build-up" in the East. 92 

Another pretext for mass killilflg in the occupied territories 
of the Soviet Union was that they were retaliatory actions 
against the population for the acts committed by the partisans. 
Such incidents resemble the German actions in Poland although 
the scale on which this poJ,icy was applied further East was 
much wider and less restricted. It gained in impetus because of 
Hitler's attitude, as expressed during the policymaking con
ference which took place on July 16, 1941. During this confer
ence-which included such Nazi dignitaries as Goring, Keitel, 
Rosenberg, Lammers-Bitler brought out the point that the 
Soviet partisan warfare behind the German lines should be 
regarded as a chance to eliminate all anti-German elements 
there.93 

The policy of mass retaliation was strengthened further 
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by the fact that the German Army also was ordered to apply 
the collective responsibility principle in a liberal fashiGn. This 
is apparent in the following order of Wilhelm Keitel to the 
German Anny in the East: 

T Qn view of the political and economic conditions which 
created a tense situation in the occupied areas, we must 
expect a reaction from the nationalistic and other circles 
there. They are likely to utilize the current circumstances 
to prepare some difficulties for the German Occupation 
Authorities, taking advantage of the ~esent Communist 
sll'hversive activities to cover their wor~ 
LAny action against the German Occupation Authorities 

; must be traced. by us to a Communist source, regardless 
...l.. of circumstance~ 

or the killing of a single German soldier we should 
liate by the execution of 50-100 persons. 

The punishment should be explained as an ac1tion against 
the Communists. 94 

The extent to which such mass retaliations were applied to 
the civilian population in the East is best reflected in a report 
of the leader of the SS force charged with fighting partisans. 
The report refers to the antipartisan actions which took place 
in the Ukraine, South Russia and the Province of Bialystock, 
and it covers a three-month period, from Septem.ber 1 to De
cember 1, 1942:95 

Partisans: 
' ' 
, ' 

Suspects: 
, ' 

Jews executed: 
Investigated: 
Burned down: 

dead: 1,337 
taken alive: 737 
taken alive and executed after interrogation: 

7,828 
arrested: 16,553 
executed: 14,257 
363,211 
1,716 villages 
159 villages and 1,978 single farms. 

Countless similar reports on actions against '"partisans" in
dicate in almost all instances that the losses oJf the civilian 
population far exceeded the losses of the partisaJ!lS. There are 
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never any plausible explanations of why these executions had 
to take place and no attempt to justify such actions. Appar
ently, they all were accepted by their superiors without com
ment or objection. Occasionally, isolated reports from the Ger
mans themselves questioned the wisdom of this senseless and 
indiscriminate annihilation and destruction in the Eastern terri
tories. 

Moral objections to these actions were not made. The 
actions were challenged in terms of propaganda setbacks, po
litical repercussions, or economic losses. 96 

The German pattern of retaliatory mass executions became 
so constant and so rigid that the Soviet partisans used it as an 
unfailing tool for their own purposes. If they wanted to punish 
an uncooperative village they would kill one or two German 
soldiers and post them on a road nearby a given village. A 
wholesale massacre would follow ahnost inevitably. The Red 
partisans could enjoy revenge at little expense and they could 
count on new volunteers joining their ranks from the survivors 
and refugees.97 

The Annihilation of I ews 

The activity of the special Task Forces of the German SD 
in the occupied territories of the Soviet Union was also the 
signal for a large-scale systematic execution of the Jews. The 
first major massacre of Jews took place in Kiev, September 
29-30, 1941, where 33,771 of them were summoned for "evacua
tion" (ostensibly as an aftermath of the fires and explosions 
set in the preceding days by the Soviet partisans) and then 
shot in a forest near Kiev. 98 

Similar executions occurred in other cities of the Ukraine 
and in the other occupied parts of the Soviet Union such as 
the Baltic area and Belorussia. 99 By the end of 1941 it was 
estimated by German sources that the number of Jews executed 
in the Reichskommissariat of the Ukraine totalled around 
200,000.100 

The evolution of the Jewish problem in the Eastern areas 
following the outbreak of war went through several stages. In 
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the first stage the Jews lost all immovable property.101 In the 
second stage, they were concentrated in larger towns and put 
into secluded ghettos.102 In the third stage, all Jews of working 
age were subject to forced labor.103 Then came the fourth 
stage, which pressed them into the Nazi system of mass exter
mination from which neither their economic value as cheap 
labor,I04 nor their skills, 106 nor their wealth,I06 nor their sub
mission,107 nor desperate resistance,108 could save them. 

When the first executions started in the occupied territories 
of the Soviet Union there were some efforts made by the Nazi 
authorities to attribute them to some particular causes. The 
execution of Jews was explained as a purge of Communist or 
pro-Communist elements.1 09 The Jewish population was chosen 
as the first scapegoat for the partisan actions, sabotage acts, 
Anti-Nazi propaganda, etc.110 They were often executed as the 
·'bearers of contagious diseases and plagues."111 Finally all ex
planations were given up and the .. removal" of Jews in general 
was admitted even though these actions, until the very end, 
officially carried (even for internal use) the innocent tenn, 
.. resettlement of Jews further east."112 

The chain reaction of mass executions, which started in 
the territories conquered from the Soviet Union, spread grad
ually toward the West. The next wave of Jewish victims came 
from the territories under direct German control in Western and 
Central Europe and Poland. 113 The last group of victims came 
from the Nazi satellites of Slovakia and Hungary, from which 
the latter was forced to yield as many as 400,000 for the death 
mills of Auschwitz.114 

The further east the Jewish communities were located the 
shorter was their path to the place of annihilation. Within the 
Soviet Union where the Jewish communities were hardly organ
ized effectively within a ghetto, the Jewish population was 
usually summoned by the SS men and executed near the town 
where they were concentrated. In Poland where the ghettos 
and Jewish seH-government had existed for several years, the 
Germans took precautions not to annoy the Jews by the execu
tions in the vicinity of the towns but disposed of them in secret 
and distant extermination camps. In this way the Germans 

-.- ~:-·: 
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could secure initially the cooperation of the Jewish Councils 
which readily supplied the requested quotas 1 us ••for resettle
ment and work in the East" from the overpopulated, starved, 
and disease-ridden ghettos. 116 

The Nazis went to greater pains to preserve the appearance 
of "enlistment for work" in other countries under their occu
pation and especially in their satellites. In some cases there 
were regular contracts offered to the semi-independent gov
ernments which provided for the delivery of Jews for the 
"work in the German East" and these even included a clause 
for eventual return if the governments concerned wanted them 
back.117 The "enlisted" Jews were then transported eastward, 
sometimes as far as Riga and Minsk, 118 but usually to the 
closer extermination camps in Poland. Sometimes to show off 
Germany as a "cultured nation," the Nazis transported the 
Western Jews in luxurious pullman trains119 and supplied them 
with fancy camping equipment (like tents and field-kitchens) 
which, of course, were taken away at the place of destination.120 

The "Final Solution of the Jewish Problem" by mass execu
tions was only partially related to the problem of German East
ern Lebensraum. It is clear that the Germans regarded the 
considerable Jewish minority in the East burdensome just as 
they regarded the Slavs. German documents reveal specific in
structions according to which the Jews should be removed not 
only from the German community but also from German Leb
ensraum.121 But the Jewish problem was considered by Ger
mans in much broader scope than was the problem of the 
Slavs. The drastic Nazi measures against the Slavs applied only 
to those nationalities which inhabited territories destined to be 
German settlement areas and which could not or would not 
be assimilated. The Slavs, outside of the German Lebensraum 
area, were not only left in peace but in many cases they were 
turned into German allies (Slovaks, Bulgarians, Croatians ) . On 
the other hand the Nazi annihilatory action against the Jews 
was not restricted to the Jews inhabiting the German Leben
sraum. They applied the same policy to all Jews they could 
manage to get into their hands. The Nazi slogan of the "World 
Jewry" and their all-embracing "World Conspiracy'' was trans-
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formed into a combat action which extended as far as German 
influence reached. 

While the eastern "sub-human'' Slavs were viewed by the 
Nazis as a primitive and passive mass with only an artificially 
created or non-Slavic upper class, Jews of all classes were re
garded as destructive elements-the active bearers of all moral 
and physical evils. 

Therefore, even the initial Jewish emigration from Ger
many and Austria was regarded only as a partial success. Al
fred Rosenberg expressed the idea of Jewish deportation very 
early and quite clearly. In a radio broadcast in the summer of 
1939 he commented as follows: 

It is necessary to gather all the Jews of the entire globe 
and its continents, old and young, those who believe in the 
cruel Jehovah and those who indulge in godlessness; those 
who squat on sacks of gold, as well as those who fill our 
cities with beggars and chiselers; the international revo
lutionaries and disturbers of world order; the high intel
lectuals and the petty pants-makers. All of them, with 
their Rothschilds and Mandels [Minister of France], the 
Zadics [pious Hassidic leaders] and rabbis of Belz, the Al
bert Einsteins with Hore-Belishas [British Ministers] and 
the Kaganoviches [Soviet Commissars] all of them together 
should be gathered and settled somewhere on a wild island 
with a deadly climate, such as Madagascar or Guiana. Iso
lated like lepers from the outside world, let them moisten 
the pits with their sweat and blood, and the more cruel 
the climate, the more inhuman the work, the better it will 
be for the Christian world, for Christian civilization as we 
have known it; the obnoxious Jewish race will find itself 
isolated in a reservation from where there is no return, 
from where there is but one exit-death.122 

This passage is significant insofar as it suggests that what
ever means for settlement of the Jewish problem would be 
applied, only their death will bring its ultimate solution. In the 
light of this idea we may assume that the concrete German 
plans for transfer of the European Jews to Madagascar and 
keeping them under German administration123 was only an-
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other alternative for settlement of the Jewish proble1m by liq
uidation. 

It may be argued, of course, that in view of wrur pressure 
and the German feeling of insecurity in extensive ar'eas under 
their occupation, the Nazis had to take drastic action against 
their imaginary internal enemies-the Jews. It may he argued 
that they really did not intend to kill them, that it happened 
because it became the only practical solution of the problem, 
since transporting them overseas was impossible either for fi
nancial or technical reasons. 124 These arguments are not: valid be
cause there is evidence that the Germans actually prevented Jew
ish emigration where neither their own finances, their v;ar effort, 
nor security were involved. Thus in July 1941, the Nazis pro
hibited the emigration of the Jews from Southern lFrance to 
Spain, although Spain was a neutral country with strong pro
German leanings. 125 At the beginning of 1943, the Nazi author
ities prevented the Rumanian government from allowing the 
emigration of 70,000 Jewish children up to eight yeaLrs of age 
to Palestine. The Nazis refused this project in spite of the fact 
that it was supposed to be handled at the expense of the 
J 1ternational Red Cross and Sweden, who were ready to em
ploy their own ships for transportation.126 Because olf the ten
der age of these Jewish children there could be no argument 
about the strengthening of the enemy's war potential, nor was 
it possible to claim that they would be able to incrin1inate the 
Germans or betray their military secrets. Why, then, did the 
Nazis prefer to kill them rather than to get rid of them? We 
shall be short of a reasonable explanation if we underestimate 
the ideological factor. When a totalitarian ideology evolves to 
a stage where a part of its scheduled "permanent solution" 
can be technically realized, then all half-measures,, compro
mises, humane considerations, economic values, go overboard. 
How is it possible to build something '1asting" -a structure 
of a permanent New Order-if you compromise in any way 
with the old problems of absolute evil, disease, rottermess, and 
sub-humanity? By not uprooting it completely at once you 
would leave the seeds for undermining your own struc1ture. Why 
should one worry about the human values, the rights of the 
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individual, or even the welfare of contemporary society, if the 
structure being planned is for the "coming generations" and 
will serve as an ultimate panacea for all time? This is the \vay 
in which the Nazi executioners looked at their drastic and 
inconvenient measures. It is also the philosophical basis on 
which the SS General Otto Ohlendorf, Commander of Einsatz
gruppe D, lawyer in civilian life and agent of 91,678 deaths 
during the war, explained the killing of children before the 
court. He stated: 

I believe that it is very simple to explain if one starts 
from the fact that this order of Hitler did not try to achieve 
security temporarily but also permanent security, because 
the children would grow up, and surely being the children 
of parents who had been killed, they would constitute a 
danger no smaller than of the parents.127 

This all-embracing program envisaged by the Nazi Ne\v 
Order was closing its ring in one stage of its plans-"the per
manent solution of the Jewish problem in Europe." In doing so 
it set in operation a mammoth machine of mass executions. 
This machinery, and its processes, is worthy of attention not 
only because it reveals the tremendous new weapons of a 
behemoth state, but it shows the potentialities of power of a 
totalitarian dictatoi) In our modern scientifically-minded world, 
a perpetrator of an ideology may "solve'' the "social problems" 
with amazing efficiency and rapidity, and he does so as soon 
as he attains unlimited power at home and an independent 
international position. In the summer of 1941 Hitler was in 
the ideal position where he could undertake the "final solu
tion of the Jewish problem" without fearing domestic opposi
tion and without concern regarding international repercussions. 
As the moves for peace with Great Britain failed long ago, 
there was no need to appease that country. The United States 
was so strongly committed to the cause of the Allies that Hitler 
regarded it as practically at war against him. Italy and Japan 
would not object to his action. Vichy France was subdued and 
the Soviet Union was in the mortal grip of the German Army. 
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Mass extermination of Jews could begin without external com
plications. 

The first executions by specially trained and indoctrinated 
Einsatzgruppen were carried out within the occupied Soviet 
Union. The victims, stripped of their valuables and clothes, 
were lined up kneeling on the brink of a broad ditchlike grave 
and shot from behind.128 

The descriptions of the executions are in agreement that 
they were smooth and precise procedures.129 There was no 
resistance in most cases and no pleading for mercy. There was 
a strange passive mood on the part of the victims and hardly 
any passionate brutality on the part of the killers. The execu
tions were conducted either by individual SS men or by firing 
squads to ''avoid feeling personal responsibility."180 The mercy 
killing, however, and the executions of infants always required 
an individual executioner. The latter were killed by crushing 
their skulls with rifle-butts before being thrown into the mass
pits. Later, to "humanize', the executions, Himmler ordered 
gas vans from Germany for ~illing women and children by 
carbon monoxide during transportation.181 It is not d ear 
whether this measure was taken because of humane consid
erations for the victims or in order to prevent nervous break
downs among killers. That such stress existed is apparent from 
a Himmler speech where he directly refers to and praises the 
work of the executioners as glorious deeds of anonymous heroes. 
There were some reports of nervous breakdowns among the 
heroes so employed, cases of insanity and even suicide.132 In 
one respect the killers resembled the!J' victims-there were no 
cases of disobedience or rebellion. 

In Poland and in other countries where the Germans tried 
to solve the Jewish problem in the same way, the summoning 
of Jews for extermination took place six months or even years 
after the first executions in the East began.1ss 

During the next stage of mass extermination the technique 
of killing and the tactics of the whole procedure were greatly 
advanced. The Jews were not executed by shootings near their 
towns but were removed to camouflaged extermination camps. 
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~1ost of the extermination camps were located in Poland but 
there were some in other places.134 In Poland, five were built 
as separate and independent camps ( Chelmno, Belzek, Wilc
zek, Sobibor, and Treblinka) and three existed :as subsidiaries 
of the gigantic Auschwitz Concentration Crump-Brzeninka 
( Birkenau), Majdanek, and Stuttow ( Stutthof) .135 

The camps differed in size and in technical devices for 
killing. Treblinka Camp had two gas chambers which were 
arranged in the form of a "Red Cross Lazareti~" where the 
arriving Jews were supposed to undress and wait for the "phys
ical examination." Under the floors of these "waiting rooms" 
there were gas pipes which were connected with the engines' 
producing carbon monoxide gas located in the adjoining rooms. 
After the engines started to work the gas valves were opened 
and the Jews, peacefully awaiting "medical treatment," were 
liquidated. In this way it is estimated that nearly 731,000 per
sons were killed in Treblinka Camp.136 

The Extermination Camp Chelmno specialized in killing 
Jews, Soviet prisoners of war, and Poles. It Ulsed gas vans 
where the prisoners were killed by monoxide dULring the ride. 
The execution took only four or five minutes_. The estimated 
number of executions in Chelmno Camp reached 340,000.137 

In Belzec Camp the Jews were herded tightly into a freight 
train the floors of which were covered by quicklime. The 
passengers of such "death trains" burned to death, the _lime · 
conveniently providing a disinfect~ · 

Far more important as an execution center was Auschwitz 
Camp, together with its auxiliary ccdeath camps." Nearly two 
and a half million people were executed there by gassing. 139 

Here, an ideal of Nazi efficiency and impersonality of killings 
seems to have been achieved. Rudolf Hoess, the former Com
mandant of the Camp, said during the trial that in his camp 
he built modem, spacious gas chambers which could hold as 
many as 2,000 people. The duty of the Nazi guards was limited 
to supervision only. The Jews were driven in mtostly by their 
own compatriots enlisted in c'special squads." The SS guards 
would only watch naked crowds of Jews being pushed into 
chambers resembling shower rooms and observe the heavy 
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door slam behind them. Then one SS man would lift a little 
window in the wall, throw in a can of poison gas140 and close 
the window carefully again.141 It took only three to fifteen 
minutes to kill thousands of people. 

Mter a Nazi "superman" had completed his simple and 
highly impersonal "mission," the processing of the deceased 
would be left to the Jewish "special squads." There was still 
a lot to be done. Scientific and methodical "saving devices" 
required further labor. The Jews, who were "harmful" when 
alive, had some value when dead. Their clothes were carefully 
sorted and packed; their gold teeth were extracted; women's 
hair was cut for industrial purposes, 142 and it is said that the 
ashes of the cremated bodies were used by Germans as fer
tilizer. 

Mter the chambers were cleared and the dead bodies 
were brought to crematories, a new batch of victims was 
brought in. Auschwitz had a capacity for cremating 10,000 
corpses per day.14a 

The Nazi "settlement of the Jewish problem" reduced the 
number of Jews in Europe to one-fourth their number in 
1939.144 In all its significance and horrifying qualities the 
extermination of Jews was only one fragment within the exten
siye "New Order" program, not ' a goal in itseH. It "had" to 
be .. settled" as a precautionary measure for the sake of the 
"New Order," which the Jews endangered by the quality of 
thei.t race. Here is the striking parallel with the "Slav Problem" 
within the Lebensraum. Because Slavs interfered with the "New 
Order" and represented a challenge to it by virtue of their 
very existence and their reproduction, they were an obstacle 
to the "New Order" and must therefore disappear; if not all of 
them then at least most of them. It was impossible to settle the 
Slavic problem in the East during the war in a maner as effec
ive as that applied in the Jewish case. The number and eco
nomic importance of the Slavs were too great to be disposed 
of in the circumstances of a prolonged war. But partial meas
ures for their reduction were well under way. Many measures 
were strikingly similar to those applied to the Jews at an earlier 
stage. Starvation in the ghettos and in the large Ukrainian cities 
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was almost identical. The transportation of Slavic "undesir
ables" to the concentration camps for elimination by work 
resembled the shipping of the first quota of Dutch Jews for 
liquidation at Camp Mauthausen. The expression "deporta
tion to the East" which was used for the solution of the Jewish 
problem was kept in store for the Lebensraum Slavs in Nazi 
blueprints destined for use after the war.145 It is difficult to 
estimate what the postwar period might have brought, but the 
policy was implemented far enough to lead one to expect 
the worst. 



CHAPTER SIX 

Conclusion 

A living man can be enslaved and reduced to t1b.e his
toric condition of an object. But if he dies in refusing to 
be ·enslaved he reaffirms the existence of another kind of 
human nature which refuses to be classified as an object. 
(Albert Camus, The Rebel, p. 208.) 

In summarizing the Nazi Lebensraum concept in its ide
ology, organization, and action we come to the folowing con
clusion: 

1. The whole concept of Lebensraum as laid down in 
Nazi ideology included in it the assumption that ·war was 
inevitable. Because the Nazi program was based on a large
scale territorial expansion, involving countries which Germany 
could claim neither on the ground of irredenta nor on the basis 
of her historical rights, no possibility of a peaceful adjustment 
would be possible in the long run. The only question, after the 
Nazis seized power was how seriously they embraced the con
cept of Lebensraum and whether they would develop :sufficient 
power to enforce it. The building of particular organizations 
specializing in the acquisition and preparation of living space 
indicated from the beginning of Nazi rule that they were serious 
about their ideological . design; but this fact was overlooked by 
the states concerned. The occupation of Czechoslovakia 
brought foreign states to the realization that Hitler's territorial 
claims meant something more than mere adjustments of boun
daries or the correction of the injustices of the Treaty of Ver
sailles. But by then it was already too late, and there was no 
po~er able to stop his expansion. 

2. The Nazi Lebensraum policy reveals clearly a pattern 
of a new totalitarian imperialism, which the leading Nazi 
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ideologist AHred Rosenberg preferred to call Volkischer Im
perialismus ( folk-imperialispt). As Rosenberg defined it, it aimed 
neither at economic exploitation of certain pooples nor at the 
establislunent of some strategic bases in the territories destined 
for German expansion, but at a complete settlement of the 
eannarked areas with peoples of the Gennanic race. In Rosen
berg's interpretation it was the union of people and soil which 
was essential in the Nazi brand of imperialism, not the. domi
nation of the foreign peoples. The latter must ultimately dis
appear from the German settlement area to make room for 
the colonists. What Rosenberg and Hitler do not specify, but 
what may be added on the basis of the Nazi blueprints, is the 
fact that the Eastern Leberu~aum was not to be an area of 
spontaneous Germanic colonization but a place where an ideal 
Nazi society was to be planned and created, where only the 
racially best could live. There, by an artificially created ·semi
rural way of life and extensive Nazi indocbination, a certain 
homogeneous type of people ~ould be created. They would 
be the healthiest, biologically the most vigorous and reproduc
tive, and politically the most reliable people; and they would 
form a nucleus of the New German Empire. 

3. The Nazi totalitarian imperialism reveals a new con
cept of relations toward other peoples. This concept is ex
pressed in terms of organic allies and organic enemies of the 
German people. Whether a people is an organic ally or an 
organic enemy depends on its geopolitical position and its his
torical relationship to the German U rproblem (original prob
lem) . In Nazi terminology ithe German Urproblem consisted 
of two elements: ).1+ te get ·rid of the Jews whom the Nazis 
credited with parasitic and dlisintegrating influences in Europe 
for a period of several centmries; ( 2) to recover the Germanic 
Eastern Lebensraum which was lost to them with the destruc
tion of the Gothic Empire. The Czechs, Jews, Poles, Russians, 
and finally the Ukrainians were organic enemies of the Third 
Reich regardless of whether or not they harbored any . hostile 
intention against it. The Gennans could not make friends with 
these people because from the standpoint . of the German Ur
problem, conflict with them was inevitable. On the other hand, 
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Great Britain was an organic ally of Germany in spite of her 
declaration of war. From the standpoint of the German Ur

. problem there was no basis for conflict with Great Britain. 
This concept is the key to understanding the Nazi policy 

of annihilation and enslavement in Eastern Europe. While an
nihilation and the Nazi pattern of enslavement makes no sense 
from the military, economic, or ]juristic point of view, from 
the ·theories of pseudoscientific Nazi ideology, it makes per-
_fect sense. If a political and social order is built on a premise 
that a space in terms of soil is a must and that a chosen soil 
may be settled only by a racially pure population; if tens of 
millions of the subhuman residents must therefore be removed; 
and if one regards them not only as organic enemies but also 
as beastlike creatures, then ultimate action taken against the 
cannot be very different from that which the Nazis pursued. 
It is not possible to dump fifty mlillion Slavs behind the Urals 
and let them increase at their own fast rate, because they might 
strike at the Germans at some late:r time. One must either put 
them under absolute control or reduce them beyond the point 
of danger-the latter way is much the safer way. 

The application of these deterministic, pseudoscientific 
rules by the totalitarian states of the twentieth century brought 
about mass killing by the organs of the state to an extent com
pletely unknown in history. History records many massacres. 
People have been killed in the rush of a battle or during pillage 
following battle-such is a part of war. People have been killed 
for their nonconformity, for acts committed by them, and for 
thoughts they have held; they were killed in the Roman Circus 
to please the crowds. In all of these cases murder still had a 
shade of human emotion in it. Totalitarian killing was differ
ent. It was a matter of absolute indifference to a Nazi execu
tioner if. a Jew committed a hostile act or not, or if a Slav 
showed a willingness to become a Nazi; or if either professed 
some different creed. Certain peojple were destined to die by 
a "scientific" law or a historic neeessity. They could be killed 
without emotion in the same way as cattle are killed in the 
stocky~ds or as the trees are cut in the forest. In the same way 
the Communists could destroy hostile classes in the Soviet 
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Union regardless of whether they possessed the means to 
threaten the state or whether they conspired against the state. 
They were destroy~ because they, too, were organic enemies. 
·The Soviets never tried to convert to Communism such class 
enemies as capitalists, kulaks, clergy, and other hostile ele
ments. According to the Communist doctrine such .conversion 
is impossible. The killing of a capitalist, a kulak, a clergyman, 
had no personal touch because the man is not killed as an indi
vidual but as a member of a class. He is killed not for some 
act but in fulfillment of a natural law. 

Despite the tendency of modern totalitarianism to degrade 
the individual to a cog within a class or ethnic group and to 
deprive him of his human attributes, no model society has so 
far resulted from it. 

As long as the other-directed type of men foreshadowed 
by Riesman1 remains a myth, as long as men preserve even 
a deeply concealed notion of their own value and belief in 
human dignity, totalitarian schemes will fail in their ultimate 
aim to create stable antlike or beelike societies, into which all 
Utopias seem finally to degenerate. 

II 
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Appendo: I 

Das Politische Reich. An article in a secret Nazi Party Manual 
explaining the new meaning of the Nazi Empire. 

Deutschland 
ordnet Europa neu 

Dieser Krieg jist ein 
weltanschaulischer Krieg 

Sinn und w ·esen 
nationalsozialis;tischer 

F eiergestaltung 

Schulungsgrundlagen fiir die Reichsthemen der NSDAP. 
fiir das Jahr 1941/42 

Nur fiir den Diens:tgebrauch 

Herausgeber: 
Der Beau.ftragte des FUhrers fiir die 'Obe11wacbung der gesamten geistigen 

und weltanscbaulichen Scbulung unci Erziebung der NSDAP. 
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DAS POLITISCHE REICH 

Von Dienstleiter Professor Baumler 

Die deutsche Geschichte ist die Geschichte der deutschen 
Volkwerdung. Die deutsche Geschichte ist die Geschichte des 
Reichs. 

Das bedeutet: die deutsche Geschichte ist nicht die Ge
schichte des deutschen Staates. Der fiir Auslander und selbst 
fiir manche unserer Volksgenossen so schwer verstiindliche Ver
lauf dieser Geschichte beginnt nicht mit einer Staatengriindung, 
sondern mit der Begriindung eines germanischen Reichs aus
serhalb des Imperium Romanum. Das Reich der sachsischen, 
fdinkischen und staufischen Konige ist trotz der romischen 
Kaiserkrone nicht ein Staat nach romischem Muster, sondern 
eine Schopfung nordischer Stammesftihrer auf der Grundlage 
der germanischen Gefolgschaftsordnung. An staatlichen Pri
zipien gemessen, ist dieses Reich hochst Wlvollkommen: es 
hat weder feste Grenzen noch 'einen tragenden Beamtenstand, 
weder eine Hauptstadt noch eine juristisch klar faBbare Einheit. 
Das Reich ist ein lebendiges Gebilde, das aus seiner einheit
lichen rassischen Substanz und aus der Einheit seiner Fiihrung 
lebt. Es ist nicht zwischen Grenzen gepre.Bt wie zwischen 
Mauern, sondern es atmet wie ein Organismus; seine Grenzen 
reichen so weit wie der jeweilige Fiihrerwille reicht, der seine 
Kraft aus der geschichtlichen Aufgabe schopft, die dem Reiche 
des Nordens aus der gennanischen Substanz heraus und aus 
ihrem Verhaltnis zu der Kultur der Mittelmeerwelt gestellt ist. 
Das Erbe der romischen Weltherrschaft konnte nicht einfach 
liegenbleiben. Wenn es ein Imperium des Nordens geben sollte, 
dann mu.Bte dieses Imperium sich mit der Hinterlassenschaft 
der antiken Kultur auseinandersetzen. Es stand nicht im Belieben 
der deutschen Konige und Kaiser, diese Auseinandersetzung 
aufzunelunen oder nicht. Sie war vom Schicksal dem neuen 
Reiche auferlegt, und gerade die entschlossene Dbernahme 
dieses Schicksals bewies die politische und geistige Spannweite, 
die seit Otto dem Gro6en das Gesetz der neuen kiihnen Griin
dung ist. 

Die tragische Geschichte des Ersten Reiches geht aus der 
Gro.Be dieser Zielsetzung mit Notwendigkeit hervor. Ein wer-
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dendes Volk, das unter dem Drucke einer ungeheueren Aufgabe 
steht, vertraut sich ganz der Fiihru1ng einzelner heldenhafter 
Manner an. Die Fii~rung allein ist e:ntscheidend: das Schicksal 
des Reichs ist abhangig von dem Ma1me, der durch Geburt und 
Erbfolge an seine Spitze gestellt wird. Mit einem kindhaften 
V ertrauen, fiir das die Weltgeschichte kein zweites Beispiel 
bietet, iiberliefert unser Volk sein Schicksal den ZuHillen der 

. Geburt und der Erbfolge. Alles ist :auf die Personlichkeit des 
jeweiligen Fuhrers abgestellt: ist er groB und hat er eine lange 
Lebensdauer, so wachst das Reich. Greift er fehl oder stirbt er 
friih dahin, so gerat das Reich in GeJfahr. 

Der groBe Lehnneister, den wir haben, die deutsche Ges
chichte, zeigt uns, was der Staat fur uns ist: Tatsache und Erbe, 
Schichksal und Aufgabe, aber viemals letztes Ziel und hochster 
Wert. Der Deutsche kann wahrhaft nur aus dem Reiche leben, 
und das heiBt: aus seinem Volke, wenn es unter groBer Fiih
rung steht. Zweimal hat uns die Geschichte der letzten Jahr
hunderte gezeigt, wie gefahrlich es fiir uns wird, wenn wir uns 
bloB dem Staate anvertrauen. Als Friedrich der GroBe starb, 
erlosch in dem kiinstlichen Gebilde, das er hinterlieB, das Leben, 
denn es war noch kein Volk da, das seinen Willen bewahren 
konnte. U nd als der groBe Kanzler starb, da war es moglich, 
daB die Parteien das Erbe des Titanen iibernahmen, weil das 
Volk noch immer nicht erwacht war. SchlieBlich konnten sich 
J uden und Marxisten des Staatsapparates bemachtigen und das 
Volk an den Rand des Verderbens fiihren. Das war moglich 
geworden, weil dieses Volk nur als politischer Organismus groB 
und lebendig zu existieren vermag. Unser Volk gehorcht, wenn 
es sein muB, und tut aufs piinktlichste seine Pflicht. Schop
ferisch und wahrhaft gestaltend a her wird es nur, wenn es ganz 
aus sich heraus, angerufen in der Tiefe seiner Kraft und seines 
Vertrauens, aus der Fiille des Reiches: handeln kann. 

Es ist wunderbar zu sehen, wie 1mitten im Zusammenbruch 
des friderizianischen Staates das deutsche Volksgefiihl seiner 
selbst zum ersten Male bewuBt wird, das Wort vom Reiche 
aufnimmt und ihm einen neuen tielfen Sinn verleiht. Warum 
verewigte sich das Tatenleben Friedrichs des Einzigen nicht?
so fragt Jahn in seinem ,Deutschen Volkstum", diesem erstaun
lichen Werke, das zu U nrecht tiber Fichtes Reden an die 
Deutsche Nation vergessen wurde. Friedrichs Fehler liegt nach 
J ahn darin, daB er die Hehrheit eines Volkstums nicht ahnte. 
,Trefflich verstand er einen Staat zu bauen, aber stiftete kein 
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Volk in ihm . . . Nichts ist ein Staat ohne Volk, ein seelenloses 
Kunstwerk; nichts ist ein Volk ohne Staat, ein leibloser, luftiger 
Schemen, wie die weltfliichtigen Zigeuner und Juden. Staat und 
Volk in eins geben erst ein Reich, und dessen Erhaltungsgewalt 
bleibt das Volkstum." 

Was Jahn bier ausspricht, ist das vorweggenommene Er
gebnis der deutschen Geschichte: die Ausbildung des deutschen 
Volkstums konnte nicht ohne die Hilfe der Staatenbildung ge
schehen. Das deutsche Volkstum setzt den Staat voraus. D u r c h 
Staatenbildung zur Volkwerdung-das ist der 
Gang unserer Geschichte. Der Staat dar£ aber nicht verab
schiedet werden, wenn das Volk als Einheit erschienen ist. Er 
kann nicht nach Hause geschickt werden wie ein Knecht am 
Abend. Ein Iebendiges, machtvolles Volkstum vermag ohne Staat 
nicht zu bestehen. Darum sagt Jahn: ,Voikstum ist der wahre 
Volkennesser der GroBe, die richtige Volkerwaage des Wertes. 
Es setzt den Staat voraus, aber nicht umgekehrt jeder Staat das 
Volkstum." 

J ahn hat als erster ausgesprochen, daB das Reich der durch 
die Kraft des Volkstums geschaffene und getragene Staat isl 
Aus dieser Definition spricht ebenso sehr echter geschichtlicher 
Sinn wie echter politischer lnstinkt. Denn hier wird nicht das 
,Reich" gegen den ,Staat" ausgespieit, sondem es werden Volk, 
Staat und Reich in ihrem richtigen Verhaitnis zueinander be
stimmt. Die Tiefe dieses Gedankens wird uns erst deutlich, wenn 
wir begreifen, daB aus der Geschichte unseres Volkes sich z w e i 
G e f a h r en e n t g e g eng e s e t z t e r Art fiir das deutsche 
politische Denken ergeben. Unser Denken kann beim Staate 
s t e hen b I e i ben in der nicht ganz abzuweisenden Erwa
gung, daB das, was wir mit soviei Anstrengung erworben haben, 
nicht wieder preisgegeben werden diirfe. Der Staat bieibt im
mer der Staat, und ein Staat ohne Reich ist besser als nichts. 
Es kann nicht ohne tiefere Folgen bleiben, daB die Wirklichkeit 
des deutschen Lebens solange der Staat ohne Reich gewesen ist. 
Darum denken heute noch viele unter uns etatistisch, ohne es 
manchmal seiher zu wissen. 

Auf der anderen Seite aber besteht die Gefahr, das Reich 
zu denken ohne den Staat. Weil wir erfahren haben, 
welche Verdorrung der Herzen, welche Enge der Planung und 
welche Lahmung des Willens das bloB staatliche Dasein her
vorruft, ist es moglich, daB auch solche bei uns Gehor finden, 
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die vom Reiche reden, urn den Staat zu schmahen. Die Melodie 
vom u n p o 1 i t i s c h e n R e i c h ist noch vor kurzem sehr 
verftihrerisch gesungen worden, und die schonsten Kirchento
narten und der feierlichste Hymnenstil muBten herhalten, urn 
den Deutschen von heute zu sagen, daJ3 nicht der Staat ihre 
Bestimmung sei, sondem das Reich.. , Das Reich ist die groBe 
und tragische Bestimmung der Deutschen. Denn es verbietet 
ihnen, sich auf einen Staat zu beschranken. . ." Eine derartige 
Entgegensetzung von Reich und Staat entspringt der Abnei
gung, die deutsche Geschichte als Einheit zu sehen. Die deutsche 
Staatwerdung durch Friedrich und Bismarck, die mit dem 
protestantischen Prinzip eng verbunden ist, wird hier als eine 
Folge der sogenannten Glaubensspa]tung angesehen. Man will 
es nicht wahrhaben, daB ein neues Reich der Deutschen nur 
bestehen kann auf der Grundlage einer vorbehaltlosen Be
jahung der staatlichen Entwicklung der Ietzten J ahrhunderte, 
daB das Reich nur dann nicht wieder zum bloBen Traum wer
den kann, wenn es immer zugleich einen ,handfesten Staat" im 
deutschen Raume gibt. 

In der Tendenz: Staat ohne Reich finden wir die 
Gefahr der politischen Verhartung und Verengung; in der Ten
denz: Reich o h n e Staat die der politischen Verweich
lichung und Auflosung. Zur ersteren halten die Positivisten, zu 
dieser die Schwanner ( und jene ,B.ealpolitiker", die sich der 
Schwarmer zu bedienen wissen). Durch die Staatspositivisten 
wird das Volk als lebendige GroBe :mit seiner Weltanschauung 
und seinen Lebensordnungen aus dem politischen Leben aus
geschaltet, die Phantasie wird erstickt, die Gestaltungsfreude 
getotet, das Dasein wird zu einem schwunglosen Dienst und 
der piinktliche Beamte wird zum Vorbild der politischen Erzie
hung. Durch den Schwarmer werden die staatlichen Notwen
digkeiten und der Alltag des Die:nstes der Verachtung des 
Gefiihls preisgegeben, wird das Gese:tz entwertet und der Anar
chie das Tor gooffnet. 

Der Staatspositivist halt das V aterland fur gerettet, wenn 
ein System wohldurchdachter Parag;raphen vorhanden ist und 
piinktlich befolgt wird, was er sich ohne eine weitgehende 
l\1itwirkung geeigneter Aufsichsorgame nicht vorzustellen ver
mag. Der Schwarmer wiederum, der im Staate nur den , armen 
Amtsdiener des Reiches" sehen mckhte, ist manchmal nahe 
daran, aus der bloBen Unpiinktlichkeit schon eine Religion zu 
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machen. Dort ertrin1ct das Leben in Pedanterie und Starre, bier 
lost sich jede Ordnung in Subjekthismus und Sentimentalitat 
auf. 

So stehen sich der verahsolutierte ,Staat" und das vom 
Staatlichen losgeloste ,Reich" \\<ie zwei menschliche Haltungen 
gegentiber, die \\ir im Leben des Alltags tiberall wiederfinden. 
Es hat daher eine unmittelbare padagogische Bedeutung, wenn 
wir vom p o l it is c h e n Rei c h e reden. \Vir bezeichnen 
damit nicht nur das Reich Adolf Hitlers als eine Wirklichkeit 
der deutschen Geschichte, sondem zugleich die Haltung des 
~1enschen, durch den dieses Reich gestaltet wird und die gleich 
weit entfemt ist von Schwarmgeisterei wie von bloBer abstrakter 
ffiichterfullung. Es ist die Haltung des ~fenchen der aus einer 
lebendigen ~fitte fuhlt, denkt und handelt. \Vir nennen diese 
Mitte, die mit Klarheit und Sicherheit empfunden, aber niemals 
bloB intellektuell verstanden werden kann. Volk, Gemeinschaft, 
Weltanschauung, Reich . Und wir priifen diejenigen, die, 
,Reich" sag en, daran, ob sie es in seinen positiven Beziehungen 
zu der Ntichternheit des Staates sehen oder nicht. E s i s t 
hochste Vorsicht geboten gegeniiber denen, 
die vom Reiche reden, ohne zuvor dem Staate 
g e g e b e n z u h a b e n , w a s i h m g e b ti h r t , und die 
vorgeben, aus der Haltung des Reiches zu handeln, ohne die 
Forderungen zu erfullen, die der Staat an sie stellt. Das Reich 
ist mehr als der Staat, aber es steht nicht im Gegensatz zum 
Staate, sondem ist die Erfiillung dessen, was der Staat seinem 
Sinne nach meint. Darum nennen wir es das p o 1 i t i s c he 
Reich. 

Grundlegende politische Begriffe sind immer zugleich grund
legende padagogische Begriffe. Die Padagogik der Vergan
genheit ist tiber die Entgegensetzung von Staatserzeihung und 
Personlichkeitsbildung nicht hinausgekommen. ,Politisch·· war 
fur sie soviel wie staatlich, dem Staate aber wurde der ,Geist", 
die ,Kultur" gegentibergestellt. W enn wir Reich sagen, so meinen 
wir nicht ein vom Politischen getrenntes geistiges Reich, sondern 
wir meinen jene Gemeinschaft, aus der die politische sowohl 
wie die geistige Einheit hervorgeht. Das Wort Reich weist auf 
ein Prinzip einheitlicher Gestaltung hin. Nicht urn ein Reich 
aus Traum und Sehnsucht handelt es sich, sondem urn eine 
Gestalt in geschichtlicher Wirklichkeit . 

.... ' • I 
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An article about "sub-humans" edited by SS Main Office and 
destined primarily for indoctrination of SS men. 

TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENT NO. N0-1805 
OFFICE OF CHIEF OF COUNSEL FOR WAR CRIMES 

.. As long as there are human beings on the earth, the struggle 
between humans and sub-humans will be a historical rule, and 
so will the fight, urged by the Jew against the nations as far 
as we can look back, be part of the natural schedule of life 
on our planet. We will have to submit calmly to the conviction 
that this fight for life and death is a natural law just as the 
war of the pest-bacillus against the healthy body." 

Reichs Fuhrer SS Heinrich Himmler 1935. 

Just as the night arises against the day, as light and shadow 
are eternal enemies, just so man himself is the greatest enemy 
of man who rules the earth. 

The sub-human, this apparently fully equal creation of 
nature, when seen from a biological view-point, with hands, 
feet and a sort of a brain, with eyes and a mouth, nevertheless 
is quite a different, a dreadful creature, is only an imitation 
of man with man-resembling features, but inferior to any ani
mal as regards intellect and soul. In its interior, this being is 
a cruel chaos of wild, unrestricted passions, with a nameless 
will to destruction, with a most primitive lust, and of un
masked depravity. 

Sub-human-and nothing else. 

For not everything is alike that has a human face. 
Woe to him who ever forgets this. 
Whatever this world possesses in great works, ideas, and art, 
it was planned, created and perfected by man; it was he who 
thought and invented, he had only one aim, namely to raise 
himself to the higher life, to give shape to the shapeless, to 
replace the inadequate with better things. Thus civilization 
grew. Thus through the tools, the house came into being. Thus 
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man became social; and family, nation, the state came into 
being. Thus man became good and great, and thus he rose far 
above all living things. 

Thus he became next to God. 

But the sub-human, too, was living. He hated the work of the 
other. He raged against it, in the darkness a thief, in the open 
as a slanderer, a murderer. He associated with his ilk. 

Beast called beast. 

The sub-human never kept peace, never gave rest. For he 
needed the twilight, the chaos. 
He shied the light of cultural progress. 
For his self-preservation he need the swamp, hell, but not the 
sun. 
And this underworld of sub-humans found its leader: the eter
nal Jew. 
It was he who understood them, who knew what they wanted, 
he fanned their basest lust and desires, he spread horror over 
mankind. It began in histo1rical times with the extermination 
of the Persians, with the feas:t of Purim, the first glorification of 
organized mass-murder. 73,000 Aryan Persians fell victims to 
Jewish hatred. Even today the Jewry believe this deed of hor
ror to be their greatest "relligious feast." 
Eternal is the hatred of the sub-human against the light shapes, 
these bearers of light. Eternally the occident is threatened with 
destruction from the deserts:. Without end the powers of de
struction are gathering, Attil:a and Ghengis Khan are collecting 
their hordes of Huns and sweep over Europe, a living apoc
alypse, leaving behind them fire and death, rape, murder and 
terror, in order to cast back into the primeval abyss the world 
of light, of thousandfold knowledge, of progress and human 
greatness. 
The desire of the sub-human is eternal: 
To turn again into a desert the land where the light of lofty 
perception still shone upon the dark creatively, then his ulti
mate aim, namely chaos, would be attained. 
This struggle between these 1two poles has been going on under 
dreadful, unfathomable laws for thousands of years, and there 
will be always an Attila, a Ghengis Khan to tear down the gates 
of Europe, knowing only one desire; namely the complete an
nihilation of all that is beautiful. 
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Today the embodiment of this will to destruction is: bolshevism. 
But this bolshevism is now an ephemeral phenomenon. It is not 
a product of our days. It is not a novelty within the hiistory of 
mankind, but is as old as the Jew himself. The pioneers of its 
path are called: Lenin and Stalin. 

First the hands of a people are cruelly cut down, and 1then the 
people will be led into political, economical, cultural, intellec
tual, spiritual and physical slavery. The remainder of ithe peo
ple, once deprived of their proper values and characteristics 
due to innumerable blood-mixtures-well, after a few c•enturies, 
which is a short time in the history of man, there will be per
haps still some vague knowledge of such a people having 
existed. 

Reichs Fuhrer SS Heinrich 
Himmler 1935 

Editor: The Reichs Fuhrer SS, SS Main Office. 

( Page 2 of original) 
Without end, the steppes of the Russian area extend--eastern 
Europe. Abrupt and sudden is the difference of the cultural 
levels of central Europe and the gigantic districts. 

And yet, on both sides of the frontier, there is the same soil, 
but not the same people. Only man alone is able to impress his 
stamp upon the country. Therefore, on the one side the well
ordered fertility, planned harmony of fields and carefully de
signed villages of Germany, and on the other side the zones 
of an impenetrable jungle, of the steppes, of never ending 
primeval forests, where silting rivers painfully cut their ways. 

Badly exploited, fertile soil of black earth that could be 
a paradise, a California of Europe, and in reality abamdoned, 
dreadfully neglected, branded with the stamp of a crime against 
culture beyond imagination even today, is a perpetual accusa
tion against the sub-human and his rule. 

Sorrowful fate of the black earth. 

Unending, fertile, neglected eastern Europe, but blesSied with 
all the advantages, whose absence from the rest of the eontinent 
is inconceivable, is brutally separated therefrom by an arbi
trary chasm. 
Eastern Europe never progressed beyond a certain primitive-
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ness. It has never known anything but chaos, beeause it lacked 
mankind, the valuable bearer of culture, the genius who sys
tematically planned peaceful reconstruction, who ordered the 
well-designed exploitation of the immense treasures and the 
fertility of the soil. This country has only kno~m the powers 
of unrestricted despoiling and brutal armament for war. 

Certainly, highly civilized nations of central and western 
Europe set out with this country as their goal too. Once there 
were the Goths and the W araoger who foundedl empires here 
and brought civilization with them. The Hanseatic League, 
Swedes, Flemish, Dutch, Swabian and Saxonian settlers from 
Lower Saxony attempted to bring light into the darkness. A 
voice crying for help was heard thence in all centuries. Peter 
the Great, Catherine II, and all the others, whatever their 
names may be, called the German farmer and officer, the 
European scientist, physician and engineer. 

But again and again, the powers of darkness prevailed, and the 
genius called to assistance was slaughtered in a frenzy of wild 
and bestial madness. 

CERTIFICATE OF TRANSLATION 

11 August 1947 

I, Paul E. Gropp, Civ. No. B-397 975, hereby certify that I am 
thoroughly conversant with the English and Gennan languages 
and that the above is a true and correct translation of the doc
ument No. N0-1805. 

Paul E. Gropp 
Civ. No. B-397 975 
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( Himmler's) Reflections on the Treatment of Peoples of Alien 
races in the East. (A blueprint which became a basis for SS 
policy in Eastern Europe.) 

TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENT NO. N0-1880 
OFFICE OF CHIEF OF COUNSEL FOR WAR CRIMES 

( handwritten) 

Dr. GROSS (of the Department 
of Racial Politics) has been informed 
28 November 40 

WOLFF 

For the files 

Top Secret 

Reflections on the Treatment of Peoples of AUen 
Races in the East. 

Concerning the treatment of peoples of alien races in the 
East we have to see to it that we acknowledge and cultivate 
as many individual ethnic groups as possible, i.e., outside of 
the Poles and the Jews, also the Ukrainians, the White Russians, 
the Corals ( Goralen), the Lemcos ( Lemken) and the Cashubes 
( Kaschuben) . If other small and isolated national groups can 
be found in other places, they should be treated the same way. 

What I want to say is, that we are not only most interested 
in not unifying the population of the East, but, on the con
rary, in splitting them up into as many parts and fragments as 
possible. 

But even within the ethnical groups themselves we have 
no interest in leading those to unity and greatness, or perhaps 
arouse in them gradually a national consciousness and national 
culture, but we want to dissolve them into innumerable small 
fragments and particles. 

We naturally want to use the members of all these ethnical 
groups, especially of the small ones, in positions of police offi
cials and mayors. Only the mayors and local police authorities 
will be allowed to head these ethnical groups; as far as the 
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Corals are concerned (page 2 of original) the individual chief
tains and elders of the tribes, who live in continuous feud with 
each other anyhow, should fill these positions. There must be 
no centralization towards the top, because only by dissolving 
this whole conglomeration of peoples of the Generalgouveme
ment amounting to fifteen millions, and of the eight millions of 
the Eastern provinces, will it be possible for us to carry out 
the racial sifting which must be the basis for our considerations: 
namely selecting out of this conglomeration the racially valu
able and bringing them to Germany and assimilating them 
there. 

Within a very few years-I should think about four to five 
years, the name of the Cashubes, f.i. must be unknown, because 
at that time there won't be a Cashubian people any more (this 
also goes especially for the West Prussians ) . I hope that the 
concept of Jews will be completely extinguished through the 
possibility of a large emigration of all Jews to Africa or some 
other colony. Within a somewhat longer period, it should also 
be possible to make the ethnic concepts of Ukrainians, Corals 
and Lemkon disappear in our area. What has been said for 
these fragments of peoples is also meant on a correspondingly 
larger scale for the Poles. (page 3) 

A basic issue in the solution of all these problems is the 
question of schooling and thus the question of sifting and select
ing the young. For the non-German population of the East 
there must be no higher school than the four-grade elementary 
school. The sole goal of this school is to be: 

Simple aritlunetics up to 500 at the most; writing of one's 
name; the doctrine that it is a divine law to obey the Germans 
and to be honest, industrious and good. I don't think that read
ing should be required. 

Apart from this school there are to be no schools at all 
in the East. Parents, who from the beginning want to give their 
children better schooling in the elementary school as well as 
later on in a higher school must take an application to the 
Higher SS and the police leaders. The first consideration in 
dealing with this application will be whether the child is racially 
perfect and conforming to our conditions. If we acknowledge 
such a child to be as of our blood, the parents will be notified, 
that the child will be sent to a school in Germany and that it 
will permanently remain in Germany. 
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Cruel and tragic as every individual case may be, tllis 
method (page 4) is still the mildest and ~t one, if, out of 
inner conviction, one rejects as un-German and impossible the 
bolshevist method of physical extermination of a people. 

The parents of such children of good blood will be given 
the choice to either give away their child; they will then prob
ably produce no more children so that the danger of this sub
human people of the East obtaining a class of leaders which, 
since it would be equal to us, would also be dangerous for us, 
will disappear-or else the parents pledge themselves to go to 
Germany and to become loyal citizens there. The love towards 
their child, whose future and education depends on the loyalty 
of the parents wiD be a strong weapon in dealing with them. 

Apart from examining the applications made by parents 
for better schooling of their children, there will be an annual 
sifting of all children of the General Govenunent between the 
ages of six and ten in order to separate the racially valua hie 
and non-valuable ones. The ones considered racially valuable 
will be treated in the same way as the children who are ad
mitted on the basis of the approved application of their parents. 

I consider it as a matter of course from an emotional as 
well as from a rational viewpoint that, the moment children and 
parents come to Germany, they are not treated like lepers in 
the schools and in everyday life, but, after having changed their 
names, they should, in full confidence, be incorporated into 
the German life, although attention and vigilance must be exer
cised with regard to them. It must not happen that the children 
be made to feel as outcasts, because, after all we believe in 
this, our own blood, which, through the errors of German his
tory has flown into an alien nationality and we are convinced 
that our Weltanschauung and our ideals will strike a chord of 
resonance in the racially equal soul of these children. Here 
teachers and HJ-leaders especially must do an out-and-out 
job and the mistake that has been m:1de in the past with the 
people from Elsass Lorraine must never be repeated; namely 
that, on one side, one wants to win the people as Germans and, 
on the other side, one constantly hurts and repudiates their 
human value, their pride and honor through distrust and in-
-sults. Insults like "Polack" and "Ukrainian" or something like 
that must be made impossible .. 

The children will have to be educated in an elementary 
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school and after these four grades it can be decided whether 
the children should continue to go to the German grammar 
school or should be transferred to a national political institu
tion of education. (page 6) 

The population of the General Gouvemement during the 
next ten years, by necessity and after a consistent carrying out 
of these measures, will be composed of the remaining inferior 
population supplemented by the population of the Eastern 
provinces deported there, and at all those parts of the German 
Reich which have the same racial and hwnan qualities f.i. 
parts of the Serbs ( Serben) and Wends (Wenden). 

This population will, as a people of laborers without lead
ers, be at our disposal and will furnish Gennany annually with 
migrant workers and with workers for special tasks ( roads, 
quarries, buildings ) : they themselves will have more to eat and 
more to live on than under the Polish regime, and, though they 
have no culture of their own, they will, under the strict, con
sistent and just leadership of the German people, be called 
upon to help work on its everlasting cultural tasks and its build
ings and perhaps, as far as the amount of heavy work is con
cerned, will be the ones who make the realization of these 
tasks possible. 

CERTIFICATE OF TRANSLATION 

14 July 1947 

I, Hanna Marie BIEBER, 3 397 989, hereby certify that I am 
thoroughly conversant with the English and German languages 
and that the above is a true and correct translation of the orig
inal document NO. N0-1880. 

HANNA MARIE BIEBER 

- ....... . 
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Hitler's instructions for Alfred Rosenberg, transmitted via Mar
tin Bormann. ( This document implies a definite inclusion of 
the Ukraine within the scope of Nazi Lebensraum. ) 

Abschrift! 
Reichsleiter Martin B o r m a n n Fiihrerhaup1tquartier, 

den 23. Juli 1942. 
Bo/ a. 

Geheime Reichssache! 

Herrn 
Reichsleiter Alfred Rosenberg Personlich! 

Berlin 35 
RauchstraBe 17/ 18. 

Sehr verehrter Parteigenosse Rosenberg! 

Der Fuhrer wiinscht, wie ich Ihnen im Auftrage mitteile, daB 
Sie fiir Beachtung und Durchsetzung folgender Grundsatze in 
den besetzten Ostgebieten sorgen: 

1. Wenn Madchen und Frauen der besetzten Ostgebiete ihre 
Kinder abtreiben, dann kann uns das nur recht sein; keines
falls sollen also deutsche Juristen sich dagegen wenden. 
Man miillte nach Auffassung des Fuhrers sogar einen 
schwungvollen Handel mit Verhiitungsmitteln in den besetz
ten Ostegebieten zulassen; denn wir konnen keinerlei Inter
esse daran haben, daB sich die nichtdeutsche Bevolkerung 
vermehrt. 

2. Die Gefahr, daB sich die nichtdeutsche Bevolkerun:g in den 
besetzten Ostgebieten starker als bisher vermehrt, ist sehr 
groB, denn die gesamten Lebensumstande werden fur die 
nichtdeutsche Bevolerung selbstverstandlich viel besser und 
gesicherter. Gerade deshalb miissen wir die noh¥endigen 
VorkehrungsmaBnahmen gegen eine Vermehrung der nicht
deutschen Bevolkerung treffen. 
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3. Deshalh soli auch keinesfalls eine deutsche Cesundheits
fiisorge fur die nichtdeutsche Bevolkerung in den besetzten 
Ostgehieten einsetzen. Ein Impfen z.B. der nichtdeutschen 
Bevolkerung und ahnliche vorbeugende CesundheitsmaB
nahmen sollen keinesfalls in Frage kommen. 

4. Keinesfalls dar£ der nichtdeutschen Bevolkerung eine hohere 
Bildung heigehracht werden. Wiirden wir in dies en F ehler 
verfallen, wiirden wir selhst einen kommenden Widerstand 
geradezu ziichten. Es moB also nach Auffassung des Fuhrers 
durchaus geniigen, wenn die nichtdeutsche Bevolkerung
auch die sogenannten Ukrainer-lesen und schreihen Iemen. 

5. Keinesfalls diirfen wir hei der nichtdeutschen Bevolkerung 
durch irgendwelche Ma.Bnahmen ein HerrenhewuBtsein 
ziichten! Das Cegenteil ist notwendigl 

6. Anstelle der jetzigen Schriftzeichen soil kiinftig in den 
Schulen die Normalschrift gelehrt werden. 

7. Die Deutschen miissen auf jeden Fall aus den ukrainischen 
Stiidten abgesetzt werden; sogar die Unterhringung in 
Baracken auBerhalh der Stiidte ist hesser als die U nter
hringung innerhalb der Stiidte! Keinesfalls sollen die rus
sischen ( ukrainischen) Stadte irgendwie hergerichtet oder 
gar verschonert werden, denn die Bevolkerung soli kein 
besseres Niveau hekommen und die Deutschen sollen in 
spater neu zu erhauenden Stadten und Dorfern wohnen, 
die von der russisch ( ukrainischen) Bevolkerung streng 
ahgesetzt sind. Deshalb sollen auch die fiir Deutsche zu 
erhauenden Hauser keinesfalls den russischen ( ukraini
schen) gleichen (kein Lehmverputz, kein Strohdach usw.'· 

8. Im Altreich seien, betonte der Fuhrer, viel zu viele Dinge 
reglementiert und vorgeschrieben; in diesen Fehler diirfen 
wir keinesfalls in den hesetzten Ostgebieten verfallen. 
Keinesfalls solle also fiir die nichtdeutsche Bevolkerung 
zuviel reglementiert werden: hier miisse man sich unbedingt 
auf das Notwendigste beschranken. Die deutsche Verwal
tung miisse deshalb auch auf jeden Fall klein gehalten wer
den, der Cebietskommissar miisse mit den einheimischen 
Ortsvorstehern arheiten; eine einheitliche ukrainische Ver
waltung etwa his zum Generalkommissar order etwar gar 
his zum Reichskommissar diirfe es aber keinesfalls geben. 
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Durchschlag dieses Schreibens habe ich dem Herrn Reichsmi
nister und Chef der Reichskanzlei iibermittelt. 
Herrn Reichsminister und Chef der Heil Hitler I 
Reichskanzlei Dr. L am m e r s Ihr 
Berlin mit der Bitte urn Kenntnisnahme, gez. M. Bormann 

gez. M. Bormann. 
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Blueprints . .for German coloni2:ation in Eastern Europe ( De
cided at a Conference at the Fuhrer's Headquarters and at the 
Reich Ministry for the East ) 

TRANSLATION OF DC>CUMENT NO. N0-2703 
OFFICE OF CHIEF OF COUNSEL FOR WAR CRIME 

The Reichsfiihrer SS Berlin, W 35, 17 August 1942 
Chief of the SS Main Office Luetzowstr. 48/49 

Cd SS HA/ De/Vo. VS Journal No. 3097/42 secret 

(stamp:) 
Personal Staff of the 
Reichsfiihrer SS 

Subject: 

(stamp: ) Central Archives 
SECRET File No. G 57 

Conference at the ]fuhrer Headquarters 
and at the Reich ~linistry for the East.· 

Reference: 

Enclosures: 2 memoranda for ·the files. 

(handwritten:) (handwritten:) 
file · 

Settlement in the East. (initials) 

Enclosed we · forward memoranda to the files regarding the 
conference at the Fuhrer Headlquarters and· at the Reich Min
istry for the East with r~uest to take note. 

Distribution: 

by order: ' 

(signature: ) BLESSAU 
SS Obersturmfiihrer 
and first adjutant. 

Reichsfuhrer SS, SS Obersturm,bannfiihrer Dr. Brandt, 
SS Oberst-Gruppenfuhrer DALUEGE, . 
SS Gruppenfuhrer STRECKEN A CH Reich Main Security Office 
SS Obergruppenfuhrer LORENZ, 
SS Gruppenfuhrer GREIFEL T!: 
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TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENT NO. N0-2703 
CONTINUED 

(stamp:) 
Personal Staff of the 
Reichsfiihrer SS 
Central Archives 
File No. G 57 

M e m or a n d a to the files 

Conference at the FUhrer Headquarters. 

Present: 

201 

Reichsfiihrer SS, Obergruppenfii)~er WOLFF, Obergruppen
fiihrer LORENZ, Obergruppenfiihrer PRUETZMANN, Grup
penftihrer BERGER, Gruppenfiilnrer GREIFEL T, Gruppenfiih
rer Under Secretary Dr. STUCKARDT, Oberfiihrer/MEYER! 

Professor 
a) General: 

1. ) Situation of ethnic Germans: 

There are 45,000 ethnic Germans in approximately 486 villages 
in the Ukraine, as far as it is not a fheat;re of operations. They 
had been registered and taken in charge by the Volksdeutsche 

' Mittelstelle (Liaison Office 'for Ethnic Germans). Since the 
General Commissar took charge of them nothing further was 
done. Nobody bothered about them. The ethnic · Germans 
starved, a double tax was imposed on them. T4e schools al
ready opened were closed. All national life has died, in contrast 
to· Transnistria (enclosure) where~ new ~ life has blossomed un
der foreign authority, the births figures have considerably in
creased during 1942, and the economic upwards trend is also 
unmistakable so that these ethnic Germans have come to be 
the backbone of the whole country. This is also made apparent . 

. ·by. the fa~t that two training centers for teachers have been 
opened and five hospitals have been established through the 
agency of the Volksdeutsche Mittelstelle ( Liaison Office for 
Ethnic Germans). 

The ethnic Germans in the comnr1unication zone have equally 
been taken charge of in every way, the collaboration with all 
offices of. the Army is excellent. In Transnistria as well as in 
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communication zone a troop of ethnic Germans has been formed 
which has taken charge of the safeguarding of communities and 
protects itself against bands of all sorts. In the Ulcraine, within 
the territory administered by the Reich Ministry for the East, 
these things have been omitted up to date. 

In order to prevent further disaster the Reichsfiihrer SS pro
poses the establishment of Ethnic German Directorates ( Volks
deutsche Leitstellen) within the staffs of the Higher SS and 
Police Leaders, which will be attached to the Reich Kommissars 
and, as far as there are any ethnic Germans, also to the General 
Kommissars as the responsible agencies dealing with the matter, 
and which will take charge of welfare and consolidation of 
settlements. (page 2 of original) 

· (stamp:) 

b) As a group of ethnic Germans which is spread out over 486 
villages cannot be taken care of, and national life can never 
develop in this way, the Reichsfiihrer SS has ordered a con
solidation of settlements. Insofar as they are not settled in the 
Hegewald district (see point c) , they should be concentrated, 
after the harvest has been brought in, in about 100 villages 
and these villages must be situated that one can also reach 
them in winter, until the final resettlement in strong-points can 
be put in operation. 

The resettlement of the Russians should be carried out in such 
a decent manner that no formation of new bands will result 
from it. 

It is self-evident that no ethnic Germans will be allowed to 
enter the Reich as workers., as long as the resettlement has not 
been completed. 

c) 1. In the district round Shitomir approximately 10,000 eth
nic Germans will be settled after the harvest has been brought 
in. In accordance with the order of the Fuhrer to the effect that 
it is preferable for German offices to operate in huts outside 
the town and for all officials and employees to live there, and 
not in the town itself, this settlement will be concentrated 
around field headquarters Hegewald as far as ground condi
tions permit. 

I I I II I 
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As at present trucks are being made available by the battalions 
at the immediate disposal of the Reichsfiihrer for anti-partisan 
warfare, the task will be made much easier. 

SS-Gruppenfiihrer GREIFELT together with the Volksdeutsche 
Mittelsetelle (Liaison Office of Etlmic Germans) have been 
put in charge, the responsible local leader will be Oberstunn
bannfiihrer of the Reserve JUNGKUNZ, SS-Oberfiihrer of the 
general SS, born 23 July 1892, SS serial No. 21 765, up to now 
leader of the administrative sub-district VIII. 

The plans for the distribution of land should be drawn up im
mediately, the necessary workmen required for the settlement 
should be selected. A query in this connection address•ed to the 
Commissar General at Shitom!r brought to light that neither 
plans of ground conditions nor any records relating to profes
sions, economic situation, and family status of the ethnic Ger
mans are available there. Furthermore the settlement should 
be organized in such a way that sufficient land is left for an 
extension if the number of children increases. 

2. Territory: Planning of consolidation and settlements in the 
East, in the Ukraine. 

Pursuant to the Fuhrer decree, parts of the UkrainE' will be 
completely colonized by German settlers in the course of the 
next 20 years. At the beginning the settlement will be laid out 
in accordance with the main east-west and north-south com
munication roads, with the planned meter roads and t:he direct 
railroads newly to be constructed, such as Cracow-.Shitomir
KievjLeningrad-Magilow-Kiev, Shitomir-Vinitza-Odessa.. 

The districts within the whole eastern territory which are to 
be colonized in the first instance are: 

Reichskommissariat Ostland, 
taking into consideration the Estonians' suitability for German
ization. 

In Latvia and in Lithuania it will be more difficult, as the 
Lettgalls will have to be evacuated from Latvia under all cir
cumstances, and the Lithuanians can also not be considered 
for Germanization as they are mentally slow and their strain 
of Slav blood is very pronounced. 
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Ingermanland. 
White Ruthenia. 

With regard to the latter country the matter is easier in as far 
as the White Ruthenian population has no intellectual class 
and no political ambition. 

Crimea. 

3. The strong-point-like settle1ment is planned in such a way 
that towns of 15-20,000 inhabitants will grow up at the inter
section points, and that around these towns a completely Ger
man agricultural population will be resettled. 

4. SS-Cruppenfiihrer CREIFE:L T will be instructed to plan 
the resettlement of the ethnic Germans from Transnistria. 

5. General: 

It must be kept in mind that just that part of a nation which 
is valuable from a racial point: of view cannot be won over if 
they have been previously systematically robbed, as for instance 
in Esthonia where so-called German business managers, re
ceiving a monthly salary of JL500 RM and more, have been 
appointed who are completely incapable, don't want to work 
at all and leave it to the previous Esthonian owner, receiving 
a salary of 300 RM, to look after the business. 

(page 4 of original) 
(stamp:) 

If such slogans are being coined as "stealing is called mania 
with the little people, cleptomania with the distinguished peo
ple, and Germanic with the Germans," then the result later 
on may be disastrous. 

Furthermore, it is more difficult in every way to rule a coun
try if the officials to be sent from the old Reich are selected 
from a negative point of view, if suddenly the money craze 
gets hold of everybody and secretaries earn 750 RM (salary 
of a lieutenalllt colonel with 3 children); if, furthermore, offices 
in general are closed from 16 December to 16 January, and if 
now, during the reconstruction stage, the fixed office hours 
are from 8:00 to 11:00 and frmn 16:30 to 19:00. 

(signature: ) C. BERGER · 

SS-Cruppenfiihrer. 
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CERTIFICATE OF TRANSLATION 

31.7.1947 

I, George H. GRANT; A 442 694, hereby certify that I am 
thoroughly conversant with the English and Gennan languages 
and that the above is a true and correct translation of the doc
ument No. N0-2703. 

George H. GRANT 
A 442 694 
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Outline for consolidation of the Racial German settlements in 
the Ukraine. 

OFFICE OF CHIEF OF 
APO 696-A 

STAFF EVIDENCE 
ANALYSIS 

Dec. No. 

Title and/ or general 
nature 

Date: 

Source (Location of 
original, etc. ) 

PERSONS, FIRMS OR 
ORGANIZATIONS 
IMPLICATED 
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COUNSEL FOR WAR CRIMES 
U. S. Army 

By: Hedy WACHENHEIMER 
Date: 12 February, 1947 

N0-2278 

Certified copy of a memo, signed 
by HIMMLER re: Racial Ger
mans in the Government Gen
eral ( Generalgouvemement) 
Ukraine. 

: 21 July, 1942 

7771 Document Center Berlin 
Folder N 314 
SS-2282 

HIMMLER 
SS-Ostubaf. Rudolf BRANDT 
SS-Ogruf. H. PRUETZMANN, 

Plenipotenitary-General 
in Croatia 

SS-Ogruf. Karl WOLFF, Chief 
of Personal Staff RFSS 

SS-Ogruf. LORENZ, Chief of 
VOMI 

SS-Gruf. G. BERGER, Chief 
of SS-HA 

SS-Gruf. KRORLAUCH, Chief 
of Training of SS 

SS-Gruf. U. GREIFELT, Com
missioner for Consolidation 
of German Folkdom 

SS-Obf. HOFFMEYER 



TO BE FILED 
UNDER THESE 
REFERENCE 
HEADINGS: 
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NO-As above 
NG-Ministry for Easte1m Affairs 
NC-Concentration Can1ps Lub-

lin 

NO-Deportation 
NG-Regional (Gau) Party Ad

ministration 
NG-Ministry of Occupied East

ern Territories 

SUMMARY (Indicate page nos: 
of original or translation) 

This three-page document is a certified copy of a memo, 
signed by HIMMLER. This memo outlines in 12 paragraphs 
what has been discussed at a meeting on racial Germans in the 
Government General ( General-gouvemement) Ukrain•e. 

In paragraph five it is stated that in agreement with the 
Ministry for Eastern Affairs the centralized settlement of racial 
Germans will have to be put into effect within the next three 
months. 

Paragraph 6. Racial Germans from Kommissariat General 
Shitomir, about 45,000 people, are to be settled around Rowne, 
Shitomir and Winniza. 

Paragraph 7. Racial Germans from Nikolajow, about 20,000 
people, are to be concentrated near Nikolajow. 

Paragraph 8. Racial Germans from Kriwoi Rog and vicinity 
and Germans are to be collectively settled. 

Paragraph 9. Germans from Stalino are to be gathered to
gether for the time being. 

Paragraph 10. The ultimate aim is to settle the agrarian 
population on farms, the size of 10-25 hectars. The Germans 
from Kiew with their tradesmen are to be split up. 

Paragraph 11. These areas settled by Germans and racial 
Germans serve the purpose to secure the vital German arteries 
on roads and railways. 

Paragraph 12. The supply for clothes and household goods 
for the settlers is to be provided by the camps in Lublin. 
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Himmler' s instruction on kidnapping Polish children for Ger
manization. 

TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENT NO. N0-3188 
OFFICE OF CHIEF OF COUNSEL FOR WAR CRIMES 

The Reichsfiihrer SS 
Journal No. AR/38/8 
RF/V 

Berlin, 18 June 1941 

( stamp) Personal Staff of the 
Reichsfiihrer SS 
Central Archives 

. File No. AR/32/14 

1. ) Reichsstatthalter 
SS-Gruppenfiihrer GREISER, 
• 
Posen 
Schlossfreiheit 13 

Dear Party-comrade GREISER, 

May I repeat in writing the suggestion I . recently submitted 
orally. 

1.) I would consider it right if smaU children, of Polish fam
ilies, who show especially good racial characteristics, were ap
prehended and educated by us in special children's institutions 
and children's homes which nrmst not be too large. The appre
hension of the children would have to be explained with en
dangered health. 

2.) Children who prove unfit are to be returned to their par
ents. 

3. ) I suggest that, in order to collect experience, at first a 
start should be made with only two or three such institutes. 

4.) After haH a year the genealogical tree and documents of 
descent of those children who prove to be acceptable should 
be procured. After altogether one year it should be considered 
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to give such children as foster children to childless families 
of good race. 

5 . ) Only the best and racially indoctrinated male and female 
workers may be appointed chiefs of such institutes. 

Heil Hitler! 

Signed HIMMLER 
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